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ABSTRACT
Prehistoric Settlement and Land Use: A Predictive Model for the Shivwits Plateau,
Northwest Arizona.
By
Glendee Ane Osbome
Dr. Karen Harry, Advisory Committee Chair 
Associate Professor of Anthropology 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
The obj ective of this research is to develop, test, and utilize a Geographic Information 
Systems based predictive model of prehistoric site location and settlement for the 
Shivwits Plateau in northwestern Arizona to better understand settlement patterns and 
land use across the region from the Archaic to Protohistoric period. The GIS data are 
used to determine site location probability for specific temporal phases of Virgin Anasazi 
cultural activity. The database includes previously recorded sites, vegetation, elevation, 
aspect, slope, and water resources which are integrated to establish probable patterns of 
land use and settlement.
My thesis examines two research questions. First, is it possible to reliably predict site 
locations? This focuses on the results of the predictive model. Second, what can this 
information tell us? Utilizing model and comparative research settlement, subsistence 
strategies, and settlement/subsistence differences and similarities between the Kayenta, 
Virgin Anasazi, and the Southern Paiute are explored.
m
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
The objective of this research is to develop and test a Geographic Information 
Systems (GIS) based predictive model of prehistoric site locations and settlement on the 
Shivwits Plateau of northwestern Arizona. The goal of this researeh is to better 
understand changing settlement patterns and land use systems across the region from the 
Archaic (-6000 BC) to the Protohistoric (-AD 1600) periods. The database includes 
previously recorded site locations, vegetation, elevation, slope, aspeet, geology, and 
water resources that were integrated to establish probable patterns of land use and 
settlement. Due to the relatively low numbers of positively identified Archaic, 
Basketmaker, and Southern Paiute sites a more generalized temporal breakdown of 
potential settlement patterns is presented. This study is primarily used to determine site 
location probability for the temporal phases associated with the Virgin Branch of the 
Ancient Pueblo People (AD 800 to -AD 1225). The resultant applications of these data 
can be used to identify trade networks, natural resource locations, areas of probable 
agricultural activity, and areas of probable hunting and plant gathering activities. They 
can also be used to more efficiently manage and protect cultural resources on federal and 
state lands, and predict probable locations of cultural resources subject to federal and 
state protections.
This modeling research could prove invaluable for the interpretation of a variety of 
prehistoric and protohistoric cultural activities, in addition to providing a template for 
similar archaeological landscape research at a scale and in a new dimension of detail 
previously unexamined by many researchers working in the Virgin River region. This 
thesis will focus on two research questions designed to integrate GIS teehnology with 
modem archaeological theory and method. First, can a valid GIS based predictive model 
of site location on the Shivwits Plateau be achieved? Second, if the predictive model is 
successful, what does this tell us about settlement and land use on the Shivwits Plateau?
Research Context
The focus of this research is an area known as the Shivwits Plateau (Figure 1). The 
Shivwits Plateau area is the western-most and final tier of the stepped Colorado Plateau 
formation (Figure 2). The Colorado Plateau is characterized by a series of stepped 
plateaus running east-west through northern Arizona, southern Utah, New Mexico, and 
Colorado. Average elevation on the Colorado Plateau ranges from 1524 meters to 2134 
meters (5000 to 7000 feet). The upper elevations eonsist of stands of coniferous forest, 
while the middle elevations are charaeterized by pinyon-juniper and the lower elevations 
of sage steppe with intermittent grass and shrub lands (Altschul & Fairley 1989:30-35; 
Kelly 1934:549). The Colorado Plateau region exhibits an arid to semi-arid climate with 
a winter and late summer bi-modal precipitation pattern. This precipitation pattern 
represents the northern periphery of the monsoon boundary and the southern extent of the 
interior arid west precipitation pattern.
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Figure 1. Map of the Shivwits Plateau region (Allison 2000).
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Figure 2. Map of Colorado Plateau region
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Located north of the Colorado River, the Shivwits Plateau is within the area 
commonly termed the Arizona Strip. The Shivwits Plateau encompasses a region 
roughly 124 (77 miles) kilometers long by 80 kilometers (50 miles) wide just south of St. 
George, Utah and extends to the Colorado River in the south. The research area is 
bounded by the Hurricane Cliffs to the east, the Grand Wash Cliffs to the west, the St. 
George Basin to the north, and the Colorado River to the South. This area serves as the 
intermediary between the Basin and Range topography of the Great Basin further west 
and the upland regions of the Colorado Plateaus to the east. Elevations on the plateau 
range from 1158 to 2156 meters (3799 -  7073 ft) above sea level with Mt. Dellenbaugh 
representing the highest point on the plateau at 2156 meters (7073 ft). Today, the
Shivwits Plateau is characterized by its remote access, marginal roads, and lack of water 
resources.
The Shivwits project area is currently administered via joint cooperation through the 
Bureau of Land Management and National Park Service as the Grand Canyon-Parashant 
National Monument. The monument was created by Presidential Proclamation 7265 in 
January 2000 by President Clinton, and includes Lake Mead National Recreation Area in 
the south and BLM lands north of the Monument boundaries (Figure 3). These lands are 
managed by Lake Mead National Reereation Area Headquarters in Boulder City, Nevada 
and the BLM Arizona Strip Headquarters in St. George, Utah.
Earlv Exploration and Settlement
Information on early exploration and settlement on the Arizona Strip is derived from 
a variety of resources including project reports (Altschul & Fairley 1989; Baldwin 1942; 
MacWilliams, et al. 2006; Sehroeder 1961; Shutler 1961; Teague & McClellan 1978; 
Wells 1991), published journals (Fowler & Fowler 1971), and ethnographic materials 
(Euler 1979; Kelly 1932-33; Kelly 1934; Kelly & Van Valkenburgh 1976; Sapir 1915; 
Steward 1938; & Stewart 1942). While this is not an exhaustive summary of the historic 
period of use on the Arizona Strip or the Shivwits Plateau, this review illustrates a period 
of use fairly well defined from a European perspective.
Initial explorations by Europeans into this region began with thel776 Spanish 
expedition led by Fray Dominguez and recorded by Fray S. Velez de Escalante. This 
expedition sought to explore and define a trade route between Santa Fe, New Mexico and 
Alta, California, the two capitals of New Spain in the Americas. Although their
expedition failed, this attempt represents the first incursion of Europeans onto the 
Shivwits Plateau and the Arizona Strip as a whole. By the mid-1830’s Mexican traders 
were moving regularly along the Old Spanish Trail between Santa Fe and the California 
coast, traversing portions of the Arizona Strip and areas to the north until the outbreak of 
the Mexican War in 1846.
With the exception of a few military expeditions, the Arizona Strip region was largely 
ignored until the Mormon colonization and missionization of Southern Utah in the 1850’s 
and 60’s. This period, however, saw the Shivwits Plateau largely ignored by Mormon 
settlers, although the 1868-1880 (Fowler & Fowler 1971) expeditions of John Wesley 
Powell and Frederick Dellenbaugh highlight their expedition’s limited travel across the 
Shivwits Plateau and interactions with Southern Paiutes living in the vicinity of Mt. 
Dellenbaugh and Mt. Trumbull. The primary goal of these expeditions was to explore 
and map the course of the Colorado River while recording the natural history of the 
region along the way. Prior to, and in the subsequent years after the establishment of St. 
George in southern Utah, Jacob Hamblin, as Indian Agent and Church emissary traveled 
the Arizona Strip extensively assisting with the development of wagon roads, trails, and 
friendly relationships with Southern Paiutes living on the Strip.
In the 1870’s the Arizona Strip began to see an increase in settlement, stock grazing, 
and prospecting across the region. The establishment of the Moapa Indian Reservation in 
1873 was meant to open up traditional tribal lands for white settlers while providing a 
resource base for Southern Paiutes living in the region. The Moapa Reservation, 
however, proved to be a failure and was closed in 1890 due to crop failures, natural 
resource depletion, and the refusal of many Paiutes to relocate to or remain living on the
reserve. Paiutes living in the Arizona Strip region during this period were increasingly 
marginalized by continuing Mormon land and resource acquisition and ecological 
degradation by stock grazing. The Shivwits Reservation, located on the Santa Clara 
River, was established in 1891 in response to continued complaints by local settlers of the 
Paiute’s burdensome begging and stock raiding (Knack 2001:136). In 1908, the Shivwits 
Plateau was placed under the control of the Dixie National Forest (MacWilliams, et al. 
2006:46). The Shivwits Plateau was opened to homesteading again in 1916; however, 
few chose to acquire lands there. The 1934 Taylor Grazing Act returned much of the 
Arizona Strip to federal control under the Division of Grazing. Administration of the 
Arizona Strip District included over 3.2 million acres which were to be allotted and 
leased in an effort to control and prevent overgrazing of public lands. The Boulder Dam 
National Recreation Area (later the Lake Mead National Recreation Area) removed the 
southern portion of the Shivwits Plateau from the public domain in 1936, but returned it 
to the administration of the Grazing Service in 1944 (Altschul & Fairley 1989:212). In 
1946, the Grazing Service and General Land Office were consolidated into the Bureau of 
Land Management. Since that time the Bureau of Land Management and the National 
Park Service have administered of the Shivwits Plateau and much of the Arizona Strip.
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Previous Research
The earliest referenee to the natural history and archaeology of the Shivwits Plateau 
region is from the 1776 overland trade route expedition of Fray Francisco Antanasio 
Dominguez and Silvestre Velez de Escalante. The expedition journals represent a first 
look at Native American life ways including how Native Americans lived, what they ate, 
how they dressed, and their knowledge of the land. The Friars also described the 
abandoned pueblos they observed as well as the strange customs and artifacts of the 
peoples they encountered. Later the expeditions of John Wesley Powell and his 
associates in 1869 and 1871-1872 (Fowler & Fowler 1971) down the Colorado River and 
Grand Canyon yielded the first detailed descriptive data on prehistoric ruins, current 
Southern Paiute inhabitants. Southern Paiute settlement and subsistence, and the natural 
landscape of the Arizona Strip including the Shivwits Plateau. Subsequent expeditions 
and limited archaeological research focused on the St. George Basin and eastern plateaus, 
leaving the Shivwits Plateau largely unexplored and un-researched.
Linguistic research, conducted by Edward Sapir in the early 1900’s with one 
informant, stands out as the first scientific study focused solely on the Native American 
inhabitants of the Arizona Strip region (1915:98-120; 1915:306-328). In the 1930’s, 
Isabel T. Kelly initiated ethnographic research focusing on the Southern Paiute and 
Chemehuevi groups living along the Colorado River and its tributaries. Kelly’s 1934 
article entitled, “Southern Paiute Bands”, is a summary of the geographic description of 
the Southern Paiute and Chemehuevi landscape, the geographic boundaries attributed to 
each of the fifteen bands of the Southern Paiute cultural tradition, and a brief description 
of those groups. More detailed information is available in Kelly’s unpublished 1932-1933
field notes as well as subsequent publications (Kelly 1932-33; Kelly & Fowler 1986:368- 
397; and Kelly & Van Valkenburgh 1976).
In 1942, Omer C. Stewart published his Culture-Element Distributions for the Ute- 
Southem Paiute in which descriptions of subsistence, agriculture, ceramics, property, and 
kinship are listed (Stewart 1942:231-360). Also in 1942, Gordon Baldwin conducted a 
small archaeological survey and recorded 51 sites on the Shivwits Plateau (Baldwin 
1942). This work represents the first real archaeological inquiry on the Shivwits Plateau. 
In 1966, Robert Euler published his Southern Paiute Ethnohistory in which he 
synthesized much of the available ethnographic data collected by Powell & Ingalls, 
Dellenbaugh, Kelly, and others to produce a more detailed view of the Southern Paiute’s 
hunting and gathering lifeway, land use, subsistence, and socio-political practices (Euler 
1966). Later, in 1974, Robert Manners also published an ethnohistorical report on the 
Southern Paiute; however his research is largely a review of Kelly’s 1932-1934 research 
in which he also utilizes the work of Julian Steward (1938) and others.
In 1950, Albert Sehroeder revisited the Shivwits Plateau briefly and conducted 
excavations at the Willow Beach Site, located 15 miles south of Hoover Dam (Sehroeder 
1961). The resulting monograph detailed evidence of short term use of the Virgin River 
region and the Shivwits Plateau by the Virgin Puebloan Branch and Southern Paiute 
groups from at least 250 BC through the Protohistoric period. Sehroeder’s 1961 report, 
however, only dealt with the Shivwits Plateau region in limited detail, citing materials 
collected at twenty-two sites by the National Park Service. No new data were acquired at 
that time and limited analyses suggested very limited occupation and use of the Shivwits 
Plateau during the Basketmaker 11, Basketmaker 111, and Pueblo 1 periods.
10
Richard Shutler (1961:8-10) surveyed small portions of the Shivwits Plateau near Mt. 
Dellenbaugh in 1955 and 1956, during which he recorded 35 new sites including open 
campsites, rockshelters, and masonry room structures. The site data indicated that 
“ .. .Basketmaker 111, Pueblo, Patayan, or Lower Colorado River people were hunting and 
gathering in this area since at least AD 500” (Shutler 1961:8). Shutler’s (1961:10) 
conclusions suggest that the Shivwits Plateau was used for hunting and gathering 
purposes for both Basketmaker and Pueblo groups, although the lack of stratigraphy 
and/or temporally diagnostic materials at many sites prevent accurate interpretation and 
dating.
The next large archaeological inquiry into the Shivwits Plateau consisted of a large 
survey conducted by Teague and McClellan (1978). This survey identified 171 
prehistoric and historic sites in what is now the Grand Canyon-Parashant National 
Monument. Teague and McClellan (1978:178) suggest that occupation on the Shivwits 
was seasonal and used primarily for resource procurement by mobile hunter-gatherers. 
Significant archaeological researeh on the Shivwits Plateau was largely absent in the 
1980’s, however in 1990 and 1991 Wells completed a 1,469 acre inventory survey on the 
Shivwits Plateau (Wells 1990, 1991), due to increasing impacts from park service and 
visitor activities. This survey yielded 73 new prehistoric sites of varying site type and 89 
isolates (Wells 1991:xv). Archaic, Virgin Branch of the Ancient Pueblo People; and 
Southern Paiute components are represented in artifact scatters, habitation, processing, 
and agricultural features throughout the project area.
More recently, a 2001 survey of 1,895 acres within the Grand Canyon-Parashant 
National Monument conducted by Western Archaeological and Conservation Center
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(MacWilliams, et al. 2006) yielded 55 sites, 29 artifact scatters, and 52 isolates. These 
sites range in age from the Archaic to the Protohistoric periods and generally eonsist of 
multi-room habitations, field houses, agricultural sites, rock art, general artifact scatters, 
and procurement localities (MacWilliams, et al. 2006:vii). In 2002, Eva A. Jensen 
completed research in the Hidden Hills region of the Shivwits Plateau regarding 
prehistoric use, ceramic production, and trade networks between the upland and lowland 
Virgin Branch of the Ancient Pueblo People. From 2002 to 2007 prescribed fire bum 
unit clearance surveys were conducted over large tracts of land across the southern 
portion of the plateau (Steve Daron, personal communication, September 18, 2008). In 
2006 and 2007 the University of Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV) and Brigham Young 
University (BYU) conducted excavations at two locations on the Shivwits Plateau. The 
UNLV field school investigated a small C-shaped pueblo near Mt. Dellenbaugh known as 
Lava Ridge Ruin, while BYU focused their test excavations on a series of sites 25 miles 
north of Mt. Dellenbaugh near Poverty Mountain. Publications are in progress for both 
projects as well as plans to return to the Shivwits Plateau for additional researeh at 
various locations.
Despite over one-hundred years of continuous European occupation and nearly one- 
hundred years of scientific inquiry, there is still a substantial lack of information 
regarding the prehistoric and protohistoric peoples who used this upland environment. 
Until recently, limited excavations have yielded few to no materials suitable for 
radiocarbon dating, macro- and micro-botanical analysis or faunal analysis. Macro- and 
micro botanical and faunal remains were recovered during the UNLV and BYU 
excavations; however, the results of those analyses were not available at the time of this
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writing. As a result, a basic chronology for the prehistoric and protohistoric Shivwits 
Plateau is subsumed under the chronology of the lowland Moapa Valley and Virgin River 
Valley contexts. Additionally, subsistence, settlement, and land use patterns are included 
in generalized statements regarding all Virgin Branch Puebloans and Southern Paiutes, 
upland and lowland, despite the lack of substantial supporting evidence or investigation. 
Southern Paiutes occupying the Shivwits Plateau region at contact are largely under­
represented in research contexts despite early work conducted by Sapir (1915) and Kelly 
(1934). The Southern Paiute occupation and use of the Shivwits Plateau may provide a 
useful and appropriate analog for the Virgin Puebloan Branch utilization of the Shivwits 
uplands, although the overall lack of data at this time precludes a substantive 
determination of the Southern Paiutes as a useful analog.
Ongoing archaeological research on the Shivwits Plateau is largely geared toward 
land management, conservation, and clearance practices required by Section 106 of the 
National Historic Preservation Act of 1966. These projects are conducted by Bureau of 
Land Management and National Park Service agencies in accordance with compliance 
requirements. Project reports and documents related to these projects are considered gray 
literature and are not widely available. These documents, however, are invaluable as they 
represent the bulk of knowledge surrounding the prehistory and history of the Shivwits 
Plateau in northwestern Arizona.
This introduction is meant to provide the reader with the background context in which 
this research is set. Specifically, the lack of systematic archaeological research in this 
area over the last one hundred years has led to explanatory and descriptive models of the 
Virgin Branch Peoples that may or may not be skewed in favor of lowland settlement and
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land use patterns. This research is meant to shed light on the potential patterns of land 
use and settlement of the upland regions while specifically focusing on the Shivwits 
Plateau during the Pueblo periods (AD 800 to AD 1225).
Chapter Two of this thesis descrihes the research design for this study, the datasets 
used, their descriptions and definitions, the assumptions this research is based upon, and 
potential limitations. The analysis technique and methodology used to produce the 
predictive model(s) is outlined in Chapter Three. Chapter Four provides the predictive 
results of the modeling process. Chapter Five is focused on what these results can tell us 
about settlement and subsistence strategies, similarities and differences between Virgin 
and Kayenta groups, as well as the similarities and differences between Virgin and 
Southern Paiute groups. Chapter Six presents a summary of the modeling results and 
interpretative discussion. In addition, future research avenues and issues are briefly 
discussed.
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CHAPTER 2
RESEARCH DESIGN 
Is It Possible to Develop a Reliable Model 
That Can Predict Prehistoric Site Locations?
To develop a useful model for predicting site locations the first step was to compile 
the data components necessary to evaluate this approach. Multiple lines of digital data 
were collected from multiple sources. Data were collected from the Bureau of Land 
Management (ELM) and National Park Service (NPS), as well as from the USGS website 
(http://seamless.usgs.gov/website/SeamlessI. Arizona Regional Image Archive (ARIA) 
(http://aria.arizona.edu). the USGS Southwest Regional GAP Analysis Project 
(http://fws-nmcfwru.nmsu.edu/swregan/default.htm). and other public entities. These 
data include: water resources, existing vegetation models, subsurface geological strata, a 
combined Digital Elevation Model (DEM) for the Shivwits Plateau, known survey areas, 
and recorded prehistoric and proto-historic site locations with cultural affiliation, site 
type, and relative age. These data were combined using ArcGIS software into an 
interactive database designed to illustrate site location, elevation, aspect, slope, 
vegetation, geologic substrata, and water resources. This database is presented in a 
format that can be continuously updated and infinitely expandable in order to meet the 
growing catalog of information for this and nearby regions.
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The data are present in two variable formats, independent and dependent. The 
independent variables consist of distance from water, vegetation, geological substrate, 
elevation, slope, and aspect. These data make up the some of the environmental variables 
thought to influence human choices and behavior in the placement of prehistoric 
archaeological sites. Although it is recognized that environmental variables are not the 
only circumstances that influence human choices, these variables are more easily testable 
than cultural factors such as ideology, personal or family values, and community.
The dependent variable consists of previously recorded prehistoric and protohistoric 
archaeological site locations. These previously recorded site location data were collected 
directly from the original site records for the entire project area. Information regarded as 
specific to identifying cultural affiliation, temporal affiliation, site type, site function, as 
well as assemblage and feature details was compiled for each documented site. As a 
result, distinct site type and function categories are outlined for future reference and 
analysis purposes.
Independent Variables
Water Resources
Today, the Shivwits Plateau is characterized by an arid to semi-arid climate with a 
winter and late summer bi-modal precipitation pattern. This pattern represents the 
northern periphery of the monsoon boundary and the southern extent of the interior arid 
west pattern (Altschul & Fairley 1989:9). Average precipitation on the Shivwits Plateau 
during the period of record ranges from 11 to 12.5 inches per year with the majority 
falling during the summer monsoons in July and August in the form of isolated
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thunderstorms (Western Regional Climate Center 2007). Average temperatures collected 
from the Mount Trumbull and Tuweep climate stations, located to the east on the 
Uinkaret Plateau, for the period of record range from the 20-50 degrees Fahrenheit during 
the winter to 80 + degrees Fahrenheit during the summer months (Western Regional 
Climate Center 2007). The combination of warm summers, cool winters, and relatively 
low precipitation yields an arid environment with few options for water resources. As a 
result, natural springs and seeps become important water resources for prehistoric 
inhabitants.
The dataset utilized for this study includes all known spring and seep locations as 
denoted on the USGS topographic maps as well as various on the ground surveys 
conducted by the BUM over an unknown period of time. At this time it is unknown if 
this dataset represents the actual modem distribution of water resources across the 
plateau. Presently, water resource surveys are underway to address this resource 
question. Additionally, it is recognized that this dataset may not reflect prehistoric water 
resource conditions and locations; however, a more appropriate analog was not available 
during the course of these analyses. It is assumed for the purposes of these analyses that 
the known spring and seep locations is representative of the resource’s prehistoric 
distribution.
Locations of all known springs and/or seeps within the project area are utilized to 
anticipate travel distances and probable settlement proximity to those resources. 
Permanent and reliable water resources on the Shivwits Plateau are restricted to faulted 
springs, seeps, seasonal runoff, and natural water catchments, although only locations of 
springs and seeps are utilized for this study (Figure 4). Water catchments and seasonal
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runoff are therefore not utilized for these analyses. An assessment of potential natural 
water catchment locations and areas of seasonal runoff were not calculated and were 
difficult to visually identify given the scale of the project area. Additionally, there are no 
permanent streams, rivers, or lakes on the plateau. According to a report submitted to the 
Arizona Water Protection Fund in 2001 (Grand Canyon Wildlands Council:6) a total of 
450 springs, seeps, and natural ponds currently exist on the Arizona Strip, of which 
approximately 46 are within the Shivwits Plateau region. Kelly’s (1932-33:7-10) 
unpublished ethnographic field notes list seventy-three springs on the Shivwits Plateau, 
while data I received from the BLM lists a total of 169 spring and/or seep locations 
within the project area. The discrepancy between the 2001 Grand Canyon Wildlands 
Council data, Kelly’s (1932-33:7-10) ethnographic data, and the BLM dataset may be one 
of changing environmental conditions or the possibility that previous researehers were 
unable to locate all existing water resources. Without further research, it is unlikely that 
the differences between the ethnohistoric data, the 2001 report, or the BLM resource 
listing will be adequately examined. Recently the BLM and NPS jointly supported a 
water resource survey conducted on the Grand Canyon-Parashant National Monument. 
The results o f this documentation survey are due to be released sometime in the near 
future. It is my understanding that this survey is an on-the-ground evaluation of all 
potential spring and seeps locations within the monument boundaries. The results of this 
documentation survey may shed light on the discrepancies discussed above. These data 
are provided in a digital format layer, courtesy of the BLM and NPS spring location 
records.
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The apparent lack of surface water suggests that site locations should be 
predominately located near or within a short distance of most spring locations. For the 
purposes of these analyses a distance from springs dataset was derived from the point 
plotted spring and seep locations (Figure 5). These data consist of a multiple concentric 
buffer projecting outward from the spring location at 500 meter increments and up to 
5000 meters from the spring location. These data are used to identify the proximity of 
sites to spring and seep locations within the project area. An evaluation of site proximity 
to water resources in conjunction with additional variables may shed light on probable 
settlement strategies over time.
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Figure 4. Location of known springs and seeps on the Shivwits Plateau.
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Geological Substrate
The geological dataset utilized for this study was modified and adapted from a 
compilation of southwestern United States regional geology (USGS National Gap 
Analysis Program, Hirschherg, D.M. & S.G. Pitts 2000;
http://earth.gis.usu.edu/swgap/geologv.htmn by Dr. Brett McLaurin of the Department of 
Geography and Geosciences at Bloomsburg University, specifically for this analysis.
This 1:500,000 scale map of bedrock and surficial geologic units identifies and correlates 
regional stratigraphy “.. .based on bulk rock chemical compositions and characteristics” 
(SWReGAP Geology: http://earth.gis.usu.edu/swgap/geologv.html). Figure 6 illustrates 
the distribution of the project area’s geological substrates.
The following classification was used to subdivide the rock units according to 
dominant rock type: 1) water, 2) carbonate dominated formations (either limestone or 
dolomite), 3) metamorphic or igneous units with dominantly mafic composition, 4) 
Quaternary age younger alluvium and surficial deposits, 5) sandstone dominated 
formations, 6) shale dominated formations, 7) and siltstone and/or mudstone dominated 
formations (Table 1).
Within this area of the Colorado Plateau, sedimentary rocks represent the majority of 
the rock units that occur. Figure 7 illustrates the regional stratigraphy of the sedimentary 
rocks within the Grand Canyon and the surrounding Colorado Plateau. These 
sedimentary rocks are the result of the accumulation of inorganic and organic materials 
being deposited by wind and water, and have undergone chemical and physical 
alterations to become hard and compacted rock (Strahler & Strahier 1997:261-263).
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Figure 6. Distribution of geological substrates within the Shivwits Plateau project area.
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Table 1. Geological age and classification of local rock types.
TIME PERIOD FORMATION ROCK
CLASSIFICATION
ROCK TYPE
Quaternary
(Pleistocene-Holocene)
Unconsolidated 
Surface Materials
Alluvium &
Surficial
Deposits
Permian Kaibab Sedimentary Limestone
Dolomite
Triassic
Permian
Pennsylvanian-Permian
Moenkopi
Coconino
Hermit
Sedimentary Sandstone
Pennsylvanian-Permian Hermit Sedimentary Shale
Pennsylvanian-Permian Hermit Sedimentary Mudstone
Siltstone
Proterozoic Metamorphic or 
Igneous
Basalt
Pyroclastic
flows
Common sedimentary rock types in this region include: limestone, dolomite, sandstone, 
shale, and mudstone/siltstone.
Limestone and dolomite carbonates are sedimentary deposits of decaying biological 
materials and dissolved minerals, where chemical reactions between materials yield the 
deposition of limestone (CaCO ^  ) or the crystallization of dolomite (CaMg(CO^)2).
Limestone and dolomite of the Permian age Kaibab Limestone are characteristic of the 
Hidden Hills region of the Shivwits Plateau as well as Suicide Point. In addition, the 
Kaibab Limestone crops out along the Grand Canyon rim and at the southern boundary of 
the project area.
Sandstone, a common sedimentary rock, is composed of weathered fragments of 
preexisting rock with a grain size of 0.0625 mm -  2 mm (Folk 1980:182). The sandstone- 
dominated units of the Shivwits Plateau are primarily composed of the mineral quartz 
with subordinate amounts of feldspar. The sandstone within the area are part of the
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Moenkopi (Triassic), Hermit (Pennsylvanian -  Permian), and Coconino (Permian) 
formations. These deposits can be found along extinct stream channels in the central 
portion of the plateau, at Grassy Mountain, and in the deep canyons along the North Rim 
of the Grand Canyon.
Additional forms of sedimentary rock such as rnudstone/siltstone and shale are 
formed under similar circumstances of the accumulation and compaction of inorganic and 
organic materials into finely stratified layers. Mudstone is formed from the hardening of 
silt, sand, clay, and water, while shale is formed from compressed clay-rich mud that is 
fissile, or easily broken in to flakes or sheets (Strahler & Strahler 1997:263). These 
deposits occur within the Hermit Formation in Andrus Canyon and along the north rim of 
the Grand Canyon below the plateau.
Metamorphic rock units refer to sedimentary, igneous, or metamorphic rock which is 
chemically and physically altered as a result of continuous subsurface pressure and heat 
(Strahler & Strahler 1997:265). Metamorphic rocks within the study area are Proterozoic 
age granitic gneiss. Igneous units of rock refer to stone which has formed from the 
solidification and cooling of subsurface magma or surface lava (Merriam-Webster 
Online, http://www.meiriam-webster.com/dictionarv). Volcanic rocks on the Shivwits 
plateau are mafic in composition, with minerals including plagioclase feldspar, pyroxene, 
and olivine. These basalt and pyroclastic flows are characteristic of the area surrounding 
Mt. Dellenbaugh and Poverty Mountain. These types of rocks are characteristically dark 
in color and consist of coarse to finely crystalline textures.
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Quaternary age younger alluvium and surficial deposits are defined as unconsolidated 
surface materials of gravels, sand, silt, or clay which are deposited by running water on 
the landscape during the Pleistocene or Holocene periods (Strahler & Strahler 1997:392; 
Merriam-Webster Online, http://www.meniam-webster.com/dictionarv). These deposits 
are commonly found at the termination of streams and channels in the form of fans or 
deltas and on the bedrock floors of river valleys (Bloom 1978:229). Examples of these 
deposits on the Shivwits Plateau include: Snap Draw, Salt House Draw, the West and 
East Forks of Parashant Wash, Horse Valley, and Pine Valley.
Vegetation
Vegetation on the Shivwits Plateau is categorized into 32 vegetation zones by the 
Southwest Regional Gap Analysis Project (SWReGAP). These distinct land cover or 
vegetation types are identified and defined by the SWReGAP which conducted the multi­
state regional project and analysis between 1999 and 2004 (USGS National Gap Analysis 
Project-Land Cover Descriptions 2005). The SWReGAP dataset is the most up-to-date 
regional digital vegetation dataset currently available and is utilized for this study. The 
SWReGAP dataset provides a regional dataset that is based on satellite imagery, digital 
modeling, and ground-truthing. The extent of this multi-state project provides a detailed 
view of the range and distribution of different plant species and land cover patterns. The 
digital dataset is available at: (http://earth.gis.usu.edu/swgap/landcover.html. A final 
report on the SWReGAP land cover modeling methods is available for download at: 
http://earth.gis.usu.edu/swgan/. The vegetation or land cover type and descriptions are 
detailed in Appendix A.
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While recognizing the analytical and descriptive advantages of utilizing this dataset 
there are a few disadvantages. For instance, it will be increasingly difficult to identify 
settlement patterns for a specific vegetation type category if  vegetation zones are fairly 
small and do not contain a significant site presence within them. This particular issue 
could be resolved if the vegetation types were condensed to reveal larger land areas of 
similar vegetation types within a particular land cover zone. Flowever, it is important to 
consider that while SWReGAP data categories are already heavily generalized, 
broadening the vegetation categories further will result in potential bias and the 
prevention of more fine-grained analyses. Additionally, the criteria for category 
designations are somewhat subjectively determined by each analyst based on a varying 
range of available data and preference. For this study, the SWReGAP data was 
condensed into nine highly generalized categories with the assistance of Dr. Scott R. 
Abella, UNLV-PLI Assistant Research Professor in Vegetation Ecology (Table 2). These 
categories are subjectively grouped hierarchically by desert, woodland, and forest 
communities. These generalized classifications are necessary to more adequately 
evaluate the role of vegetation across the Shivwits landscape in relation to site location 
(Figure 8).
These data were ultimately not used in the modeling process as the data were too 
highly correlated with elevation. Vegetation, however, could be used to evaluate site 
proximity to transitional zones, in addition to being used as an overlay to determine 
potential survey and research areas. These data were provided by the NPS in a digital 
layer format. The original datasets are available for download online from the USGS
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Southwest Regional Gap Analysis Project website ('http://fwsnmcfwru.nmsu.edu/- 
swregap/default.htm).
Table 2. Reclassified Vegetation types.
OBJECT
ID
DESCRIPTION CLASS
18 Colorado Plateau Blackbrush-Mormon-tea Shrubland I
19 Mojave Mid-Elevation Mixed Desert Scrub 1
2 0 Inter-Mountain Basins Mixed Salt Desert Scrub 1
21 Sonora-Mojave Creosotebush-White Bursage Desert Scrub I
2 2 Sonora-Mojave Mixed Salt Desert Scrub 1
4 North American Warm Desert Bedrock Cliff and Outcrop 2
5 North American Warm Desert Volcanic Rockland 2
6 North American Warm Desert Wash 2
7 North American Warm Desert Playa 2
13 Inter-Mountain Basins Mat Saltbush Shrubland 3
16 Inter-Mountain Basins Big Sagebrush Shrubland 3
17 Mogollon Chaparral 3
23 Inter-Mountain Basins Montane Sagebrush Steppe 3
25 Inter-Mountain Basins Semi-Desert Shrub Steppe 3
26 Inter-Mountain Basins Semi-Desert Grassland 3
29 Inter-Mountain Basins Greasewood Flat 3
31 Southern Colorado Plateau Sand Shrubland 3
27 Rocky Mountain Lower Montane Riparian Woodland and Shrubland 4
2 8
North American Warm Desert Lower Montane Riparian Woodland 
and Shrubland 4
3 0 North American Warm Desert Riparian Woodland and Shrubland 4
11 Colorado Plateau Pinyon-Juniper Woodland 5
12 Great Basin Pinyon-Juniper Woodland 5
15 Colorado Plateau Pinyon-Juniper Shrubland 5
24 Inter-Mountain Basins Juniper Savanna 5
10 Rocky Mountain Ponderosa Pine Woodland 6
14 Rocky Mountain Gambel Oak-Mixed Montane Shrubland 6
8
Rocky Mountain Montane Dry-Mesic Mixed Conifer Forest and 
Woodland 7
9
Rocky Mountain Montane Mesic Mixed Conifer Forest and 
Woodland 7
0 Colorado Plateau Mixed Bedrock Canyon and Tableland 8
1 Inter-Mountain Basins Shale Badland 8
2 In ter-M oun ta in  B asin s  A ctive and  S tab ilized  D une 8
3 Inter-Mountain Basins Volcanic Rock and Cinder Land 8
32 Open Water 9
33 Developed, Medium-High Intensity 9
34 Invasive Southwest Riparian Woodland and Shrubland 9
35 Invasive Southwest Riparian Woodland and Shrubland 9
36 Invasive Annual and Bieimial Forbland 9
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Figure 8. Reclassified Vegetation Type Map.
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Elevation, Slope, and Aspect
The general topography of the landscape in the project area is used to identify 
potential trends in land use and settlement. Topography is defined in this analysis as the 
physical representation of the landscape including relief, elevation, and natural features. 
The elevation is defined as the metric distance above sea level and is presented in digital 
format as a digital elevation model (DEM). In this case, elevation ranges between 352 
meters to 2393 meters (1155-7851 ft) above sea level. The basic topographic data is 
provided by the Arizona Regional Image Archive (ARIA; http://aria.arizona.edu') in the 
form of a Digital Elevation Model for each 7.5 minute quadrangle in the project area 
(Figure 9). This DEM layer will provide the base layer of the predictive model from 
which the elevation, slope, and aspect can be deduced.
The slope and aspect of the project area is deduced by using the Slope and Aspect 
tools in Spatial Analyst to create slope and aspect surfaces from the DEM surface. The 
slope is defined as the measure of change in elevation over a landscape. This measure is 
expressed as a degree value where the higher degree represents a steeper slope. The 
aspect represents the direction in which a slope faces in degrees. These two datasets 
which are derived from the DEM may be important indicators of site placement, 
settlement patterning, and useful for the assessment of potential agricultural areas.
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Figure 9. Digital Elevation Model Mosaic of the Shivwits Plateau.
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Survey Areas
To avert potential bias in the site sample, a digitized layer of all known BLM and 
NPS archaeological pedestrian survey areas through April 2007 were used (Figure 10). 
This made it possible to calculate the number of sites in any area against the total number 
of acres surveyed, and thus to compare the number of sites present per surveyed acre 
rather than the overall number of sites recorded. This procedure was necessary for two 
reasons. First, it allowed an offset of the sampling biases caused by disproportionate 
surveying methods, in which some areas and ecological zones had been more heavily 
surveyed than others. Second, it allowed for the evaluation of site absence that is, 
identifying those areas where sites were not present. Areas of site absence were 
evaluated using an arbitrary site size of 50 m  ^for all known site locations. The total site 
area was subtracted from the total area of surveyed areas to produce the known area of 
site absence.
The survey data layer from the NPS was provided by Leah Bonstead in accordance 
with ongoing Lake Mead (LAME) National Recreation Area compliance surveys. 
Approximately 15,323 acres of known survey area were completed as of April 2007 by 
the NPS. David Van Alfen, BLM Archaeologist for the Grand Canyon-Parashant 
National Monument provided a digitized layer of survey areas for the Parashant National 
Monument. These survey areas were digitized from scanned and copied paper 
topographic maps. Additional survey areas north of the Parashant National Monument 
were digitized from copied and scanned paper topographic maps provided by David Van 
Alfen.
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While it is recognized that there is error involved with this digitizing methodology, 
the BLM Arizona Strip Headquarters does not currently retain a full-time staff of 
professional archaeologists, aside from the department leads, to produce digitized 
versions of the survey areas from full size paper quadrangle maps. The digital error from 
scanned and copied maps is considered to be minimal as well as manageable given that 
past surveys on the Shivwits Plateau were conducted without the aid of modem global 
positioning units (GPS) and the accuracy of their placement is subject to error as well as 
the detail of their site recording procedures. More recently, surveys conducted on the 
Shivwits Plateau by the BLM were to fulfill Section 106 regulations for a myriad of 
public works projects including power lines, pipelines, transmission lines, and mining 
well pads. A more precise methodology for the digitizing of the BLM survey area data 
from the available paper quadrangle maps would include a full size digital scan of each 
quadrangle where each map would be registered to the appropriate coordinates and the 
survey areas digitized from the projected and digitized quadrangle map. Approximately 
56,500 acres of known survey area was completed on the Grand Canyon-Parashant 
National Monument and BLM held lands as of 2007.
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Dependent Variables 
Previously Recorded Site Locations
Archaeologieal site data were obtained from the original Bureau of Land 
Management and National Park Serviee archaeologieal site reeords. Sites are identified 
and defined by both agencies aecording to the Arizona State Museum standards listed 
below:
Sites should consist of at least one of the following:
1. At least 30 artifacts of a single elass (i.e., 30 sherds, 30 chipped stone, 30 tin cans) 
within an area 15m diameter, except when all pieces appear to originate from a 
single source (i.e. single ceramic vessel, on e core, one bottle).
2. At least 20 artifaets including 2 or more classes of artifact types (i.e., sherds, 
groundstone, nails, glass) within an area 15m diameter.
3. One or more archaeologieal features in temporal association with any number of 
artifaets.
4. Two ore more temporally assoeiated archaeological features without artifacts. 
[Arizona State Museum:
http ://www. statemuseum. arizona. edu/crservi ces/azsite/si tedef. shtml]
Information collected from the site records includes coordinate locations, temporal 
and cultural affiliation, site type, function, and features associated. The site dimensions 
were not collected as a significant number of the sites reviewed do not report 
approximate dimensions. Site and cultural material assemblage descriptions were used to 
determine cultural affiliation, type, and function for each site location. While it is 
recognized that temporally diagnostic projectile points and ceramic types may extend 
beyond a single time period, the context and content of the site assemblage was also 
taken into consideration when assigning any temporal affiliation. Site location 
coordinates were derived from GPS or point plot loeations on quadrangle maps. The 
projection used (NAD 27 or NAD 83) was noted in order to separate sites based on 
projection and then re-project them to a single map projeetion, NAD 83 UTM Zone 12
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North. This will ensure that all sites were accurately plotted in the model. A total of 
1209 prehistoric and protohistoric site records were eompiled for potential analysis. The 
site database is on file with the National Park Serviee at the Lake Mead National 
Recreation Area Headquarters in Boulder City, Nevada.
While site type categories were divided into sub-categories for identifieation 
purposes, not all sub-categories constitute an adequate sample size for analysis 
(Appendix B). To address this issue the sub-divided categories were combined into their 
primary eategory identifier and analyzed to ascertain possible patterns on the landscape. 
For example, the Rockshelter category has five sub-categories (Rockshelter with Artifact 
Scatter (AS), Rockshelter with Lithic Scatter (LS), Rockshelter with Feature, Rockshelter 
with Rock Art, and Rockshelter with Groundstone). In this case, no single Rockshelter 
sub-category has enough site reeords to yield a statistieally valid sample analysis 
independent of the other sub-categories. As a result, the primary identifier, in this ease 
‘Rockshelter’, was used to incorporate all rockshelter type sites in the analysis providing 
a larger sample size from which statistically valid interpretations ean be made. Similarly, 
the temporal affiliation category was also further simplified to include Archaic, 
Basketmaker, Puebloan, and Protohistoric categories to allow a more generalized 
analysis.
Cultural Affiliation
Cultural affiliation is inferred to define the prehistoric or protohistoric culture 
associated with each site. The cultural groups defined for this study include the Archaic 
Hunter-Gatherer, the Virgin Branch of the Ancient Puebloan People, Protohistoric 
Southern Paiutes, and modem Europeans. While the focus of this study is the Virgin
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Branch Puebloans, the presence of prehistoric and protohistoric Southern Paiute cultural 
remains was also briefly examined. Southern Paiute remains identified during the 
historic period and the historic and modem cultural remains associated with Europeans 
are not considered in this study.
Temporal Affiliation
Temporal affiliation was assigned according to a simplified version of the revised 
Pecos Classification Chronology established by Altschul & Fairley (1989:85-152) for 
temporally diagnostic lithics, ceramics, features, and architectural assemblages present on 
site (Table 3). These classifications were further revised for the purposes of this study. 
Time periods were not subdivided into phases (i.e. Early, Middle, and Late) as a majority 
of the sites used in this study were recorded and dated based on surface assemblages over 
a long period of time. Site records are often incomplete, vague, and poorly dated. In 
addition, many sites indicate long term and/or repeated use over successive time periods 
which make assigning a specific temporal affiliation to any given site difficult. Due to 
these constraints only a more generalized chronology is possible.
Archaic Period (6000 BC — 300 BC). Archaic period sites are identified based on the 
presence of projectile points with open artifact scatters (Altschul & Fairley 1989:98). 
Projectile points identified as temporally diagnostic of the Archaic period include: Elko 
Series, Gatecliff, Gypsum, Humboldt, McKean, and the Pinto Series (Altschul & Fairley 
1989:89-98).
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Table 3. Revised time period designations.
TIME
PERIOD
TIME
FRAME
GENERAL
PERIOD
Archaic 6000 BC -  300 BC Archaic
Basketmaker II 300 BC -  AD 400 Basketmaker
Basketmaker III AD 400 -  AD 800 Basketmaker
Pueblo I AD 8 0 0 - AD 1000 Puebloan
Pueblo II AD 1000-A D  1150 Puebloan
Pueblo III AD 1150-A D  1225 Puebloan
Southern Paiute AD 1200-A D  1600 Protohistorie
Prehistoric
Unknown
No Temporal Diagnostics 
or Ceramics Present
None
Pueblo
Unknown
No Temporal Diagnostics 
Present, but Ceramics are 
Present
None
Basketmaker II (300 BC -  AD 400). The Basketmaker II period is identified as a 
preceramic horticultural culture which is distinct from the previous Archaic period based 
on changes in material culture, the use of semi-permanent habitation structures 
(pithouses), and use of cultigens. Artifacts generally considered diagnostie of this time 
period include slab lined cists, milling stones and one-hand manos, and Gypsum, Elko 
series, and Rose Spring series projectile points (Altschul & Fairley 1989:107-112).
Basketmaker III (AD 400 -  800). The Basketmaker III period is identified by the 
introduction of ceramic technology, bow and arrow technology, and the use of trough 
metates and two-hand manos. Temporally diagnostic ceramic artifacts from this period 
include: plain Lino Gray, Boulder Gray, North Creek Gray, Moapa Brown, Moapa Gray, 
Boulder Black on Gray, and Lino Black on Gray ceramics (Altschul & Fairley 1989:112- 
114; Seymour & Perry 1998:45-63). Temporally diagnostic projectile points from this 
period include Eastgate Expanding Stem and Rose Spring series points (Altschul & 
Fairley 1989:112-114; Condie & Fowler 1986; Madsen 1980).
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Pueblo I  (AD 800 -  1000). The Pueblo I period is identified by changes in ceramic 
style and technique, site layout, and architectural developments (Altschul & Fairley 
1989:118-119). This period is marked by changing ceramic design style and vessel form, 
as well as the introduction of continuous masonry and jacal semi-subterranean structures 
designed for storage and habitation (Altschul & Fairley 1989:118-119). Diagnostic 
ceramic artifacts include: Washington Black on Gray, Boysag Black on Gray, and San 
Juan Black on Red. Other ceramics potentially present in Pueblo I assemblages include 
Boulder Gray, Moapa Brown, Moapa Gray, and North Creek Gray (Altschul & Fairley 
1989:118-128; Seymour & Perry 1998:45-63). Temporally diagnostic projectile points 
for this time period include: Elko series, Eastgate Expanding Stem, Rosegate, and the 
Rose Spring series (Altschul & Eairley 1989:118-128; Condie & Fowler 1986; Madsen 
1980).
Pueblo II  (AD 1000 -1150). Pueblo II period sites are identified based on the 
ceramic assemblage, masonry habitation structures with associated masonry storage 
structures, agricultural features, and projectile point types. Temporally diagnostic 
ceramics include: corrugated bowls and utility jars, St. George Black on Gray, North 
Creek Black on Gray, Hurricane Black on Gray, Virgin Black on White, Mount Trumbull 
Black on Gray, Moapa Black on Gray, Shinarump Brown & Corrugated, Shivwits Brown 
& Plain, Slide Mountain Black on Gray, St. George Black on Gray, and Whitmore Black 
on Gray (Altschul & Fairley 1989:128-129; Seymour & Perry 1998:45-63). Diagnostic 
projectile points characteristic of this time period include: Parowan, Cottonwood 
Triangular, Elko Series, Rose Spring series, and Rosegate (Altschul & Fairley 1989:130; 
Condie & Fowler 1986; Madsen 1980).
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Pueblo III (AD 1150 -  1200 or 1225). The Pueblo III period is identified primarily 
by the ceramic assemblage associated with each site and to a lesser extent projectile point 
types. Temporally diagnostic ceramics include: Sosi & Dogoszhi Black on White, 
Tusayan and Moenkopi Corrugated, Virgin series. North Creek Black on Gray and 
Corrugated, Shinarump Walhalla Corrugated, and Washington Corrugated (Altschul & 
Fairley 1989:139-140). Additional ceramic types known for this time period include: 
Citadel Polychrome, Fern Glen Black on Gray, Hurricane Black on Gray Corrugated, San 
Juan Red, Shinarump Brown, Slide Mountain Black on Gray, Tsegi Black on Orange, 
Tsegi Orange, Whitmore Black on Gray, and Paiute Brown (Altschul & Fairley 
1989:139-140; Seymour & Perry 1998:45-63). Diagnostic projectile point types include: 
Cottonwood Triangular, Desert Side Notch, Eastgate, Parowan, Rose Spring Comer 
Notched, and Rosegate (Condie & Fowler 1986; Madsen 1980).
Southern Paiute or Protohistoric (AD 1200 -  1600). The Southern Paiute or 
Protohistoric period is identified by the presence of Southern Paiute Brown ware, Jeddito 
Yellow ware ceramics, and Desert Side Notched projectile points (Altschul & Fairley 
1989:147-152). Sites attributed to this time period are often open ephemeral campsites or 
equally ephemeral camps in rockshelters or caves. These Protohistoric sites are often 
difficult to identify due to the Southern Paiute practice of utilizing Ancient Puebloan 
artifacts and habitations, in addition to the mixing of artifacts with later historic contexts.
Prehistoric Unknown. Unknown prehistoric sites with cultural assemblages which 
exhibit no identifiable temporal materials and no ceramic artifacts are identified as 
Prehistoric Unknown. Those sites remain part of the overall database, but are excluded 
from any temporal analysis.
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Pueblo Unknown. Unknown puebloan sites with cultural assemblages which exhibit 
no identifiable temporal materials but contain ceramic artifacts within the assemblage are 
identified as Pueblo Unknown. Those sites remain a part of the overall database, but are 
excluded from any temporal analysis.
Historic and Modern European Period (AD 1700 — 1950 AD). Historic and modem 
European sites and settlements are completely removed from the database due to the 
unrelated nature of their occurrence with regard to the prehistoric periods. These include 
historic period Southern Paiute sites due to the mixed nature of the remains and the 
inability to accurately date the initial occupation of the locality.
Site Tvpe Definitions
Site types are defined by the presence or absence of specific prehistoric, protohistoric, 
or historic material culture remains. Site type definitions are adapted from established 
National Park Service site type definitions. Site types include: Artifact Scatter, Lithic 
Scatter, Groundstone, Feature, Feature w/ Artifact/Lithic Scatter, Rockshelter, 
Rockshelter w/ Artifact/Lithic Scatter, Rockshelter w/ Groundstone, Rockshelter w/ 
Feature, Rockshelter w/ Rock Art, Field House, Hamlet, Pueblo, Pithouse, Rock Art, 
Rock Art w/ Feature, Rock Art w/ Artifact/Lithic Scatter, Rock Art w/ Groundstone, 
Modem Site, Historic Site, Multi-component, and Multicomponent w/ Rockshelter. See 
Appendix B for full site type definitions.
Site Function Definitions
Site function is inferred by the presence or absence of specific artifact assemblages 
and/or stmctural remains. While sites may exhibit multiple functions, the presumed 
dominant function is assigned; understanding the inherent subjectivity of inferring
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function based on presence or absence of visible cultural remains only. Site function 
categories include: Agricultural, Campsite, Catchment, Habitation, Processing, 
Procurement, Reduction, and Ritual. See Appendix C for full site function definitions.
Assumptions
This modeling process operates on two primary assumptions: 1) that site locations 
are intentionally placed on the landscape by prehistoric and protohistoric peoples due to 
choices based on both environmental and cultural factors in which only the 
environmental factors can be appropriately tested in this analysis and 2) that the present 
environment in the project area is generally similar to the prehistoric environment 
encountered by prehistoric and protohistoric inhabitants of the region.
The first assumption provides that humans intentionally chose locations for site 
placement based on a series of specific environmental factors or some unseen cultural 
reasoning. Due to the more subjective and often invisible nature of cultural factors and 
their influence on human behavior, it is more difficult for researchers to appropriately and 
statistically test cultural reasoning and choice. In this case it appears to be more 
appropriate to test the environmental variables most likely to influence human behavior. 
Any number of environmental factors may be assessed in this endeavor; however, 1 have 
chosen to limit those environmental variables based on currently available data for this 
region. Additional data may be used in the future as it becomes available. Secondly, 
while it is assumed that the present environment is generally similar to the past 
environment, there are undoubtedly more localized temporal and spatial variations I am 
unable to account for at this time due to the lack of a more area specific paleo-climatic
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reconstruction. The relatively limited and coarse scale environmental research for this 
region prevents a more nuanced view of the prehistoric environmental landscape at this 
time.
It is also important to note that issues of environmental determinism are often 
assigned to the methodological and theoretical background of predictive modeling. This 
data driven method does not support an environmentally deterministic paradigm, rather it 
seeks to assess the predictability of a potentially patterned set of data within the 
environment. In this study, previously recorded prehistoric archaeological sites are used 
to predict the most likely pattern of occurrence across the Shivwits landscape using the 
environmental characteristics as the potential foundation of any exhibited patterning.
This does not assume that environmental characteristics are the only potential explanation 
for an identified pattern; rather it is a quantitative approach to explaining the phenomena. 
The interpretation of these models is not only an honest reporting of the statistical results, 
but should be a carefully designed interpretative and explanatory representation of what 
these results may mean. This framework provides an outlet where inferences can be 
made on how prehistoric humans not only acted on the environment, but also responded 
to it.
Limitations
A predictive model is only as good as the data used in its development. The common 
adage garbage in equal’s garbage out is familiar to many researchers utilizing 
Geographic Information Systems (GIS). Although a great deal of effort is expended 
collecting, developing, and error-proofing the data used in this model, a certain amount of
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bias and error is expected. While this is not an exhaustive account o f all issues 
concerning this particular modeling research, 1 do believe that these issues are of the most 
concern. These issues include, the quality, quantity, and accuracy of recorded data 
(independent and dependent variables), varying intensity and quality of survey and 
recording practices over time, difficulty accessing remote areas, archaeological site 
visibility or disturbance, inaccuracy of coordinate locations due to primitive plotting 
techniques (pre-GPS), difficulty assigning periods of occupation to sites or determining 
use-life, subjective assignment of site function and site type categories due to poor 
recording procedures and lack of excavation, poor chronological control of site data, and 
redundant and out-dated datasets.
Dependent Variables
The quality, quantity, and accuracy of recorded data (primarily the site records) are an 
important issue in this undertaking. Currently the Lake Mead National Recreation Area 
(LAME) employs a full time professional staff of archaeologists to conduct Section 106 
compliance surveys, review and revisit previously recorded sites, as well as record new 
sites. The LAME site records are considered to be of high quality as all sites recorded 
and re-recorded since at least 1998 are plotted and mapped with GPS as well as 
systematically recorded and chronologically dated based on the presence of temporally 
diagnostic surface artifacts. Survey and recording procedures are well documented and 
possess great continuity, with few to no differences. Additionally, as a National 
Recreation Area few to no commercial or private land developments have seriously 
altered or disturbed the landscape, aside from federally prescribed bums and grazing
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activities. As a result, the area administered by the NPS LAME crews is remote, 
generally inaccessible to the general public, and is closely monitored by the agency.
The BLM, in contrast, does not retain a full time staff of professional archaeologists. 
Volunteer and seasonally based field personnel led by a BLM project director conduct 
Section 106 compliance surveys, monitoring, and testing as necessary. Commercial and 
private developments have resulted in a succession of mining and ranching disturbances 
on the landscape which have damaged, altered, and/or destroyed cultural resources over 
time. Due to the long term nature of the BLM management of the majority of the 
Shivwits Plateau project area, a succession of archaeologists has led to a host of different 
survey and recording procedures which have yielded an inconsistent quality of site 
records, chronological control, and survey coverage. Approximately 60% of the sites 
recorded by the BLM after 1990 could be considered of fair to good quality due to the 
incorporation of GPS technology in identifying site locations, more comprehensive site 
forms, and improved recording procedures. Elowever, sites recorded before 1990 vary 
greatly in the detail and quality of recording due to poor reporting of site assemblages 
and temporal diagnostics, inaccurate site locations, a lack of relocating and re-recording 
of older sites, inexperienced staff and volunteers, ongoing land clearance and chaining 
activities, and occasional looting.
Secondly, poor recording procedures make it difficult or impossible to adequately and 
accurately assign a chronological age to sites where there are little data available on the 
nature and types of the artifact assemblages, features, or temporally diagnostic artifacts. 
Without this information, no assumption of age, period of occupation, or site use-life can 
be ascertained. This lack of data prevents the analysis of site type and function, in
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addition to other forms of statistical or descriptive analysis. For this study, sites with 
inadequate data for basic chronological assignments were coded as Prehistoric and 
Pueblo unknown based on whether or not ceramics were noted as present.
Third, site records are often missing site dimensions. This condition is especially true 
when features are present or are located on a slope. These missing data prevent an 
accurate assessment of archaeological site land cover within the inventoried area. This 
issue is mitigated by assigning an arbitrary site size of 50 to all sites. It is recognized 
that this may be generally inadequate given the large distribution of artifacts often 
associated with sites on slopes or with more complex features. However, the majority of 
sites are considered to be “limited use” implying smaller site sizes. For the purposes of 
these analyses, the arbitrary assumption of a 50 m  ^site diameter is considered adequate 
and can be revised to more accurately reflect site dimensions in the future.
Finally, the assignment of site type and function is generally considered subjective in 
nature. However, for categorical purposes, sites were assigned type and function 
categories based on the available site data on site assemblages and associated features. 
The majority of sites recorded by the BLM with features is noted on the site forms, 
although in widely varying detail and is rarely chronologically defined. Sites with 
features recorded by the NPS are noted in great detail and are generally chronologically 
defined. As a result, type and function classifications are defined based on the available 
data and may or may not be completely accurate.
Independent Variables
The condition and quality of the independent variables is also at issue in this study. 
This applies to each variable considered in any analysis including elevation, springs.
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geology, and vegetation. First, this analysis utilizes a digital elevation model with a ten 
meter resolution. While this is a fairly fine-grained analysis for a region of this size, it is 
imperative for the analyst to recognize the limitations of any DEM and to specifically 
identify the needs and requirements that must be met in order for an investigation’s goals 
to be realized. In this case, ten square meters, while covering a small area, may not 
recognize subtle changes in topographic relief which may or may not become important 
in any analysis. An example of this potential limitation would be the identification of 
small ledges, benches, or surface subsidence. For the purposes of this study, the present 
10 m  ^resolution is adequate and does not need to be reassessed.
Second, the spring location data utilized for this analysis was digitized in part by the 
BLM from quadrangles in the 1980’s and 1990’s. Due to changes in technology, the 
locations of these digitized spring locations may present accuracy issues of placement as 
well as overall presence. Because much of this data was not ground-truthed, it is entirely 
possible that some or most of those identified and digitized springs may be extinct or 
inaccurately mapped. As a result of a host of potential issues, it is important to verify the 
data against the quadrangles or use more recent datasets. At the time of this writing, a 
more recent dataset was not available; however, as reported in the Water Resources 
section of this report, a more accurate spring dataset is forthcoming. For this analysis, the 
size of the study area and scale of the analysis allow for potential error in spring 
locations. However, upon receipt of more accurate data the results of this analysis can be 
revised to reflect the current conditions. Additionally, it is important to recognize that 
any analysis utilizing current spring locations may not be truly representative of the 
prehistoric distribution of water resources across the plateau. It is, however, the only
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available dataset regarding water resource conditions on the plateau that may be used at 
this time.
The geological dataset utilized for this analysis is digitized from an existing digital 
database compiled by Hirsehberg and Pitts (2000) and adapted by Dr. B. McLaurin. This 
dataset is highly generalized to reflect the primary geological substrates that make up the 
Shivwits Plateau. This dataset does not reflect small scale geological transitions or 
inclusions into the larger substrate categories. For the purposes of these analyses, the 
selected geological substrates are highly generalized to accommodate the scale and scope 
of the project area. As a result, details o f the geological substrata for a given region or 
site location are lost.
Finally, the Southwest ReGAP vegetation dataset utilized for these analyses are 
subjectively reclassified into nine hierarchical categories. These categories are based on 
desert, woodland, and forest communities as identified by Dr. S. R. Abella (UNLV-PLl) 
for the expressed purpose of simplifying the numerous descriptive categories provided by 
the original SW ReGAP dataset. The original dataset, while comprehensive, produces an 
expansive and difficult database to analyze in the selected framework. The reclassified 
categories reflect the original dataset category divisions; however, they are simplified to 
primary characteristics of each vegetation class. As a result, small scale category 
assignments at a given site location or for a given region are lost to accommodate the 
scale and scope of this analysis.
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODS
Geographic Information Systems or GIS, while not a new technology, is relatively 
new to the archaeological community at large. The use of GIS is fast becoming an 
expedient method used for interpreting and analyzing archaeological data in a spatial 
format. Although, multiple techniques exist for the production of archaeological 
predictive models, the technique chosen should be based on what the goal of the model 
is. In other words, what do you want to predict and what do you need to model? Once 
the direction of the research is “mapped” out, the method of data collection and quality of 
data is paramount and should be considered carefully. For this analysis an inductive or 
data driven probability distribution technique is pursued. This technique evaluates the 
correlation of independent and dependent variables to one another to produce a 
quantitatively significant probability distribution for the likelihood of an occurrence. In 
the context of this research, it is an attempt to analyze the predictive probability of 
specific environmental variables in relation to prehistoric site locations. The cumulative 
process of this modeling technique is revisionist in nature and cannot be considered full 
and final as new data become available and modeling techniques improve.
The software Spatial Data Modeler (SDM3.1), an extension to ArcMap v.9.1 is used 
for these analyses. The SDM software can be downloaded for use at: 
http://www.iEe.unicamn.br/sdm/ArcSDM31/detault e.htm. Bayesian Weights of
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Evidence (WofE) forms the primary quantitative method of analysis. This statistical 
approach uses independent and dependent variable data to evaluate and integrate spatial 
characteristics of the landscape into a statistical assessment for the prediction of 
archaeological site locations. The analysis process is designed to reduce the number of 
potentially redundant and inter-correlated independent variables from the analyses in 
order to focus specifically on the core variable classes that are actual predictors of site 
location. The final analysis determines the probability of an occurrence (site location) 
given the presence of those core independent variable classes in relation to the dependent 
variable sample. The results of these analyses are a statistically derived table of 
probability values that are represented graphically as a probability distribution and 
reclassified to represent Low, Medium, High, and Extreme probability classes. All data 
for this study is formatted to reflect the projection North American Datum (NAD) 1983, 
UTM Zone 12 North with a grid resolution of ten square meters (lOm^). The projection 
chosen for the project area located within UTM Zone 12 North is NAD 83 as it reflects 
the current standard projection in use by the Department of the Interior.
Modeling
Bayesian Weights of Evidence is a data driven method which “ .. .uses probability as a 
means of measuring one’s strength of belief in a particular hypothesis being true” (Buck, 
Cavanagh, & Litton 1996:1). This approach further assumes that a significant measure of 
conditional independence exists between each independent variable, although conditional 
independence is never completely satisfied (Raines, Bonham-Carter, & Kemp 2000:45). 
Conditional Independence is the assumption that the evidential themes are independent or
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not correlated, conditioned by the training point locations, or dependent variable sample 
(Raines, Bonham-Carter, and Kemp 2000:48). The evidential theme is synonymous with 
the independent variable. This methodology was developed for medical fields to predict 
disease and adapted by researchers in geology for predicting the presence of gold 
deposits (Bonham-Carter, Agterberg, Cheng, and Wright 1988,1989:171-183, 1993:13- 
32; Agterberg & Cheng 2002:249-255). Expanding on this methodology, archaeologists 
are beginning to use WofE in the prediction of site locations. Detailed reviews of the 
WofE methodology are available in articles published by Raines, Bonham-Carter, and 
Kemp (2000) and Raines (1999:257-276).
Before beginning a modeling task, however, one must gather and prepare the data for 
analysis. Eirst, the dependant and independent variable data must be collected. The data 
for this study was collected from a variety of sources including publicly accessed internet 
sites, the National Park Service archives, and Bureau of Land Management archives. The 
datasets are reviewed, edited if  necessary, and projected into an integer raster format 
(grid square) with a resolution of ten square meters (lOm^). Collection of dependant and 
independent variable datasets is described in detail in the Research Design portion of this 
report.
Second, the SDM Analysis Parameters must be set in the data frame in order for 
analysis to take place (Eigure 11). The SDM 3.1 software for ArcGIS v.9.1 requires a 
point shapefile with the training sites, a study area grid that defines the project area, and a 
third raster grid file. It is important that the study area grid is placed at the bottom of the 
Table of Contents (TOC) in the ArcMap data frame and the point shapefile be placed at 
the top of the TOC. These file placements will set the projection and resolution
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parameters of the data frame. To set the analysis parameters in the SDM Analysis 
Parameters screen, first, select the Weights of Evidence and Normal boxes and deselect 
all other boxes in the technique section at the top of the screen. Second, select the study 
area grid using the drop down menu to choose the grid listed at the bottom of the TOC in 
ArcMap. In all analyses of this study the elevation integer file (elev int) is selected. 
Third, click on the properties box next to the Unit Area field. For these analyses the unit 
area of study is 0.1 km^. Next, in the Training Sites section, the field should be pre-filled 
with the point shapefile at the top of the TOC in ArcMap, if  not select the correct 
shapefile from the drop down menu. Lastly, click on Properties and select the 
appropriate Training sample. In each case for this study a different site sample is used 
based on the total number of sites in the specific sample. Each percentage of randomly 
selected sites is arbitrarily chosen and reported in the Analysis Results section of this 
report. Once the analysis parameters are set, modeling may begin.
The WofE extension operates within ArcGIS exploring the statistical associations 
between independent evidential themes and the dependent sample of site location points. 
Each evidential theme is used to calculate theme weights for each evidential theme class. 
Eor example, the evidential theme elevation is reclassified from a continuous integer file 
into three metric elevation classes: 1) 352-1259, 2) 1260-1939, and 3) 1940-2393. Three 
approaches are available for calculating weights for both, ordered (continuous data) or 
free (categorical data) evidential themes: Categorical, Cumulative Ascending, and 
Cumulative Descending.
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Figure 11. SDM Analysis Parameters screen.
In this study, Categorical calculations are used to ascertain the weights of each individual 
evidential theme class (Figurel2). For a full description of each approach see the 
ArcSDM3.1 User Guide provided with the SDM software or click on any of the Help 
icons. The Calculate Theme Weights screen also reproduces the analysis parameters set 
for the analysis at the top of the screen. The data in the Analysis Parameters box should 
reflect the parameters selected at the beginning of the exercise. Also, the Prior 
Probability is calculated for the site database being used. The prior probability is defined 
by Raines as “the probability of a site occurring per unit area (the density of sites in the 
study area) without consideration of the evidence” (1999:3).
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Figure 12. SDM Calculate Theme Weights screen.
The results of the categorical theme weights analysis provide statistically based 
weights, both positive and negative. Positive weights (W+) indicate for an evidential 
theme (independent variable) class that more sites occur within that theme class than 
occur by chance, and the opposite is true for negative weights (W-). It is important to 
recognize that a negative weight is significant for determining what is not predictive for 
site location. This data can be used to identify environmental characteristics which are 
not predictive o f sites in a given location. This study does not explore negative weights 
as the primary purpose of these analyses is to determine independent variables that are 
predictive of site location. The range between positive (W+) and negative (W-) weighted 
values is the Contrast (C) and provides a measure of how important or predictive the 
theme is to the model. The Normalized Contrast (stud(C)) is “ .. .the ratio of the contrast
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and the standard deviation of the contrast...” and “...provides a useful measure of 
significance of the contrast due to the uncertainties of the weights and missing data” 
(Raines 1999:3). Those evidential theme weights that have normalized contrast values 
greater than 1.96 are considered acceptable predictor evidential theme classes (Table 4). 
The 1.96 value represents a 97.5% confidence level and is arbitrarily chosen for use in 
this study.
Table 4. Example of categorical calculation of evidential theme weights 
by elevation class output table.
Class
Area 
Sq km
Area
Units # Points W+ s(W+) W- s(W -) C s(C) stud(C)
1 1242.7401 12427 55 -0.9752 0.1351 0.1457 0.0389 -1.1208 0.1406 -7.9705
2 4784.8671 47849 553 -0.0081 0.0428 0.0266 0.0767 -0.0347 0.0878 -0.3949
3 195.7825 1958 117 1.6848 0.0953 0.1456 0.0408 1.8304 0.1037 17.6527
Each integer raster dataset is reclassified using the Reclassify tool, from the Spatial 
Analyst menu in ArcMap, into three to nine class categories useable for analysis based on 
the natural distribution of data depicted in a histogram, whether or not the variable is 
ordered or free, the calculation of categorical evidential theme weights for each variable, 
and subjective and/or arbitrary criteria based on real-world knowledge. The evidential 
theme weights are reviewed for each variable class and reclassified, if  necessary, to 
incorporate a larger number of sites in each class. When the data are satisfactorily 
reclassified and the evidential theme weights are calculated the resulting tables are 
generalized to incorporate only those theme classes that have a Normalized Contrast 
(stud(C)) value greater than 1.96, a 97.5% confidence level. The purpose of 
generalization is to reduce the number of evidential theme classes used to produce the
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model and therefore to determine which theme classes contribute significantly to the 
prediction of sites for this model. Generalizing the evidential themes is accomplished by 
redefining the group classes into a binary equation using the descriptors, outside and 
inside (0= outside, stud(C) < 1.96; 1= inside, stud(C) >1.96). Figure 13 shows the Group 
Classes menu with the generalization equations input for the evidential theme elevation.
In this case, one inside theme class is selected with a normalized contrast greater than 
1.96.
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Figure 13. Group Classes menu illustrating the binary equation and class selection for
the evidential theme elevation.
When each of the evidential themes is generalized. Response Themes are calculated 
using the output tables from each generalized theme (Figure 14). Combinations of three
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evidential themes are selected for each response theme due to the SDM’s difficulty in 
combining larger tables. Multiple response themes are processed to assess the best 
combination of themes with the highest conditional independence value.
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Figure 14. SDM calculation of a Response Theme screen.
Each response theme produces a statistical output of measures that test the conditional 
independence assumption which is stored in a separate text file (Figure 15). These 
statistical measures are automatically performed during the model analysis. The 
conditional independence ratio indicates whether the assumption of conditional 
independence is met. This ratio is calculated using the number of observed training 
points, n, divided by the number of expected training points, T {nil). Values less than 
1.0 indicate that some conditional dependence does occur between two or more of the
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datasets. A value less than .85 may indicate that the conditional dependence is 
problematic to the model results.
A single-tailed conditional independence test is performed on the model to determine 
the probability that the assumption of conditional independence is not met. The 
probability that the model is not conditionally independent is calculated by subtracting 
the observed number of points from the expected number of training points and dividing 
the result by the standard deviation of the expected number of training points (P = T -  
n/STD). A probability value greater than 95% or 99% indicates that the assumption of 
conditional independence should be rejected. Although probability values greater than 
50% indicate some conditional dependence occurs. A more detailed explanation for the 
conditional independence tests for weights of evidence modeling can be found in an 
article by Frederik P. Agterberg and Qiuming Cheng (2002:249-255).
The output response theme attribute table contains evidential theme values, unit cell 
areas, number of training points, posterior probability, posterior logit, sum of weights, 
and measures of uncertainty. The posterior probability values are symbolized in the form 
of a raster grid and added to the ArcMap view. The posterior probability is defined by 
Raines, Bonham-Carter, and Kemp as “The probability that a unit cell contains a training 
point after consideration of the evidential themes” (2000:48). The posterior probability 
raster grid is reclassified into four classes: Low, Medium, High, and Extreme probability 
based on the natural distribution of the data and the knowledge of the user. The 
probability maps are the output presented in the Analysis Results section of this report.
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Figure 15. SDM Test of Conditional Independence output.
Independent Variables
The independent variables discussed in the Research Design portion of this report, 
represent the relevant environmental data used for this study and are not be discussed 
here. These primary variables include: elevation, slope, aspect, vegetation, geological 
substrate, distance from water, and soil characteristics. The data below represent the 
independent variables distribution reclassifications utilized for this study.
Elevation is reclassified for these analyses into three classes based on the natural 
breaks, or natural groupings of data, in the distribution of elevation across the project
area.
• Class 1 = 352 -  1259 meters (1155 -  4131 feet)
• Class 2 = 1260 -  1939 meters (4134 -  6362 feet)
• Class 3 = 1940 -  2393 meters (6365 -  7851 feet)
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Slope, in degrees, is subjectively reclassified into five categories based on the natural 
breaks in the distribution of slope across the project area.
• Class 1 = 0 - 5
• Class 2 = 6 - 1 1
• Class 3 = 1 2- 18
• Class 4 = 1 9 - 4 5
• Class 5 = 46 -  86
Aspect, in degrees, is reclassified into five classes based on the four cardinal 
directions. This reclassification is arbitrarily chosen in order to simplify the range of 
potential direction categories.
• Class 1 = -1 (Flat)
• Class 2 = 0 -  90
• Class 3 = 91 -  180
• Class 4 = 1 8 1 -  270
• Class 5 = 271 -  359
Distance from Springs is divided into eight class categories based on the natural
breaks in the data, evidential theme weights, and number of sites associated with each
distance class.
Class 1 = 500 meters 
Class 2 = 500 — 1500 meters 
Class 3 = 1500 -  2000 meters 
Class 4 = 2000 -  2500 meters 
Class 5 = 2500 -  3000 meters 
Class 6 = 3000 -  3500 meters 
Class 7 = 3500 -  4000 meters 
Class 8 = 4000 -  5000 meters
Vegetation, reclassified into nine classes, is hierarchically based on the groupings of
desert, woodland, and forest communities.
• Class 1 = Mixed Scrubland
• Class 2 = North American Warm Desert
• Class 3 = Inter-Mountain Basins Steppe, Scrub, & Grasslands
• Class 4 = Riparian
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• Class 5 = Pinyon-Juniper Woodland
• Class 6 = Fonderosa Pine Woodland
• Class 7 = Conifer Forest Woodland
• Class 8 = Inter-Mountain Basins & Colorado Plateau Badlands
• Class 9 = Invasive Species, Modem Development, & Water
Geological substrates were not reclassified in this case as the dataset created by Dr. 
Brett McLaurin already demonstrated the basic geological substrate elements and could 
not be further condensed.
• Class 1 = Water
• Class 2 = Carbonate dominated formations either Limestone or 
Dolomites of all ages
• Class 3 = Metamorphic or Igneous units with dominantly mafic 
composition of all ages
Class 4 = Quaternary age younger Alluvium and Surficial deposits 
Class 5 = Sandstone dominated formations of all ages 
Class 6 = Shale dominated formations of all ages
• Class 7 = Siltstone and Mudstone dominated formation of all ages
Dependant Variables
Each site location sample is represented by a point shapefile and reflects the specific 
model analyses performed. The specific analyses performed include the creation of 
models for all sites in the site location database (Sites.shp). Campsites (XYCamp.shp), 
Habitations (XYHab.shp), the Pueblo II time period (AD 1000-1150; XYPueblo2.shp), 
and the general time period, Puebloan (~AD700-1225; XYPuebloan.shp). Additional 
time period and functional categories were not addressed in this study due to the small 
number of sites recorded in each group. The dependant variable or site location records 
are formatted to reflect site number, northing and easting coordinates, comments, site 
type, function, temporal affiliation, general temporal affiliation, and site detail 
information. Appendix E, on file at the Lake Mead National Recreation Area
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Headquarters in Boulder City, Nevada, provides a full listing of each site record 
collected for the project database (n = 1209).
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CHAPTER 4
ANALYSIS RESULTS 
Predictive models utilizing the methodology in this study are relatively quiek to 
produce, edit, and update once the collection of necessary data is complete. Each model 
produced includes evidential theme and chi-square tables demonstrating the statistical 
significance of each evidential theme class used in the analysis. Measures of strength 
such as Phi or Cramer’s V are not provided due to the consistently low measures of 
strength for each theme class value. These values are low due to the overwhelmingly 
large non-site values where it is more likely in any ten square meter cell that you will not 
find a site than find a site. To support the chi-square values the adjusted standard 
residual is presented within the chi-square table. The adjusted standard residual is the 
standardized difference between the observed and expected cell frequencies of sites to 
non-sites. Positive high adjusted standard residual values are expected for the 
statistically significant chi-square values. These classes reflect real world knowledge of 
the project area as well as the natural breaks in the distribution. Each response theme or 
probability of occurrence map is reclassified to illustrate the probability classes: Low, 
Medium, High, and Extreme.
The project area modeled for this study consists of over 1.5 million acres. Forty-five 
percent of the project area modeled is covered with the pinyon-juniper woodlands, 
scrublands make up 28%, and the remaining seven vegetation zones make up the rest of
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the vegetation distribution on the Shivwits Plateau. Geologically, the Shivwits Plateau is 
comprised of 28% Shale and 11% Metamorphic or Igneous (volcanic) units, with the 
remaining geological substrates consisting of less than 5% each. Approximately 69,700 
acres or 4.5% of the total project area has been inventoried. Within the inventoried areas 
47% of all sites are located on metamorphic or igneous strata, which may indicate a 
preference. Of the total inventory area approximately 2230 acres or 3% is made up of 50 
m^ archaeological sites.
Model results are reported for the following site categories: a general model for all 
known sites, the campsite site type, habitation site type, the Pueblo II period, and the 
general Puebloan period. Small sample sizes precluded additional modeling analysis for 
the Archaic, Basketmaker, Pueblo I, Pueblo III, and the Protohistoric periods. In 
addition, the remaining site type and function categories were removed from further 
analysis due to small sample sizes. Site distribution maps, proportional figures and/or 
frequency tables are provided for each of the above described site categories in Appendix 
D.
General Model for all Site Samples
The general predictive model utilizes a 60% random sampling of all sites documented 
for the project area (n = 725/1209). This sampling yields a prior probability value of 
.01165 with a standard deviation of .00043. Of the potential evidential themes available 
elevation, slope, and distance from springs are the most statistically robust with a 
conditional independence ratio of 1.015. The calculated probability that conditional 
independence is not met is 43.1%. The evidential theme, elevation, exhibits the highest
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confidence level or predictive value, with slope also exhibiting a high level of confidence 
(Table 5).
Table 5. General model evidential theme level of confidence table.
Evidential Theme w - w + Contrast* Confidence
Elevation -0.1456 1.6850 1.8306 17.6543
Slope -1.0074 0.5507 1.5581 16.5873
Distance from Springs -0.1089 0.3990 0.5078 5^W8
Categorical theme weights and chi-square tests of independence for each evidential 
theme used in the response theme are provided in the tables below (Table 6-11). The 
results indicate that those classes with weighted values greater than 1.96 and a 
statistically significant chi-square value are more likely to predict the occurrence of a site 
than if by chance alone. Those class weights are generalized to select for those class 
values greater than 1.96 and used in the calculation of the response theme where the 
posterior probability is .1411 (Figure 16).
Table 6. General model categorical theme weights by elevation class.
Class
Area Sq 
km
Area
Units # Points W+ w - c stud(C)
352-1259 m 
1155-4131 ft 1242.7401 12427 55 -0.9752 0.1457 -1.1208 -7.9705
1260-1939 m 
4134-6362 ft 4784.8671 47849 553 -0.0081 0.0266 -0.0347 -0.3949
1940-2393 m 
6365-7851 ft 195.7825 1958 117 1.6848 -0.1456 1.8304 17.6527
The elevation theme weights above demonstrate that more site location points occur 
in elevation range 1940-2393 meters than due to chance. These data are supported by a
6 6
chi-square test of independence of elevation to site or non-site locations. The results 
indicate that elevation range 1940-2393 more likely to have sites than the other elevation 
classes (2? = 1126468.61, df = 2 ,p<  .0001).
Table 7. General model Chi-Square Test of Independence for elevation.
Elevation * Site Cross-tabulation
Site
Site
Non-
Site Total
E levation 352-1259 m % within Elevation .8% 99.2% 100.0%
1155-4131 ft Adjusted Residual -532.6 532.6
1260-1939 m % within Elevation 1.9T4 98.T>6 100.0%
4134-6362 ft Adjusted Residual -208.0 20R 0
1940-2393 tn % within Elevation 4.9% 95.1% 100.0%
6365-7851 ft Adjusted Residual 967.1 -967.1
Total % within Elevation 2.0% 98.0% 100.0%
Table 8. General model categorical theme weights by slope class.
Class
Area 
Sq km
Area
Units
#
Points W+ W- c stud(C)
0-5 2910.1095 29101 583 0 ^ 5 0 6 -1.0073 1.5579 16.5861
6-11 1111.0982 11111 98 -0.2812 0.0521 -0.3332 -3.0536
12-18 741.5405 7415 19 -1.5236 0.1016 -1.6251 -6.9804
19-45 1281.4738 12815 21 -1.9715 0.2038 -2.1753 -9.8133
The slope theme weights above demonstrate that more site location points occur in 
areas with the least slope than due to chance. These data are supported by a chi-square 
test of independence of elevation to site or non-site locations. The results indicate that
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landscapes with little to no slope are significantly more likely to have sites than the other 
slope classes (X^ = 580945.02, df = 4,p < .0001).
Table 9. General model Chi-Square Test of Independence for slope.
slope * site C ross-tabulation
site
site
non­
site Total
slope 0-5 % within .slope 19.6% 80.4% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual 3606.4 36064
6-11 % within slope 1.5% 98.5% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual -1549.9 1549.9
12-18 % within slope .8% 99.2% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual -1010.4 1010.4
19-45 % within slope .4% 99.6% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual -918.0 918.0
46-86 % within slope 1.5% 98.5% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual -112.0 112.0
Total % within slope 5.2% 94.8% 00.0%
Table 10. General model categorical theme weights by distance from spring’s class.
Class
Area 
Sq km
Area
Units
#
Points W4- w- c stud(C)
No Data 3589.9989 35900 200
0.00
00
0.00
00 0.0000 0.0000
500 7Z5255 725 40 1.0544 -0.0523 1.1067 6.5486
500-1500 389.7030 3897 96 0.2163 -0.0426 0.2589 2.2654
1500-2000 26&8908 2689 55 0.0260 -0.0030 0.0290 0.2014
2000-2500 291.5817 2916 44 -0.2836 0.0305 -0.3141 -1.9788
2500-3000 308T257 3081 53 -0.1504 0.0184 -0.1688 -1.1552
3000-3500 326.4888 3265 66 0.0140 -0.0020 0.0160 0.1202
3500-4000 330.4731 3305 72 0.0904 -0.0136 0.1041 0.8114
4000-5000 645.6023 6456 99 -0.2673 0.0739 -0.3411 -3.0322
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The distance from springs theme weights above demonstrate that more site location 
points occur in areas within 1500 meters of spring locations than due to chance alone. 
These data are supported by a chi-square test of independence for distance from springs 
to site or non-site locations. The results indicate that areas 500 to 1500 meters from 
springs are about three to five times more likely to have sites than the other distance from 
springs classes ( X  = 321660.1, df = 7 ,p  < .0001).
Table 11. General model Chi-Square Test of Independence for distance from springs.
S]jrings * Site C ross-tabulation
Site
Site Non-Site Total
Springs 500 % within Springs 49% 95.1% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual 388.9 -388.9
500-1500 % within Springs 3.0% 97.0% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual 208.0 -208.0
1500-2000 % within Springs 2.9% 97.1% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual 134.4 -134.4
2000-2500 % within Springs 2.4% 97.6% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual .6 -.6
2500-3000 % within Springs 1.6% 98.4% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual -270.1 270.1
3000-3500 % within Springs 1.8% 98.2% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual -222.1 222T
3500-4000 % within Springs 2.7% 97.3% 100.0%
A djusted  R esidual 969 -96.9
4000-5000 % within Springs 2.2% 97.8% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual -98.7 98T
Total % within Springs 24% 97.6% 100.0%
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Figure 16. General Site Probability Model.
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Campsite Site Type Model 
The Campsite predictive model utilizes all prehistoric campsite locations documented 
for the project area (n = 413). Due to the small site type sample size, a random sampling 
methodology is not utilized for this analysis. This site type sample yields a prior 
probability value of .00664 with a standard deviation of .00033. Of the potential 
evidential themes available elevation, slope, and distance from springs are the most 
statistically robust with a conditional independence ratio of .952. The calculated 
probability that eonditional independence is not met is 64.5% indicating that some 
conditional dependence does occur. The evidential theme slope exhibits the highest 
eonfidence level, or predictive value, for the campsite model, with elevation and distance 
from springs following (Table 12).
Table 12. Campsite model evidential theme confidence level table.
Evidential Theme w - w + Contrast* Confidence
Slope -1.0407 0,5557 1.5964 12.6719
Elevation -2.1157 0.1997 2.3154 7.2293
Distance from Springs -0.1372 0.4745 0.6117 4.7736
Categorical theme weights and chi-square tests of independence for each evidential 
theme used in the response theme are provided in the tables below (Table 13-18). The 
results indicate that those classes with weighted values greater than 1.96 and a 
statistically significant chi-square value are more likely to predict the occurrence of a site 
than if  by chance alone. Those class weights are generalized to select for those class 
values greater than 1.96 and used in the calculation of the response theme where the 
posterior probability is .03529 (Figure 17).
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Table 13. Campsite model categorical theme weights for elevation.
Class
Area 
Sq km
Area
Units
#
Points W+ W- c stud(C)
352-1259 m 
1155-4131 ft 1242.7401 12427 10 -2.1158 0.1997 -2.3155 -7.2294
1260-1939 m 
4134-6362 ft 4784.8671 47849 336 0.0568 -0.2160 &2728 2.1534
1940-2393 m 
6365-7851 ft 195.7825 1958 67 1.6683 -0.1459 1.8143 13.3891
The elevation theme weights above demonstrate that more site location points occur 
in elevations ranging between 1260m to 2393 meters than due to chance alone. These 
data are supported by a chi-square test of independence for elevation to site or non-site 
locations. The results indicate that the elevation class 1940-2393m is nearly sixteen 
times more likely to have sites than the other elevation classes ( X  -  6235856.84, df -  2,
p  < .0001).
Table 14. Campsite model Chi-Square Test of Independence for elevation.
Elevation * Site Cross-tabulation
Site
Site N on-S ite T o ta l
E levation 352-1259 m % within Elevation .2% 99.8% 100.0%
1155-4131 ft Adjusted Residual -464.7 464.7
1260-1939 m % within Elevation .8% 99.2% 100.0%
4134-6362 ft Adjusted Residual -240.8 240.8
1940-2393 m % within Elevation 15:6% 84.4% 100.0%
6365-7851 ft Adjusted Residual 2 4 Ü 8 j -2468.6
Total % within Elevation .9% 99.194 100.0%
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Table 15. Campsite model categorical theme weights for slope.
Class
Area 
Sq km
Area
Units
#
Points W+ W- c stud(C)
0-5 2910.1095 29101 335 0.5557 -1.0406 1.5963 12:6710
6-11 1111.0982 11111 -0.2243 0.0428 -0.2672 -1.8946
12-18 741.5405 7415 8 -1.8223 0.1081 -1.9303 -5.4034
19-45 1281.4738 12815 9 -2.2520 0.2101 -2.4621 -7.3021
46-86 179.1676 1792 2 -1.7883 0.0245 -1.8129 -2.5561
The slope theme weights above demonstrate that more site location points occur in 
flat areas than due to chance alone. These data are supported by a chi-square test of 
independence for slope to site or non-site locations. The results indicate that the slope 0- 
5 degrees class is only slightly more likely to have sites than most of the other slope 
classes ( X  = 274595.88, df = 4 , p<  .0001).
The distance from springs theme weights (Table 17) demonstrate that more site 
location points occur with 1500 meters of springs than due to chance alone. These data 
are supported by a chi-square test of independence for distance from springs to site or 
non-site locations. The results indicate that areas 500-1500 meters from springs classes 
are slightly more likely to have sites than the other distance from springs classes ( X  = 
216929.24, df=  7,/? <.0001).
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Table 16. Campsite model Chi-Square Test of Independence for slope.
slope * site C ross-tabulation
site
site non-site Total
slope 0-5 % within slope 1.0% 99.0% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual 472.9 -472.9
6-11 % within slope .6% 99.4% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual -168.7 168.7
12-18 % within slope 2% 99.8% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual -299.7 299J
19-45 % within slope .1% 99.9% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual -323.4 323.4
46-86 % within slope .3% 99.7% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual -40.6 40.6
Total % within slope .8% 99.2% 100.0%
Table 17. Campsite model categorical theme weights for distance from springs.
Class
Area 
Sq km
Area
Units
#
Points W+ w - c stud(C)
No Data 3589.9989 35900 106 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
500 72.5255 725 25 1.1077 -0.0577 1.1654 5.4927
500-1500 389.7030 3897 61 0.2986 -0.0620 0.3606 2j026
1500-2000 268.8908 2689 37 0.1677 -0.0209 0.1887 1.0690
2000-2500 291.5817 2916 36 0.0579 -0.0074 0.0653 0.3659
2500-3000 308.1257 3081 25 -0.3661 0.0400 -0.4061 -1.9377
3000-3500 326.4888 3265 31 -0.2076 0.0263 -0.2339 -1.2285
3500-4000 330.4731 3305 45 0.1571 -0.0247 0.1817 1.1187
4000-5000 645.6023 6456 47 -0.4754 0.1166 -0.5920 -3.7196
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Table 18. Campsite model Chi-Square Test of Independence for distance from springs.
s )rings * Site C ross-tabulation
Site
Site Non-Site Total
Springs 500 % within Springs 2.1% 97.9% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual 272.0 -272.0
500-1500 % within Springs 1.3% 98.7% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual 201.7 -201.7
1500-2000 % within Springs 1.2% 98.8% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual 97.4 -97.4
2000-2500 % within Springs 1.1% 98.9% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual 72.9 -72.9
2500-3000 % within Springs .4% 99.6% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual -277.0 277.0
3000-3500 % within Springs .7% 99.3% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual -152.5 152.5
3500-4000 % within Springs 1.1% 98.9% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual 5&8 -56.8
4000-5000 % within Springs .8% 99.2% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual -95.9 954
Total % within Springs 1.0% 99.0% 100.0%
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Figure 17. Modeled probability distribution of prehistoric campsites.
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Habitation Site Type Model 
The Habitation predietive model utilizes all prehistoric habitation locations 
documented for the project area (n = 287). Due to the small site type sample size, a 
random sampling methodology is not utilized for this analysis. This site type sample 
yields a prior probability value of .00461 with a standard deviation of .00027. Of the 
potential evidential themes available elevation, slope, and distance from springs are the 
most statistically robust with a conditional independence ratio of 1.018. The ealculated 
probability that conditional independence is not met is 42.3%. In this case, elevation 
exhibits the highest eonfidenee level, or predictive value, with slope and distance from 
springs following (Table 19).
Table 19. Habitation Model level of confidence table.
Evidential Theme w - W + Contrast* Confidence
Elevation -0.3611 2.3762 2.7373 21.3355
Slope -0.7274 0.4647 1.1921 8.8186
Distance from Springs -0.1093 0.4804 0.5897 3.7379
Categorieal theme weights and chi-square tests of independence for each evidential 
theme used in the response theme are provided in the tables below (Table 20-25). The 
results indicate that those elasses with weighted values greater than 1.96 and a 
statistically significant chi-square value are more likely to predict the occurrence of a site 
than if by chance alone. Those elass weights are generalized to seleet for those class 
values greater than 1.96 and used in the calculation of the response theme where the 
posterior probability is .113724 (Figure 18).
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Table 20. Habitation model categorical theme weights for elevation.
Class
Area  
Sq km
A rea
U nits
#
Points W + W - C stud(C)
352-1259 m 
1155-4131 ft 1242.7401 12427 17 -1.2186 0.1625 -1.3811 -5.5186
1260-1939 m 
4134-6362 ft 4784.8671 47849 177 -0.2215 0.5090 -0.7304 -5.9978
1940-2393 m 
6365-7851 ft 195.7825 1958 93 2.3761 -0.3611 2.7371 21.3342
The elevation theme weights above demonstrate that more site location points occur 
in the 1940-2393 meter class than due to chance alone. These data are supported by a 
ehi-square test of independence for elevation to site or non-site locations. Similar to the 
Campsite Model these results indieate that higher elevations are nearly sixteen times 
more likely to have sites than the other elevation elasses ( X  = 1465978.47, d f = 2 , p <  
.0001).
Table 21. Habitation model Chi-Square Test of Independence for elevation.
E levation * Site C ross-tabulation
Site
Site Non-Site Total
Elevation 352-1259 m % within Elevation .1% 99.9% 100.0%
1155-4131 ft Adjusted Residual -323.7 323.7
1260-1939 m % within Elevation .3% 99.7% 100.0%
4134-6362 ft Adjusted Residual -794.5 794.5
1940-2393 m % within Elevation 15:8% 84.2% 100.0%
6365-7851 ft Adjusted Residual 388E3 -3881.3
Total % within Elevation .4% 99.6% 100.0%
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Table 22. Habitation model categorical theme weights for slope.
Class
A rea  
Sq km
A rea
Units
#
Points W4- w C stud(C )
0-5 2910.1095 29101 213 0.4646 -0.7274 1.1920 &8i78
6-11 1111.0982 11111 45 -0.0657 0.0137 -0.0794 -0.5009
12-18 741.5405 7415 13 -0.9701 0.0809 -1.0510 -3.6990
19-45 1281.4738 12815 11 -1.6851 0.1925 -1.8776 -6.1036
46-86 179.1676 1792 2 -1.4223 0.0223 -1.4447 -2.0348
The slope theme weights above demonstrate that more site locations points occur on 
slopes 0-5 degrees than due to ehance alone. A chi square test of independence confirms 
that these differences are statistieally significant ( X  = 48303.03, df = 4 , p<  .0001) 
although a comparison of the proportion of sites found in each slope class indicates that 
the differences are minor.
The distance from springs theme weights (Table 24) demonstrate that more site 
loeation points occur in within 500 meters and between 2500 to 3000 meters from springs 
than due to chance alone. These data are supported by a chi-square test of independenee 
for distance from springs to site or non-site locations. The results indicate that areas 
within 500 meters from springs area more likely to have sites than the other distance from 
springs classes ( X  = 282682.32, df = l , p <  .0001).
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Table 23. Habitation model Chi-Square Test of Independenee for slope.
slope * site C ross-tabulation
site
site non-site Total
slope 0-5 % within slope .4% 99.6% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual 135.2 -135.2
6-11 % within slope 99.6% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual 28J -28.7
12-18 % within slope .2% 99.8% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual -134.7 134.7
19-45 % within slope .1% 99.9% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual -162.8 162.8
46-86 % within slope .2% 99.8% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual -16.2 16.2
Total % within slope .4% 99.6% 100.0%
Table 24. Habitation model categorical theme weights for distance from springs.
Class
A rea Sq  
km
Area
Units #Points w-h w - c stud(C)
No Data 3589.9989 35900 59 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
500 72.5255 725 16 04492 -0.0452 0.9944 3.7947
500-1500 389.7030 3897 42 0.2210 -0.0438 0.2648 1.5417
1500-2000 268.8908 2689 31 0.2891 -0.0387 0.3278 T6872
2000-2500 291.5817 2916 30 0.1740 -0.0239 0.1979 1.0050
2500-3000 308.1257 3081 37 0.3304 -0.0531 04835 24228
3000-3500 326.4888 3265 34 0T862 -0.0293 0.2156 1.1537
3500-4000 330.4731 3305 22 -0.2650 0.0329 -0.2980 -1.3240
4000-5000 645.6023 6456 16 -1.2573 0.2106 -1.4678 -5.6529
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Table 25. Habitation model Chi-Square Test of Independence for distance from springs.
Springs * Site C ross-tabulation
Site
Site Non-Site Total
Springs 500 % within Springs 1.3% 984% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual 274.0 -274.0
500-1500 % within Springs .7% 99.3% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual 165.7 -165.7
1500-2000 % within Springs .8% 99.2% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual 202.6 -202.6
2000-2500 % within Springs .7% 99.3% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual 111.6 -111.6
2500-3000 % witliin Springs .7% 99.3% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual 123.9 -123.9
3000-3500 % within Springs .3% 99.7% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual -127.9 127.9
3500-4000 % within Springs .3% 99.7% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual -153.0 153.0
4000-5000 % within Springs .2% 99.8% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual -339.1 339.1
Total % within Springs .5% 99.5% 100.0%
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Figure 18. Modeled probability distribution of habitation sites.
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Pueblo II Period Model. AD 1000-1150 
The Pueblo II predictive model consists of a 70% random sampling of prehistoric 
Pueblo II locations documented for the project area (n = 330/471). This site type sample 
yields a prior probability value of .00530 with a standard deviation of .00029. Of the 
potential evidential themes available elevation, slope, and distance from springs are the 
most statistically robust with a conditional independence ratio of 1.029. The calculated 
probability that conditional independence is not met is 38.9%. The evidential theme 
elevation exhibits the highest confidence level, or predictive value, followed by slope and 
distance from springs (Table 26).
Table 26. Pueblo II period model evidential theme eonfidenee level table.
E vidential Them e W - W4- Contrast* C onfidence
Elevation -0.3526 2:3637 2.7163 225389
Slope -1.1470 0.5783 1.7253 11.7468
Distance from Springs -0.1433 0.4898 0.6332 4.6351
Categorical theme weights and chi-square tests of independence for each evidential 
theme used in the response theme are provided in the tables below (Table 27-32). The 
results indicate that those classes with weighted values greater than 1.96 and a 
statistically significant chi-square value are more likely to predict the occurrence of a site 
than if  by chance alone. Those class weights are generalized to select for those class 
values greater than 1.96 and used in the calculation of the response theme where the 
posterior probability is .14155 (Figure 19).
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Table 27. Pueblo II categorical theme weights for elevation.
Class
A rea  
Sq km
A rea
U nits
#
Points W + W - C stud(C)
352-1259 m 
1155-4131 ft 1095.7353 10957 5 -2.4577 0.1794 -2.6371 -5.8503
1260-1939 m 
4134-6362 ft 3664.3215 36643 49 -1.3816 0.7337 -2.1154 -13.6451
1940-2393 m 
6365-7851 ft 1463.3330 14633 276 1.2826 -1.5462 2.8288 18.9719
The elevation theme weights above demonstrate that more site location points occur 
in higher elevations than due to chance alone. These data are supported by a chi-square 
test of independence for elevation to site or non-site locations. The results indicate that 
the 1940-2393 class is more than four times more likely to have sites than the other 
elevation classes { X  = 2302326.14, A î = 2 ,p <  .0001).
Table 28. Pueblo II Chi-Square Test of Independence for elevation.
Elevation * Site Cross-tabulation
Site
Site N on-S ite T o ta l
E levation 352-1259 m % within Elevation .0% 100.0% 100.0%
1155-4131 ft Adjusted Residual -539.1 539.1
1260-1939 m % within Elevation .7% 99.3% 100.0%
4134-6362 ft Adjusted Residual -534.1 534.1
1940-2393 m % within Elevation 3,7% 96.3% 100.0%
6365-7851 ft Adjusted Residual 1465.5 -1465.5
Total % within Elevation .8% 99.2% 100.0%
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Table 29. Pueblo II categorical theme weights for slope.
Class
Area 
Sq km
Area
Units
#
Points W+ w - C stud(C )
0 5 2910.1095 29101 274 0.5782 -1.1469 1.7252 11.7461
6-11 1111.0982 11111 42 -0.3401 0.0609 -0.4009 -2.4225
12-18 741.5405 7415 5 -2.0670 0.1122 -2.1792 -4.8340
19-45 1281.4738 12815 7 -2.2777 0.2104 -2.4881 -6.5105
46-86 179.1676 1792 2 -1.5626 0.0233 -1.5859 -2.2347
The slope theme weights above demonstrate that more site location points occur at 
lower elevations than due to chance alone. These data are supported by a chi-square test 
of independence for slope to site or non-site locations. The results indicate that the 0-5 
degree slope class is slightly more likely to have sites than the other slope classes ( X  -  
273559.34, df=  4,;? <.0001).
The distance from springs theme weights (Table 31) demonstrate that more site 
location points occur within 1500 meters of springs than due to chance alone. These data 
are supported by a chi-square test of independenee for distance from springs to site or 
non-site locations. The results indicate that areas within 1500 meters of springs are twice 
as likely to have sites as more distant springs classes ( X  = 384439.4, d f = 7 , p <  .0001).
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Table 30. Pueblo II Chi-Square Test of Independence for slope.
slope * site C ross-tabulation
site
site non-site Total
slope 0-5 % within slope 1.0% 99.0% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual 457.9 -457.9
6-11 % within slope .7% 99.3% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual -141.4 141.4
12-18 % within slope .3% 99.7% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual -294.9 294.9
19-45 % within slope .1% 99.9% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual -340.3 340.3
46-86 % within slope .0% 100.0% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual -61.8 61.8
Total % within slope .8% 99.2% 100.0%
Table 31. Pueblo II categorical theme weights for distance from springs.
Class
Area 
Sq km
Area
Units
#
Points w + W- C
1
stud(C)
No Data 3589.9989 35900 63 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
500 72.5255 725 21 1.0688 -0.0545 1.1233 4.8727
500-1500 389.7030 3897 55 04346 -0.0712 0.4058 Z6&39
1500-2000 268.8908 2689 28 0.0268 -0.0031 0.0299 0.1487
2000-2500 291.5817 2916 29 -0.0197 0.0024 -0.0221 -0.1117
2500-3000 308.1257 3081 35 0.1148 -0.0162 0.1310 0.7185
3000-3500 326.4888 3265 36 0.0846 -0.0126 0.0972 0.5394
3500-4000 330.4731 3305 33 -0.0156 0.0022 -0.0178 -0.0955
4000-5000 645.6023 6456 30 -0.7859 0T639 -0.9498 -4.8879
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Table 32. Pueblo II Chi-Square Test of Independence for distance from springs.
s jrings * Site Cross-tabulation
Site
Site Non-Site Total
Springs 500 % within Springs 3.0% 97.0% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual 455.4 -455.4
500-1500 % within Springs 1.7% 98.3% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual 313.6 -313.6
1500-2000 % within Springs 1.3% 98.7% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual 65.7 -65.7
2000-2500 % within Springs 1.3% 98.7% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual 85.7 -85.7
2500-3000 % within Springs .9% 99.1% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual -89.4 89.4
3000-3500 % within Springs .8% 99.2% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual -167.6 167.6
3500-4000 % within Springs .8% 99.2% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual -178.8 178.8
4000-5000 % within Springs .8% 99.2% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual -194.2 194.2
Total % within Springs 1.1% 98.9% 100.0%
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Figure 19. Modeled probability distribution of Pueblo II sites.
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Puebloan Period Model. AD 700 -  1225 
The Puebloan predictive model consists of a 70% random sampling of prehistoric 
Puebloan locations documented for the project area (n = 449/642). This site type sample 
yields a prior probability value of .00721 with a standard deviation of .00034. Of the 
potential evidential themes available elevation, slope, and distance from springs are the 
most statistically robust with a conditional independence ratio of 1.017. The calculated 
probability that conditional independence is not met is 44.3%. The evidential theme 
elevation yielded the highest confidence level, or predictive value, for this model, with 
slope and distance from springs following (Table 33).
Table 33. Puebloan period model evidential theme confidence level table.
Evidential Them e w - W4- Contrast* C onfidence
Elevation -0.2477 2.0934 2.3411 20.7962
Slope -1.1121 0.5722 1.6842 13.5603
Distance from Springs -0.2143 0.4098 0.6241 5.6992
Categorical theme weights and chi-square tests of independence for each evidential 
theme used in the response theme are provided in the tables below (Tables 34-39). The 
results indicate that those classes with weighted values greater than 1.96 and a 
statistically significant chi-square value are more likely to predict the occurrence of a site 
than if  by chance alone. Those class weights are generalized to select for those class 
values greater than 1.96 and used in the calculation of the response theme where the 
posterior probability is .135991 (Figure 20).
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Table 34. Puebloan model categorical theme weights for elevation.
Class
Area  
Sq km
A rea
Units
#
Points W + W - c stud(C )
352-1259 m 
1155-4131 ft 1242.7401 12427 10 -2.1999 0.2019 -2.4018 -7.5063
1260-1939 m 
4134-6362 ft 4784.8671 47849 330 -0.0455 0.1381 -0.1836 -1.7099
1940-2393 m 
6365-7851 ft 195.7825 1958 109 2.0933 -0.2477 2.3410 20.7948
The elevation theme weights above demonstrate that more site location points occur 
at higher elevations than due to chance alone. These data are supported by a chi-square 
test of independence for elevation to site or non-site locations. The results indicate that 
elevations ranging from 1940 to 2393 meters are three times more likely to have sites 
than the other elevation classes (JP = 2079562.15, à ï = 2 , p <  .0001).
Table 35. Puebloan Chi-Square Test of Independence for elevation.
E levation * Site C ross-tabulation
Site
Site N on-S ite T o ta l
E levation 352-1259m % within Elevation .0% 100.0% 100.0%
1155-4131 ft Adjusted Residual -618.4 618.4
1260-1939 m % within Elevation 1.0% 99.0% 100.0%
4134-6362 ft Adjusted Residual -398.2 398.2
1940-2393 m % within Elevation 4 i % 95.8% 100.0%
6365-7851 ft Adjusted Residual 1358.5 -1358.5
Total % within Elevation 1.1T4 98.9% 100.0%
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Table 36. Puebloan categorical theme weights for slope.
Class
Area  
Sq km
Area
Units
#
Points W + W - c stud(C)
0:5 2910.1095 29101 370 0.5721 -1.1120 1.6841 13.5594
6-11 1111.0982 11111 58 -0.3257 0.0588 -0.3845 -2.7249
12-18 741.5405 7415 10 -1.6830 0.1051 -1.7881 -5.5871
19-45 1281.4738 12815 7 -2.5876 0.2166 -2.8042 -7.3587
4&86 179.1676 1792 4 -1.1782 0.0204 -1.1986 -2.3839
The slope theme weights above demonstrate that more site location points occur on 
flatter slopes than due to chance alone. This data is supported by a chi-square test of 
independence for slope to site or non-site locations. The results indicate that areas with 0 
to 5 degrees o f slope are more likely to have sites than the other slope classes (vP -  
317940.99, d f=  4,;? <.0001).
The distance from springs theme weights (Table 38) demonstrate more site location 
points occur within 2000 meters than due to chance alone. These data are supported by a 
chi-square test of independence for distance from springs to site or non-site locations.
The results indicate that areas 500 meters from springs are twice as likely to have sites 
than the other distance from springs classes (2^ = 405260.79, d f -  7,/? < .0001). The chi- 
square analysis also indicates that areas 500 to 2000 meters from springs are also slightly 
more likely to have sites than the other springs classes.
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Table 37. Puebloan Chi-Square Test of Independence for slope.
slope * site C ross-tabulation
site
site non-site Total
slope 0-5 % within slope 1.3% 98.7% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual 502.0 -502.0
6-11 % within slope .9% 99.1%6 100.0%
Adjusted Residual -170.5 170.5
12-18 % within slope .4% 99.6% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual -309.9 309.9
19-45 % within slope .2% 99.8% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual -365.2 365.2
46-86 % within slope .3% 99.7% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual -54.3 54.3
Total % within slope 1.1% 98.9% 100.0%
Table 38. Puebloan categorical theme weights for distance from springs.
Class
Area 
Sq km
Area
Units
#
Points W+ c stnd(C)
No Data 3589.9989 35900 100 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
500 72.5255 725 24 Œ9356 0.9795 4.5565
500-1500 389.7030 3897 71 0.3232 0.3913 2.9176
1500-2000 268.8908 2689 50 0.3439 0.3914 2.5391
2000-2500 291.5817 2916 34 -0.1298 -0.1449 -0.7980
2500-3000 308T257 3081 33 -0.2157 -0.2411 -1.3109
3000-3500 326.4888 3265 47 0.0837 0.0961 0.6085
3500-4000 330.4731 3305 45 0.0272 0.0312 0.1940
4000-5000 645.6023 6456 45 -0.6491 -0.7944 -4.9534
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Table 39. Puebloan Chi-Square Test of Independence for distance from springs.
S] jrings * Site C ross-tabulation
Site
Site Non-Site Total
Springs 500 % within Springs 3.7% 96.3% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual 461.8 -461.8
500-1500 % within Springs 2.T)t 97.9% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual 299.3 -299.3
1500-2000 % within Springs 1.8% 98.2% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual 121.2 -121.2
2000-2500 % within Springs 1.7% 98.3% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual 96 8 -96.8
2500-3000 % within Springs 1.1% 98.9% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual -145.2 145.2
3000-3500 % within Springs 1.0% 99.0% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual -188.0 188.0
3500-4000 % within Springs 1.2% 98.894 100.0%
Adjusted Residual -108.9 108.9
4000-5000 % within Springs 1.0% 99.0% 100.0%
Adjusted Residual -227.8 22T8
Total % within Springs 1.4% 98.6% 100.0%
Not surprisingly, these data are very similar to the Pueblo II period model data.
These similarities are largely a reflection of the large Pueblo II period site sample used in 
this analysis that incorporates all Puebloan period sites.
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Figure 20. Modeled probability of Puebloan period site locations.
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CHAPTER 5
IF WE CAN SUCCESSFULLY PREDICT SITE LOCATIONS,
WHAT CAN THEIR LOCATIONS TELL US?
The results of this study demonstrate that the prediction of prehistoric site location is 
possible by comparing the locations of recorded sites to selected environmental variables. 
Existing site data were targeted for a generalized model of site distribution, as well as site 
type and temporal period. Unfortunately, due to insufficient site data for the Archaic, 
Basketmaker, Pueblo I, Pueblo III, and Protohistoric Southern Paiute periods, models for 
these time periods could not be completed for this study.
Prehistoric Settlement Strategies 
The data presented in this study suggest that a gradual increase in the occupation and 
utilization of the Shivwits Plateau from the Archaic through the Pueblo III periods. The 
majority of Archaic period sites in the sample are open-air campsites or sites associated 
with lithic reduction activities. These data suggest a seasonal or semi-seasonal settlement 
pattern in which a mobile resource procurement strategy was employed.
The upland Virgin Branch Puebloan groups are identified most closely with their 
lowland counterparts, the semi-sedentary agriculturalists occupying the fertile river 
valleys of the Virgin and Muddy Rivers. To assume that upland Virgin Puebloans 
practiced the same or similar settlement patterns as lowland Virgin groups is an, as yet.
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unsupported generalization. Previous researchers have hypothesized that the upland 
Virgin Puebloans were both agriculturalists and foragers (Altschul & Fairley 1989:98- 
152; Wells 1991:154-156). According to Wells, these groups utilized the plateau’s 
natural flora and fauna during seasonally based movements from resource to resource 
while practicing varying degrees of agriculture (Wells 1991:154-156). This potential 
pattern of land use suggests a semi-sedentary settlement system based on resource 
acquisition. The results of this study for the Puebloan periods appear to support, at least, 
a semi-sedentary settlement regime where the use of cultigens is observed by the 
presence of check dams, terracing, and site proximity to potentially arable lands.
During the Basketmaker and Puebloan periods, use of the area increased, as observed 
by the dramatic increase in the numbers of habitation sites that reflected increasing 
degrees of sedentism and the potential importance of horticultural activities. During the 
Basketmaker and early Pueblo 1 periods, habitation sites commonly contain small 
pithouses and sub-surface or surface storage features. Although the presence of these 
structures is suggestive of semi-sedentism and/or multi-seasonal use of the plateau 
region, no evidence is available to support any assertions of seasonality or long-term use 
of Basketmaker or Pueblo 1 period sites. It is clear, however, that the low numbers of 
sites during these periods support a low density settlement and low intensity land use 
pattern. During the mid- to late Pueblo 1 period, surface habitation and surface storage 
features became common. The greater degree of architectural investment, number of 
rooms, and number of storage features (Altschul & Fairley 1989:118-127) compared to 
the sites of earlier periods suggests increasing sedentism.
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The Pueblo II period (AD 1000-1150) is considered the peak of occupational 
expansion on the Arizona Strip (Altschul & Fairley 1989:130; MacWilliams, et. al. 
2006:25; Wells 1991:25). Settlement models for this period are predominately one of 
several versions of seasonal movement between the upland plateaus and lower lying 
riverine areas and within the deep canyons below the plateau rim. Permanent 
occupations are suggested to have occurred in optimal localities along the Virgin and 
Muddy River valleys as well as the Vermillion Cliffs near Pipe Springs (Altschul & 
Fairley 1989:135), although there is evidence of probable long term habitation on the 
Shivwits as well.
The observed Pueblo 11 period sites occur in environmental settings characteristic of 
sites occurring in all periods. Model results indicate that 84% of the inventoried Pueblo 
11 period sites are located on sloped surfaces from zero to five degrees (Appendix D). 
Sixty-eight percent of the Pueblo 11 period sites are located at elevations from 1260 to 
1939 meters (4134 -  6362 ft). These sites are located on predominately flat surfaces at 
mid-elevations (1260-1939 m) with 86.8% of sites within the inventoried areas located 
within the modem pinyon-juniper woodlands. During this period, the proximity to spring 
and seep locations is varied although the significant spring classes are from 500 meters to 
1500 meters with approximately 16.6% of the inventoried lands within this range. These 
figures represent 19% of the total project area. Thirty percent of the Pueblo 11 period 
sites within inventoried lands are located within 1500 meters (1 mile or less) of a spring 
or seep while the remaining sites are distributed from 1500 meters to 5000 meters (1-3 
miles) and beyond (3+ miles). Additional fine-grained analysis of site proximity to
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springs and seeps is needed in order to shed light on the specific nature of this observed 
distribution.
The model analysis for the Pueblo II period identified areas o f Low to Extreme 
probability across the Shivwits landscape. Fifty-seven percent of the total modeled area 
is considered Low probability, whereas .8% is designated Extreme probability and 2.36% 
of the project area is identified as High probability. Extreme and High probability areas 
largely correspond to mountainous or uplifted areas of the volcanic portions of the 
plateau. Low probability areas generally consist of the lowland areas characteristic of the 
north-central portion of the plateau, as well as the deep canyons along the rim.
The model results for the Pueblo 11 period yielded a nearly even distribution of 
habitations to campsites with 46% campsites and 43% habitations. Of the Pueblo 11 
period sites, 44% are identified as Artifact Scatters, 12% are recorded as Pueblos, 15% as 
Hamlets, 11% as Features with Artifact Scatters, and 9% as Field Houses (Appendix D). 
These data represent an increase in habitation occurrences as compared to the Puebloan 
period where 49% of sites are campsites and 39% are habitations. Of those Puebloan 
sites 10% are Pueblos, 12.5% are Hamlets, 11.5% are Features with Artifact Scatters, and 
7.3% are Field Houses (Appendix D).
The Pueblo 111 and Protohistoric periods were not modeled as part of this study due to 
insufficient sample size and are beyond the scope of this study. Additional research is 
necessary to adequately address the inconsistencies and data gaps characteristic of these 
periods of occupation on the Shivwits Plateau.
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Prehistoric Subsistence 
At this time little conclusive data exist to adequately support a model of prehistoric 
subsistence on the Shivwits Plateau. Evidence supporting any subsistence model was 
beyond the scope of this study; however, a brief review of what is known about upland 
subsistence is presented to address this issue. Previous research by Altschul and Fairley 
(1989:101) and MacWilliams, et al. (2006:33-35) agree that a subsistence model 
involving both horticulture and foraging is entirely plausible and logical for all periods of 
Basketmaker and Puebloan occupation. However the intensity and type of strategy or 
strategies employed in these endeavors are debatable.
The VRC settlement patterns doeumented in this thesis indicate that access to arable 
lands, proximity to water resourees, and nearness to transitional vegetation zones for 
hunting and gathering activities all influenced where settlement took place. Puebloan 
residents were most likely to settle close to arable lands and permanent springs or seeps. 
The southern Shivwits Plateau region surrounding Mt. Dellenbaugh is characterized by 
generally deep clay-rich volcanic soils and a relatively shallow water table compared to 
the rest of the plateau. Based on the peripheral locations of known springs, dry-farming 
without irrigation is a plausible strategy for the production of known cultigens. However, 
the limited documented evidence o f check dams and terracing suggest limited 
exploitation of these resources.
Transitional vegetation zones or ecotones are useful regions for both hunting wild 
game and gathering a large variety of plant foods during varying times of year. Today, 
nearly 45% of the Shivwits Plateau is characterized by pinyon-juniper woodlands (Figure 
8), with another 47% being made up of scrub, sagebrush steppe, and grasslands. These
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four vegetation zones provide the majority of wild flora and fauna reportedly eonsumed 
by Virgin groups as well as later Protohistoric inhabitants (Euler 1966:21-34; Fowler 
1986:64-97; Kelly 1932-33:27-55; Kelly & Fowler 1986:368-397; Shutler 1961:3-8; 
Steward 1938:14-43,182-184; Stewart 1942:249, 335-339). A few of the hundreds of 
available wild plant species utilized by the prehistoric inhabitants include pinyon pine 
{Pinus monophylla, P. edulis), juniper (Juniperus scopulorum), agave (agave utahensis,
A. deserti), sagebrush (Artemisia tridentata, A. nova), indian rice grass (Oryzopsis 
hymenoides), serviee berry (Amelanchier alnifolia), and Mormon Tea (Ephedra viridis 
Coville). Additional varieties of berries, grasses, roots, and eaeti were also consumed 
during the prehistoric to historic periods. Of the more than one hundred animal species 
indigenous to the Shivwits Plateau mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus), whitetail deer 
(Odocoileus virginianus), mountain sheep (Ovis Canadensis), mice and rats (Cricetidae 
family), mountain lion (Felis concolor), bobcat (Lynx rufus), rabbits (Leporidae 
americanus, L.californicus, L. towsendii), as well as birds, inseets, and reptiles were 
consumed by the prehistoric inhabitants.
Considerable variation exists in the explanatory frameworks utilized to explain the 
seemingly differing adaptations to the environment on the plateaus. This is especially 
true with regard to the Shivwits Plateau region given its unique location and 
environmental conditions. This variation in subsistence patterning is a necessary 
adaptation for this plateau region with its unique landscape; featuring multiple 
environmental zones, high elevations, and limited water resources. The upland 
environment included potentially arable lands as well as regions adequate for the seasonal 
exploitation of natural resources. The models presented reflect how known
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archaeological sites are positively or negatively correlated to specific environmental 
zones. This information can potentially aid in the identification of resource procurement 
zones, potential agricultural lands, as well as postulate overall land use by prehistoric 
groups.
Differences and Similarities Between the 
Virgin Puebloan Peoples and Southern Paiutes 
According to Altschul & Fairley (1989:147), there is evidence for the presence of 
Southern Paiute groups on the Shivwits, Kaibab, and Paria Plateaus as early as the 13* 
cenmry. The potential coexistence of Virgin Puebloans and early Protohistoric peoples 
on the plateau is possible as is briefly discussed by Shutler (1961:69) for the lowland 
river valleys. However, there is no conclusive evidence to support this assertion for the 
upland plateau region. Protohistoric Paiutes appear to have expanded onto the plateaus 
after the Puebloan abandonment of the region around AD 1200. Within the context of 
this research, there are 38 documented instances (38 of 46 Protohistoric Paiute sites) 
where Protohistoric artifacts are found in association with Virgin Puebloan sites. Twelve 
of those multi-component sites are puebloan habitations. Previous research does suggest 
that it is common to identify Protohistoric assemblages in association with Virgin 
Puebloan assemblages (MacWilliams et. al. 2006:42-43; Shutler 1961:69; Wells 
1991:26). The purpose for the reoccupation or “visiting” of these Virgin Puebloan sites 
is little understood, though the reuse of Puebloan artifacts is cited (MacWilliams et. al. 
2006:43), and is worth further consideration. Whether or not these mixed assemblages 
are ultimately contemporaneous is beyond the scope of this study.
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As relative latecomers to the Shivwits Plateau, Southern Paiutes exhibit a seasonally 
mobile settlement and subsistenee pattern of hunting and gathering with oecasional 
cultigen use (Altschul & Fairley 1989:149-150; Fowler & Fowler 1971:38-53; Kelly 
1932-33; Kelly & Fowler 1986:370-371; Kelly & Van Valkenburgh 1976:22-23, Knack 
2001:12, 14, 17, 29). This pattern is reminiscent of the Archaic mobile hunter-gatherer 
lifeway. However, the utilization of domesticates indicates that the Protohistoric 
Southern Paiute pattern may be more analogous to Virgin Basketmaker and early 
Puebloan settlement behavior. Ethnographic evidence suggests that the Southern Paiutes 
did practice limited farming in well watered regions of the plateaus (Euler 1966:34; 
Fowler & Fowler 1971:49; Kelly 1932-33: 40; Kelly & Fowler 1986: 371; Stewart 
1942:338). The Protohistoric Paiute’s semi-mobile or seasonal settlement pattern is 
similar to the pattern seen during the Basketmaker and early Virgin Puebloan periods in 
that Basketmaker, Puebloan, and Protohistoric sites are predominately small, ephemeral 
campsites or short term habitations in caves or roekshelters and located near springs. 
Shivwits Paiutes appear to have maintained a regular pattern of seasonal movement from 
spring to spring, usually within close proximity to their winter habitation, into the 
Historic period (Kelly 1932-33:24). Habitation site data compiled during this study 
indicates that Basketmaker and Pueblo I period pithouse and hamlet sized sites are 
predominately small pithouse structures or surface rooms with limited storage features 
suggesting short-term or seasonal occupations. These early habitation sites, like the 
Southern Paiute sites, are located on flat terrain within a mile of most spring and seep 
locations.
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The results of these analyses seem to support previous research that suggests a low 
density, semi-sedentary or seasonal settlement pattern during the Basketmaker and early 
Puebloan periods on the Shivwits. In this context, this study would seem to support the 
assertion that the utilization of cultigens is most likely supplementary to a seasonal 
foraging base. Differences between Protohistoric Southern Paiutes and early Virgin 
groups are observed in the Basketmaker and Virgin Puebloan group’s use of permanent 
structures (pithouses & surface pueblos), storage cists, the potential degree of seasonal 
mobility, as well as in the style of material culture (i.e. ceramic style, projectile point 
types, groundstone types). These differences, however, can be attributed to differing 
cultural traditions and intensity of use rather than differing settlement and subsistence 
patterns. Real similarities exist between cultural periods in the basic behaviors of 
foraging mobility, overall diet, use of ephemeral campsites and short-term habitations, 
functional artifact classes (ceramics, groundstone, lithics), and concepts of food storage. 
Additional research is necessary to fully evaluate the degree of sedentism practiced, 
seasonality and use-life of sites, and the intensity of horticultural dependence and 
cultigen use by Basketmaker and Puebloan groups.
Differences and Similarities Between 
the Virgin and Kaventa Puebloan Peoples 
Virgin Puebloan groups occupying the Shivwits and Uinkaret Plateau region are 
thought to represent the eastern-most extension of the Virgin cultural territory. The 
cultural boundary linking the Virgin to the traditional Kayenta territory is somewhat 
obscure, but is generally thought to be east of the Shivwits Plateau (Altschul & Fairley
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1989:101-102; MacWilliams, et al. 2006:40). Traditional perspectives posit that the VRC 
are a cultural offshoot, or sub-branch of the Kayenta Puebloan tradition based on 
widespread functional similarities in architecture, subsistence, and ceramic technology 
(Shutler 1961:66-67). In contrast, during the Basketmaker 11 and Basketmaker 111 
periods, Aikens determined that “ .. .the Kayenta and Virgin areas did not at this period 
constitute discrete socio-cultural groupings, but rather were participants in a uniform 
cultural pattern...” that “ .. .came to be separate socio-cultural populations by 
approximately AD 900” (1966:55). Aikens (1966) review of Kayenta and Virgin cultural 
relationships supports a contemporary development of both cultural branches out of the 
Basketmaker tradition with divergent cultural characteristics developing during the 
Puebloan periods.
Differences as well as similarities in the subsistence and settlement strategies 
practiced by the Kayentan and upland Virgin Puebloans are primarily rooted in the 
intensity and dependence on agricultural production in each region. Upland Virgin 
subsistence is largely considered to be a mixed foraging and horticultural economy with 
semi-permanent to seasonal residence during all periods (Altschul & Fairly 1989:100; 
Lyneis 1995:210, 220; MacWilliams, et al. 2006:33).
The settlement patterns identified in this study are similar to the settlement patterning 
seen in the early Kayenta periods. Both VRC and early Kayentan groups constructed 
informal pit structures and surface pueblos of local materials near water resources while 
exploiting wild and cultivated resources. The Kayentan Basketmaker periods (600 BC - 
AD 850) reflect preferences for the arable lands along the lowland river valleys, canyons, 
and upland with the seasonal utilization of the uplands (Dean 1996:32-33; Plog
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1986:212). Although the Virgin Basketmaker periods (300 BC -  AD 800) are beyond the 
scope of this study, the Kayenta pattern appears similar in nature to what is observed for 
the VRC (Aikens 1966:35; Lyneis 1995:210-211).
During the Puebloan periods both Virgin and Kayenta populations expanded into the 
uplands occupying areas suitable for agriculture as well as traditional hunting and 
gathering activities (Dean 1996:33-34). Between AD 850 and 1150 Kayenta groups were 
actively exploiting natural resources and consistently dry farming in the uplands of 
northern Black Mesa (Dean 1996:34). These Kayenta groups, additionally, exhibit 
decreasing residential mobility with an ever-increasing dependence on domesticates 
(Plog 1986:221; Powell 1983:24-25). Based on the results of this study upland Virgin 
groups do appear to demonstrate an increasing pattern of settlement and architectural 
investment during this period. Unfortunately, evidence identifying a decrease in 
residential mobility or increasing dependence on cultigens for the upland Virgin region is 
unavailable. The upland Virgin communities likely maintained a mixed foraging and 
horticultural economy while maintaining a seasonal to semi-permanent settlement 
strategy (Altschul & Fairley 1989:118-140; Lyneis 1995:220). After AD 1150, the 
Kayenta groups abandon the upland regions for aggregated lowland settlements near 
arable lands (Dean 1996:34; Powell 1983:25). The VRC groups also appear to abandon 
the upland and lowland regions altogether, although the extent and timing of the 
abandonment is subject to continuing debate (Altschul & Fairley 1989:141-144; Lyneis 
1995:232-233). The most notable difference between the Virgin and Kayenta groups is 
the lack of the formal religious structure, or kiva, in the lowland Virgin region (Lyneis 
1995:218; Shutler 1961:67) during all periods, although kiva structures are reported for
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the St. George Valley, upland Virgin region, and Kayenta regions (Dean 1996:32-34; 
Lyneis 1996:21-22). It is important to note, however, that no kiva or kiva-like structures 
are currently documented for the Shivwits Plateau project area.
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CHAPTER 6 
SUMMARY
This study presents a predictive model for archaeological site locations on the 
Shivwits Plateau. Four independent variables and four dependent variables comprise the 
model’s database. The independent variables, comprised of elevation, distance from 
springs, geological substrate, and vegetation were used to predict the likelihood that sites 
would be present in any given location. Dependent variables in the model were the type, 
funetion, archaeological time period, and general time period of the sites.
These models suggest a gradually evolving settlement and land use strategy from the 
Archaic through the Pueblo III periods. Most Archaic period sites are open-air campsites 
or roekshelters, suggesting a seasonal or semi-seasonal settlement pattern. During the 
Basketmaker and Puebloan period’s use of the area increased, as indicated by the 
presence of greater numbers of habitation sites reflecting increasing degrees of sedentism. 
These sites commonly contain pithouses, surface storage, and surface habitation features. 
The Protohistoric period reflects the abandonment of the region by Virgin River Complex 
(VRC) communities and the movement of seasonally mobile Southern Paiute groups onto 
the plateau. Protohistoric periods sites are open air cam psites or roekshelters, and are 
often associated with Puebloan period sites.
A pattern of increasing intensity of land use is demonstrated by the presence of 
pithouse and storage features during Basketmaker and Pueblo I periods and by the
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introduction of cultigens on the Arizona Strip and lowland river valleys. The dramatic 
increase in use and semi-permanent to permanent habitation on the Shivwits is further 
evidenced by the large number and distribution of sites during the Pueblo II period. The 
Pueblo III period is generally characterized as a continuation of those Pueblo II period 
strategies. However beginning around AD 1150, depopulation and the eventual 
abandonment of the Virgin area occurs. Protohistoric sites mark a return to mobile 
foraging on the Shivwits Plateau, but represent a small sample largely consisting of small 
artifact scatters intermixed with Puebloan and Historic (Multicomponent) sites and 
predominately located on the southern portion of the plateau.
For most site types (i.e., for all types except campsite), elevation was the best 
predictor of site location. Seventy-eight percent of all inventoried sites in the database 
were found between the elevations of 1260 m (4134 feet) and 1939 m (6362 feet). 
However, this correlation is largely due to the greater survey acreage within this elevation 
zone, and was not statistically significant. However, a greater than expected number of 
sites were found in the elevation zone of 1940 m (6365 feet) and 2393 m (7851 feet), a 
correlation that was statistically significant. Slope is also a statistically significant 
predictor of site location with 81% of sites located on slopes ranging from zero to five 
degrees. This overwhelming percentage of sites demonstrates a common preference for 
residing on relatively flat surfaces.
Distance from springs is a statistically significant predictor of site location, although 
it is the weakest predictor. Distances from zero to 1500 meters (1 mile or less) are the 
most commonly observed proximity classes with 24% of inventoried sites falling into this 
category. The remaining sites are distributed fairly evenly across a spectrum of 1500m to
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5000m (about 1 to 3 miles) from the nearest water source. These results suggest that 
proximity to modern-day water resources is a poor predictor of site location; this may 
reflect either that prehistoric land use was not strongly conditioned by proximity to water, 
or that we have not located all sources of prehistoric water supply. Additional research 
and in-depth analyses are required to address this issue more completely.
Geological substrates are not a statistically significant predictor of site location in this 
analysis. However frequency analysis revealed that sites exhibit a shift from a split 
distribution between carbonate and volcanic substrata during the Archaic and 
Basketmaker periods to predominately volcanic substrata during the Puebloan period.
The volcanic substrata are predominately inclusive of the mountainous high elevations on 
the southern interior, northern, and western edges of the plateau. This observed shift may 
be a reflection of survey bias in the site sample or a potential preference for the 
vegetation and soil characteristics indicative of these substrata. The volcanic substrata 
support deep semi-permeable clay-rich soils where the water table is shallow at an 
average one meter below the surface. Utilizing the datasets for range production and 
water content along with geological substrata may assist in the identification of likely 
areas of agricultural and resource procurement activities in future analyses.
Vegetation, like geological substrates, is not a statistically significant predictor of site 
location at this scale. Fifty-four percent of the inventoried project area is covered in 
pinyon-juniper woodlands with 81% of all inventoried sites located within this vegetation 
zone. Any analysis of vegetation zone to site location in this study is potentially biased 
and cannot be statistically supported. Whether this is a reflection of the true prehistoric 
condition or is result of survey bias and/or woodland expansion remains to be resolved.
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However, these data can be used to evaluate a site’s proximity to transitional vegetation 
zones, identify potential areas of agriculture based on land cover, and used as a general 
landscape overlay for determining future agency activities.
Modeling output produced probability maps classified into Extreme, High, Moderate, 
and Low probability classes. The Extreme probability class represents .79% (~12,000 
acres per model) of the total modeled area (-1.5 million acres), with the exception of the 
Campsite model’s 6.26% (96,200 acres). These results indicate that the areas of Extreme 
probability for all models, with the exception of campsites, are located in the 
mountainous regions of the plateau within close proximity to water resources. These 
sites are commonly placed on flat surfaces within the modem pinyon-juniper woodlands.
Model results representing the High probability class constitute 7.16% (110,000 
acres) of the General model, as well as 2.36% (-36,000 acres each) of the Habitation, 
Pueblo II, and Puebloan models. Those areas classified as high probability areas are 
located on generally flat surfaces in the foothills flanking the mountains on the plateau as 
well as along the canyon rim. Although springs are important, the proximity of sites to 
springs is highly variable as exhibited by sites located at distances up to three miles from 
the nearest water source.
The remaining modeled areas comprise the Moderate (35-40%) and Low (57%) 
probability categories that cover the vast majority of the modeled project area. The 
regions are generally relatively low-lying areas more than 5000 meters (3 miles) from the 
nearest water resource, as well as the deep drainages and canyons of the Grand Canyon. 
While these areas are identified as moderate to low probability, it is imperative that future
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survey and compliance activities continue in these regions in order to test and revise the 
results of these models.
The Campsite model is unique in this analysis as this is the only model where slope is 
a statistically superior predictor of site location instead of elevation. Additionally, this 
model is the only analysis to incorporate two elevation classes (1260-1939m & 1940- 
2393m) in the development of a response theme probability map. Further, the Extreme 
probability class is reserved exclusively for nearly every spring locale within 500 meters 
and the interior of canyons along the north rim. High probability classed regions include 
the volcanic mountain region at the northern end of the project area, as well as the inner 
canyon and canyon rims near water resource locations. These high probability areas 
comprise 30% (-461,000 acres) of the total modeled area. Moderate probability class 
areas also make up 8.42% (-129,500 aeres), whereas Low probability areas consist of 
55% (-850,000 acres) of the total modeled project area. The differences observed in this 
analysis are notable and constitute an avenue of future research.
Like any modeling exercise, these results are subject to validation and further revision 
as new data becomes available. Model testing and validation are highly recommended 
and can be conducted in several ways. First, by using a portion of the original site 
sample (if applicable) not utilized during the model building process, a comparative 
model can be developed. Second, testing can and should incorporate new site data, when 
available, as a potentially unbiased comparative sample. Thirdly, where additional 
survey is cost prohibitive, combining both unused sample data and any newly acquired 
data may be used to test model results. The preferred method of model testing and 
validation is to develop a specific and comprehensive on the ground testing strategy.
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This strategy should be designed to ground-truth each probability category’s accuracy by 
targeted pedestrian survey and site recording for comparative analysis. One or a 
combination of multiple methods can be used to validate these models. For the purposes 
of this study, sites recorded since April of 2007 and their respective survey areas will be 
compiled for eomparative analysis in future research.
Future Research
As with most future research concerns, the quality and quantity o f the knowledge 
currently at our disposal is often criticized as incomplete, insufficient, and not 
representative of our best theoretical perspectives. The most likely cure for this epic 
concern is the gathering of additional data through excavation and survey. While this is 
always a welcome endeavor for any researcher; land ownership, management concerns, 
access, and ultimately financial constraints often prevent significant progress towards that 
end. The development of these models is an attempt to focus my research efforts in a 
manner which utilizes “old” data that is comprised of at least 50+ years of research 
knowledge. The research methodology used in this study extrapolates new and useful 
information from “old” data and presents it in a clear visual format benefiting of all 
parties involved.
The research design executed in this report yields preliminary results for a series of 
predictive models that are the result of an inductive methodology and supported with 
statistical results. The site location dataset utilized for this research was developed for 
the sole purpose of this investigation and integrates both NFS and BLM site records for 
the Shivwits Plateau. Continuing research and modeling of this region requires
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improvements in the quality of existing site records for the reasons outlined in the 
Limitations portion of this report. Specifically, this research would benefit from 
chronological assignments and re-assessment of existing and undated sites. Verification 
of these model results requires a testing methodology which incorporates additional 
pedestrian inventory in all probability classes and/or the use of additional prehistoric 
archaeological sites not utilized for these analyses.
The incorporation of the newly developed datasets not available during the 
development of this research may add to the statistical robusticity of the model results as 
well as add critical elements of detail not considered for this analysis. The development 
of paleo-climatic and paleo-environmental datasets specific to this plateau region will 
provide a critical assessment of climate and environmental change over time as well as 
provide a more appropriate analog for future analysis. At present, only very generalized 
and modem climatic and environmental data exists that does not consider the region’s 
specific micro-environments or micro-climates which may be present but unrepresented. 
This is especially tme of the vegetation and precipitation information available for this 
region. Potential outlets for climatic research as reviewed by Altschul & Fairley 
(1989:36-47) include dendrochronology, palynology, packrat midden analysis, and 
alluvial geochronology. Additional research focusing on specific environmental 
categories and the combination of categories may provide details in settlement and land 
use strategies undetected in previous research. Examples such as settlement in relation to 
the number of frost free days, water capacity of the soils, agricultural potential, range 
production, distance from springs, and/or the proximity of sites to transitional vegetation 
zones are potential avenues of future research.
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APPENDIX A
VEGETATION DESCRIPTIONS 
The vegetation descriptions detailed below are defined by the USGS National 
Gap Analysis Program Southwest Regional GAP Analysis Project (2005) and reported in 
a downloadable file, online at; http://earth.gis.usu.edu/swgap/legend_desc.html. The 
descriptions were taken directly from the above mentioned report.
Colorado Plateau Mixed Bedrock 
Can von and Tableland 
The distribution of this ecological system is centered on the Colorado Plateau where 
it is comprised of barren and sparsely vegetated landscapes (generally <10% plant cover) 
of steep cliff faces, narrow canyons, and open tablelands of predominantly sedimentary 
rocks, such as sandstone, shale, and limestone. Some eroding shale layers similar to Inter- 
Mountain Basins Shale Badland (CES304.789) may be interbedded between the harder 
rocks. The vegetation is characterized by very open tree canopy or scattered trees and 
shrubs with a sparse herbaceous layer. Common species includes Pinus edulis, Pinus 
ponderosa, Juniperus spp., Cercocarpus intricatus, and other short-shrub and herbaceous 
species, utilizing moisture from cracks and pockets where soil accumulates.
Range: Colorado Plateau.
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Colorado Plateau Pinvon-Juniper Shrubland 
This ecological system is characteristic of the rocky mesatops and slopes on the 
Colorado Plateau and western slope of Colorado, but these stunted tree shrublands may 
extend further upslope along the low-elevation margins of taller pinyonjuniper 
woodlands. Sites are drier than Colorado Plateau Pinyon-Juniper Woodland 
(CES304.767). Substrates are shallow/rocky and shaley soils at lower elevations (1200- 
2000 m). Sparse examples of the system grade into Colorado Plateau Mixed Bedrock 
Canyon and Tableland (CES304.765). The vegetation is dominated by dwarfed (usually 
<3 m tall) Pinus edulis and/or Juniperus osteosperma trees forming extensive tall 
shrublands in the region along low-elevation margins of pinyon-juniper woodlands. Other 
shrubs, if  present, may include Artemisia nova, Artemisia tridentata ssp. wyomingensis, 
Chrysothamnus viscidiflorus, or Coleogyne ramosissima. Herbaceous layers are sparse to 
moderately dense and typically composed of xeric graminoids.
Range: Rocky mesa tops and slopes on the Colorado Plateau.
Colorado Pinvon-Juniper Woodland 
This ecological system occurs in dry mountains and foothills of the Colorado Plateau 
region including the Western Slope of Colorado to the Wasatch Range, south to the 
Mogollon Rim and east into the northwestern comer of New Mexico. It is typically found 
at lower elevations ranging from 1500-2440 m. These woodlands occur on warm, dry 
sites on mountain slopes, mesas, plateaus, and ridges. Severe climatic events occurring 
during the growing season, such as frosts and drought, are thought to limit the 
distribution of pinyon-juniper woodlands to relatively narrow altitudinal belts on 
mountainsides. Soils supporting this system vary in texture ranging from stony, cobbly,
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gravelly sandy loams to clay loam or clay. Pinus edulis and/or Juniperus osteosperma 
dominate the tree canopy. In the southern portion of the Colorado Plateau in northern 
Arizona and northwestern New Mexico, Juniperus monosperma and hybrids of Juniperus 
spp may dominate or codominate the tree canopy. Juniperus scopulorum may codominate 
or replace Juniperus osteosperma at higher elevations. Understory layers are variable and 
may be dominated by shrubs, graminoids, or be absent. Associated species include 
Arctostaphylos patula, Artemisia tridentata, Cercocarpus intricatus, Cercocarpus 
montanus, Coleogyne ramosissima, Purshia stansburiana, Purshia tridentata, Quercus 
gambelii, Bouteloua gracilis, Pleuraphis jamesii, or Poa fendleriana. This system occurs 
at higher elevations than Great Basin Pinyon-Juniper Woodland (CES304.773) and 
Colorado Plateau shrubland systems where sympatric.
Range: Occurs on dry mountains and foothills of the Colorado Plateau region from 
the Western Slope of Colorado to the Wasatch Range, south to the Mogollon Rim. It is 
typically found at lower elevations ranging from 1500-2440 m.
Colorado Plateau Blackbrush 
Mormon-Tea Shrubland 
This ecological system occurs in the Colorado Plateau on benchlands, colluvial 
slopes, pediments or bajadas. Elevation ranges from 560-1650 m. Substrates are shallow, 
typically calcareous, rion-saline and gravelly or sandy soils over sandstone or limestone 
bedrock, caliche or limestone alluvium. It also occurs in deeper soils on sandy plains 
where it may have invaded desert grasslands. The vegetation is characterized by 
extensive open shrublands dominated by Coleogyne ramosissima often with Ephedra 
viridis. Ephedra torreyana, or Grayia spinosa. Sandy portions may include Artemisia
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filifolia as codominant. The herbaceous layer is sparse and composed of graminoids such 
as Achnatherum hymenoides, Pleuraphis jamesii, or Sporobolus cryptandrus.
Range: Occurs in the Colorado Plateau on benchlands, colluvial slopes, pediments or 
bajadas. Elevation ranges from 560-1600 m.
Great Basin Pinvon-Juniper Woodland
This ecological system occurs on dry mountain ranges of the Great Basin region and 
eastern foothills of the Sierra Nevada. It is typically found at lower elevations ranging 
from 1600-2600 m. These woodlands occur on warm, dry sites on mountain slopes, 
mesas, plateaus, and ridges. Severe climatic events occurring during the growing season, 
such as frosts and drought, are thought to limit the distribution of pinyon-juniper 
woodlands to relatively narrow altitudinal belts on mountainsides. Woodlands dominated 
by a mix of Pinus monophylla and Juniperus osteosperma, pure or nearly pure 
occurrences of Pinus monophylla, or woodlands dominated solely by Juniperus 
osteosperma comprise this system. Cercocarpus ledifolius is a common associate. 
Understory layers are variable. Associated species include shrubs such as Arctostaphylos 
patula, Artemisia arbuscula, Artemisia nova, Artemisia tridentata, Cercocarpus ledifolius, 
Cercocarpus intricatus, Coleogyne ramosissima, Quercus gambelii, Quercus turbinella, 
and bunch grasses Hesperostipa comata, Festuca idahoensis, Pseudoroegneria spicata, 
Leymus cinereus (= Elymus cinereus), and Poa fendleriana. This system occurs at lower 
elevations than Colorado Plateau Pinyon-Juniper Woodland (CES304.767) where 
sympatric.
Range: Occurs on dry mountain ranges of the Great Basin region and eastern 
foothills of the Sierra Nevada, typically at lower elevations ranging from 1600-2600m.
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Inter-Mountain Basins Active 
and Stabilized Dune 
This ecological system occurs in Intermountain West basins and is composed of 
unvegetated to moderately vegetated (<10-30% plant cover) active and stabilized dunes 
and sandsheets. Species occupying these environments are often adapted to shifting, 
coarse-textured substrates (usually quartz sand) and form patchy or open grasslands, 
shrublands or steppe composed of Achnatherum hymenoides, Artemisia filifolia, 
Artemisia tridentata ssp. tridentata, Atriplex canescens, Ephedra spp., Coleogyne 
ramosissima, Ericameria nauseosa, Leymus flavescens, Prunus virginiana, Psoralidium 
lanceolatum, Purshia tridentata, Sporobolus airoides, Tetradymia tetrameres, or Tiquilia 
spp.
Range: This system occurs in intermountain basins of the western U.S.
Inter-Mountain Basins Shale Badland 
This widespread ecological system of the intermountain western U.S. is composed of 
barren and sparsely vegetated substrates (<10% plant cover) typically derived from 
marine shales but also includes substrates derived from siltstones and mudstones (clay). 
Landforms are typically rounded hills and plains that form a rolling topography. The 
harsh soil properties and high rate of erosion and deposition are driving environmental 
variables supporting sparse dwarf-shrubs, e.g., Atriplex corrugata, Atriplex gardneri, 
Artemisia pedatifida, and herbaceous vegetation.
Range: This system is found in the intermountain western U.S. It is confirmed by 
Oregon and Washington review to not occur in either of those states.
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Inter-Mountain Basins Volcanic Rock 
and Cinder Land
This ecological system occurs in the intermountain western U.S. and is limited to 
barren and sparsely vegetated volcanic substrates (generally <10% plant cover) such as 
basalt lava (malpais), basalt dikes with associated colluvium, basalt cliff faces and 
uplifted "backbones," tuff, cinder cones or cinder fields. It may occur as large-patch, 
small-patch and linear (dikes) spatial patterns. Vegetation is variable and includes a 
variety of species depending on local environmental conditions, e.g., elevation, age and 
type of substrate. At montane and foothill elevations scattered Pinus ponderosa, Pinus 
fiexilis, or Juniperus spp. trees may be present. Shrubs such as Ephedra spp., Atriplex 
canescens, Eriogonum corymbosum, Eriogonum ovalifolium, and Fallugia paradoxa are 
often present on some lava flows and cinder fields. Species typical of sand dunes such as 
Andropogon hallii and Artemisia filifolia may be present on cinder substrates.
Range: Occurs in the Intermountain western U.S. and is limited to barren and 
sparsely vegetated volcanie substrates.
Inter-Mountain Basins Mat Saltbush Shrubland
This ecological system occurs on gentle slopes and rolling plains in the northern 
Colorado Plateau and Uinta Basin on Mancos Shale and arid, wind-swept basins and 
plains across parts of Wyoming. Substrates are shallow; typically saline, alkaline, fine- 
textured soils developed from shale or alluvium and may be associated with shale 
badlands. Infiltration rate is typically low. These landscapes that typically support dwarf- 
shrublands composed of relatively pure stands of Atriplex spp. such as Atriplex corrugata 
or Atriplex gardneri. Other dominant or codominant dwarf-shrubs may include Artemisia
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longifolia, Artemisia pedatifida, or Picrothamnus desertorum, sometimes with a mix of 
other low shrubs such as Kraschenirmikovia lanata or Tetradymia spinosa. Atriplex 
confertifolia or Atriplex canescens may be present, but do not codominate. The 
herbaceous layer is typically sparse. Scattered perennial forbs occur, such as Xylorhiza 
glabriuscula and Sphaeralcea grossulariifolia, and the perennial grasses Achnatherum 
hymenoides, Bouteloua gracilis, Elymus elymoides, Elymus lanceolatus ssp. lanceolatus, 
Pascopyrum smithii, or Sporobolus airoides may dominate the herbaceous layer. In less 
saline areas, there may be inclusions grasslands dominated by Hesperostipa comata, 
Leymus salinus, Pascopyrum smithii, or Pseudoroegneria spicata. In Wyoming and 
possibly elsewhere, inclusions of non-saline, gravelly barrens or rock outcrops dominated 
by cushion plants such as Arenaria hookeri and Phlox hoodii without dwarf-shrubs may 
be present. Annuals are seasonally present and may include Eriogonum inflatum, 
Plantago tweedyi, and the introduced annual grass Bromus tectorum.
Range: Occurs on gentle slopes and rolling plains in the northern Colorado Plateau 
and Uinta Basin on Mancos Shale and arid, wind-swept basins and plains across parts of 
Wyoming.
Inter-Mountain Basins Big Sagebrush 
Shrubland
This ecological system occurs throughout much of the western U.S., typically in 
broad basins between mountain ranges, plains and foothills between 1500 and 2300 m 
elevation. Soils are typically deep, well-drained and non-saline. These shrublands are 
dominated by Artemisia tridentata ssp. tridentata and/or Artemisia tridentata ssp. 
wyomingensis. Scattered Juniperus spp., Sarcobatus vermiculatus, and Atriplex spp. may
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be present in some stands. Ericameria nauseosa, Chrysothamnus viscidiflorus, Purshia 
tridentata, or Symphoricarpos oreophilus may codominate disturbed stands. Perennial 
herbaceous components typically contribute less than 25% vegetative cover. Common 
graminoid species include Achnatherum hymenoides, Bouteloua gracilis, Elymus 
lanceolatus, Festuca idahoensis, Hesperostipa comata, Leymus cinereus, Pleuraphis 
jamesii, Pascopyrum smithii, Poa secunda, or Pseudoroegneria spicata.
Range: Occurs throughout much of the western U.S., typically in broad basins 
between mountain ranges, plains and foothills between 1500-2300 m elevations.
Inter-Mountain Basins Mixed Salt 
Desert Scrub
This extensive ecological system includes open-canopied shrublands of typically 
saline basins, alluvial slopes and plains across the Intermountain western U.S. This type 
also extends in limited distribution into the southern Great Plains. Substrates are often 
saline and calcareous, medium- to fme-textured, alkaline soils but include some coarser- 
textured soils. The vegetation is characterized by a typically open to moderately dense 
shrubland composed of one or more Atriplex species such as Atriplex confertifolia, 
Atriplex canescens, Atriplex polycarpa, or Atriplex spinifera. Other shrubs present to 
codominate may include Artemisia tridentata ssp. wyomingensis, Chrysothamnus 
viscidiflorus, Ericameria nauseosa. Ephedra nevadensis, Grayia spinosa 
Kraschenirmikovia lanata, Lycium spp., Picrothamnus desertorum, or Tetradymia spp. 
Sarcobatus vermiculatus is generally absent, but if present does not codominate. The 
herbaceous layer varies from sparse to moderately dense and is dominated by perennial 
graminoids such as Achnatherum hymenoides, Bouteloua gracilis, Elymus lanceolatus
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ssp. lanceolatus, Pascopyrum smithii, Pleuraphis jamesii, Pleuraphis rigida, Poa secunda, 
or Sporobolus airoides. Various forbs are also present.
Range: Intermountain western U.S., extending in limited distribution into the 
southern Great Plains.
Inter-Mountain Basins Montane 
Sagebrush Steppe
This ecological system includes sagebrush communities occurring at montane and 
subalpine elevations across the western U.S. from 1000 m in eastern Oregon and 
Washington to over 3000 m in the southern Rockies. In British Columbia, it occurs 
between 450 and 1650 m in the southern Fraser Plateau and the Thompson and Okanagan 
basins. Climate is cool, semi-arid to subhumid. This system primarily occurs on deep- 
soiled to stony flats, ridges, nearly flat ridgetops, and mountain slopes. In general this 
system shows an affinity for mild topography, fine soils, and some source of subsurface 
moisture. It is composed primarily of Artemisia tridentata ssp. vaseyana (mountain 
sagebrush) and related taxa such as Artemisia tridentata ssp. spiciformis (= Artemisia 
spiciformis). Purshia tridentata may codominate or even dominate some stands. Other 
common shrubs include Symphoricarpos spp., Amelanchier spp., Ericameria nauseosa, 
Peraphyllum ramosissimum, Ribes cereum, and Chrysothamnus viscidiflorus. Most 
stands have an abundant perennial herbaceous layer (over 25% cover), but this system 
also includes Artemisia tridentata ssp. vaseyana shrublands. Common graminoids 
include Festuca arizonica, Festuca idahoensis, Flesperostipa comata, Poa fendleriana, 
Elymus trachycaulus, Bromus carinatus, Poa secunda, Leucopoa kingii, Deschampsia
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caespitosa, Calamagrostis rubescens, and Pseudoroegneria spicata. In many areas, 
frequent wildfires maintain an open herbaceous-rich steppe condition, although
at most sites, shrub cover can be unusually high for a steppe system (>40%), with the 
moisture providing equally high grass and forb cover.
Range: This system is found at montane and subalpine elevations across the western 
U.S. from 1000 m in eastern Oregon and Washington to over 3000 m in the southern 
Rockies. In British Columbia, it occurs in the southern Fraser Plateau and the Thompson 
and Okanagan basins.
Inter-Mountain Basins Juniper Savanna 
This widespread ecological system occupies dry foothills and sandsheets of western 
Colorado, northwestern New Mexico, northern Arizona, Utah, west into the Great Basin 
of Nevada and southern Idaho. It is typically found at lower elevations ranging from 
1500-2300 m. This system is generally found at lower elevations and more xeric sites 
than Great Basin Pinyon-Juniper Woodland (CES304.773) or Colorado Plateau Pinyon- 
juniper Woodland (CES304.767). These occurrences are found on lower mountain 
slopes, hills, plateaus, basins and flats often where juniper is expanding into semi-desert 
grasslands and steppe. The vegetation is typically open savanna, although there may be 
inclusions of denser juniper woodlands. This savanna is typically dominated by Juniperus 
osteosperma trees with high cover of perennial bunch grasses and forbs, with Bouteloua 
gracilis, Hesperostipa comata, and Pleuraphis jamesii being most common. In the 
southern Colorado Plateau, Juniperus monosperma or juniper hybrids may dominate the 
tree layer. Pinyon trees are typically not present because sites are outside the ecological 
or geographic range of Pinus edulis and Pinus monophylla.
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Range: This juniper savanna occurs from northwestern New Mexico, northern 
Arizona, western Colorado, Utah, west into the Great Basin of Nevada and southern 
Idaho.
Inter-Mountain Basins Semi-Desert 
Shrub-Steppe
This ecological system occurs throughout the intermountain western U.S., typically at 
lower elevations on alluvial fans and flats with moderate to deep soils. This semi-arid 
shrub-steppe is typically dominated by graminoids (>25% cover) with an open shrub 
layer. Characteristic grasses include Achnatherum hymenoides, Bouteloua graeilis, 
Distichlis spicata, Hesperostipa comata, Pleuraphis jamesii, Poa secunda, and Sporobolus 
airoides. The woody layer is often a mixture of shrubs and dwarf-shrubs. Characteristic 
species include Atriplex canescens, Artemisia tridentata, Chrysothamnus greenei, 
Chrysothamnus viscidiflorus. Ephedra spp., Ericameria nauseosa, Gutierrezia sarothrae, 
and Kraschenirmikovia lanata. Artemisia tridentata may be present but does not 
dominate. The general aspect of occurrences may be either open shrubland with patchy 
grasses or patchy open herbaceous layer. Disturbance may be important in maintaining 
the woody component. Microphytic crust is very important in some stands.
Range: Occurs throughout the Intermountain western U.S., typically at lower 
elevations.
Inter-Mountain Basins Semi-Desert Grassland
This widespread ecological system occurs throughout the intermountain western U.S. 
on dry plains and mesas, at approximately 1450 to 2320 m (4750-7610 feet) elevation. 
These grasslands occur in lowland and upland areas and may occupy swales, playas.
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mesatops, plateau parks, alluvial flats, and plains, but sites are typically xeric. Substrates 
are often well-drained sandy or loamy-textured soils derived from sedimentary parent 
materials but are quite variable and may inelude fine-textured soils derived from igneous 
and metamorphie rocks. When they oecur near foothill grasslands they will be at lower 
elevations. The dominant perennial bunch grasses and shrubs within this system are all 
very drought-resistant plants. These grasslands are typically dominated or codominated 
by Achnatherum hymenoides, Aristida spp., Bouteloua gracilis, Hesperostipa comata, 
Muhlenbergia sp., or Pleuraphis jamesii and may include scattered shrubs an dwarfshrubs 
of species of Artemisia, Atriplex, Coleogyne, Ephedra, Gutierrezia, or 
Kraseheninnikovia lanata.
Range: Occurs throughout the Intermountain western U.S. on dry plains and mesas, 
at approximately 1450 to 2320 m (4750-7610 feet) in elevation.
Inter-Mountain Basins Greasewood Flat 
This ecological system occurs throughout much of the western U.S. in Intermountain 
basins and extends onto the western Great Plains. It typically occurs near drainages on 
stream terraces and flats or may form rings around more sparsely vegetated playas. Sites 
typically have saline soils, a shallow water table and flood intermittently, but remain dry 
for most growing seasons. The water table remains high enough to maintain vegetation, 
despite salt accumulations. This system usually occurs as a mosaic of multiple 
communities, with open to moderately dense shrublands dominated or codominated by 
Sarcobatus vermiculatus. Atriplex canescens, Atriplex confertifolia, or 
Kraseheninnikovia lanata may be present to codominant. Occurrences are often 
surrounded by mixed salt desert scrub. The herbaceous layer, if present, is usually
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dominated by graminoids. There may be inclusions of Sporobolus airoides, Distichlis 
spicata (where water remains ponded the longest), or Eleocharis palustris herbaceous 
types.
Range: Occurs throughout much of the western U.S. in Intermountain basins and 
extends onto the western Great Plains.
Mojave Mid-Elevation Mixed Desert Scrub
This ecological system represents the extensive desert scrub in the transition zone 
above Larrea tridentata -  Ambrosia dumosa desert scrub and below the lower montane 
woodlands (700-1800 m elevations) that occurs in the eastern and central Mojave Desert. 
It is also common on lower piedmont slopes in the transition zone into the southern Great 
Basin. The vegetation in this ecological system is quite variable. Codominants and 
diagnostic species include Coleogyne ramosissima, Eriogonum fasciculatum. Ephedra 
nevadensis, Grayia spinosa, Menodora spinescens, Nolina spp.. Opuntia acanthocarpa, 
Salazaria mexicana, Viguiera parishii. Yucca brevifolia, or Yucca schidigera. Desert 
grasses, including Achnatherum hymenoides, Achnatherum speeiosum, Muhlenbergia 
porteri, Pleuraphis jamesii, Pleuraphis rigida, or Poa secunda, may form an herbaceous 
layer. Scattered Juniperus osteosperma or desert scrub species may also be present.
Range: Eastern and central Mojave Desert and on lower piedmont slopes in the 
transition zone into the southern Great Basin.
Mogollon Chaparral
This ecological system occurs across central Arizona (Mogollon Rim), western New 
Mexico and southern Utah and Nevada. It often dominants along the mid-elevation 
transition from the Mojave, Sonoran, and northern Chihuahuan deserts into mountains
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(1000-2200 m). It occurs on foothills, mountain slopes and canyons in drier habitats 
below the encinal and Pinus ponderosa woodlands. Stands are often associated with more 
xeric and coarse-textured substrates such as limestone, basalt or alluvium, especially in 
transition areas with more mesic woodlands. The moderate to dense shrub canopy 
includes species such as Quercus turbinella, Quercus toumeyi, Cercocarpus montanus, 
Canotia holacantha, Ceanothus greggii, Forestiera pubescens (= Forestiera neomexicana), 
Garrya wrightii, Juniperus deppeana, Purshia stansburiana, Rhus ovata, Rhus trilobata, 
and Arctostaphylos pungens and Arctostaphylos pringlei at higher elevations. Most 
chaparral species are fire-adapted, resprouting vigorously after burning or producing fire- 
resistant seeds. Stands occurring within montane woodlands are serai and a result of 
recent fires.
Range: Occurs across central Arizona (Mogollon Rim), western New Mexico and 
southern Utah. It often dominants along the midelevation transition from the Mojave, 
Sonoran, and northern Chihuahuan deserts into niountains (1000-2200 m).
North American Warm Desert Bedrock 
Cliff and Outcrop
This ecological system is found from subalpine to foothill elevations and includes 
barren and sparsely vegetated landscapes (generally <10% plant cover) of steep cliff 
faces, narrow canyons, and smaller rock outcrops of various igneous, sedimentary, and 
metamorphie bedrock types. Also included are unstable scree and talus slopes that 
typically occur below cliff faces. Species present are diverse and may include Bursera 
microphylla, Fouquieria splendens, Nolina bigelovii. Opuntia bigelovii, and other desert
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species, especially succulents. Lichens are predominant lifeforms in some areas. May 
include a variety of desert shrublands less than 2 ha (5 acres) in size from adjacent areas. 
Range: Was mapped by SWReGAP in AZ, CO, NM, NV, and UT.
North American Warm Desert Volcanic Rockland 
This ecological system occurs across the warm deserts of North America and is 
restricted to barren and sparsely vegetated (<10% plant cover) volcanic substrates such as 
basalt lava (malpais) and tuff. Vegetation is variable and includes a variety of species 
depending on local environmental conditions, e.g., elevation, age and type of substrate. 
Typically scattered Larrea tridentata, Atriplex hymenelytra, or other desert shrubs are 
present.
Range: Occurs across the warm deserts of North America.
North American Warm Desert Wash 
This ecological system is restricted to intermittently flooded washes or arroyos that 
dissect bajadas, mesas, plains and basin floors throughout the warm deserts of North 
America. Although often dry, the intermittent fluvial processes define this system, which 
are often associated with rapid sheet and gully flow. This system occurs as linear or 
braided strips within desert scrub- or desert grassland-dominated landscapes. The 
vegetation of desert washes is quite variable ranging from sparse and patchy to 
moderately dense and typically occurs along the banks, but may occur within the channel. 
The woody layer is typically intermittent to open and may be dominated by shrubs and 
small trees such as Acacia greggii, Brickellia laciniata, Baccharis sarothroides, Chilopsis 
linearis, Fallugia paradoxa, Hymenoclea salsola, Flymenoclea monogyra, Juglans
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microcarp a, Prosopis spp., Psorothamnus spinosus. Prunus fasciculata, Rhus microphylla, 
Salazaria mexicana, or Sarcobatus vermiculatus.
Range: Restricted to intermittently flooded washes or arroyos that dissect bajadas, 
mesas, plains and basin floors throughout the warm deserts of North America.
North American Warm Desert Plava 
This system is composed of barren and sparsely vegetated playas (generally <10% 
plant cover) found across the warm deserts of North America, extending into the extreme 
southern end of the San Joaquin Valley in California. Playas form with intermittent 
flooding, followed by evaporation, leaving behind a saline residue. Salt crusts are 
common throughout, with small saltgrass beds in depressions and sparse shrubs around 
the margins. Subsoils often include an impermeable layer of clay or caliche. Large desert 
playas tend to be defined by vegetation rings formed in response to salinity. Given their 
common location in wind-swept desert basins, dune fields often form downwind of large 
playas. In turn, playas associated with dunes often have a deeper water supply. Species 
may include Allenrolfea occidentalis, Suaeda spp., Distichlis spicata, Eleocharis palustris, 
Oryzopsis spp., Sporobolus spp., Tiquilia spp., or Atriplex spp. Ephemeral herbaceous 
species may have high cover periodically. Adjacent vegetation is typically Sonora- 
Mojave Desert Mixed Salt Desert Scrub (CES302.749), Chihuahuan Mixed Salt Desert 
Scrub (CES302.017), Gulf of California Coastal Mixed Salt Desert Scrub (CES302.015), 
Baja California del Norte Gulf Coast Ocotillo-Limberbush-Creosotebush Desert Scrub 
(CES302.014), or Chihuahuan Creosotebush Basin Desert Scrub (CES302.731).
Range: Found across the warm deserts of North America, extending into the extreme 
southern end of the San Joaquin Valley in California.
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North American Warm Desert Lower Montane 
Riparian Woodland and Shrubland 
This ecological system occurs in mountain canyons and valleys of southern Arizona, 
New Mexico, and adjacent Mexico and consists of mid- to low-elevation (1100-1800 m) 
riparian corridors along perennial and seasonally intermittent streams. The vegetation is a 
mix of riparian woodlands and shrublands. Dominant trees include Populus angustifolia, 
Populus deltoïdes ssp. wislizeni, Populus fremontii, Platanus wrightii, Juglans major, 
Fraxinus velutina, and Sapindus saponaria. Shrub dominants include Salix exigua. 
Prunus spp., Alnus oblongifolia, and Baccharis salicifolia. Vegetation is dependent upon 
annual or periodic flooding and associated sediment scour and/or annual rise in the water 
table for growth and reproduction.
Range: Southern Arizona and New Mexico, and adjacent Mexico.
Rockv Mountain Drv-Mesic Montane Mixed 
Conifer Forest and Woodland 
This is a highly variable ecological system of the montane zone of the Rocky 
Mountains. It occurs throughout the southern Rockies, north and west into Utah, Nevada, 
western Wyoming and Idaho. These are mixed-conifer forests occurring on all aspects at 
elevations ranging from 1200 to 3300 m. Rainfall averages less than 75 cm per year (40- 
60 cm) with summer "monsoons" during the growing season contributing substantial 
moisture. The composition and structure o f overstory is dependent upon the temperature 
and moisture relationships of the site, and the successional status of the occurrence. 
Pseudotsuga menziesii and Abies concolor are most frequent, but Pinus ponderosa may 
be present to codominant. Pinus fiexilis is common in Nevada. Pseudotsuga menziesii
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forests occupy drier sites, and Pinus ponderosa is a common codominant. Abies concolor- 
dominated forests occupy cooler sites, such as upper slopes at higher elevations, canyon 
sideslopes, ridgetops, and north- and east-facing slopes which bum somewhat 
infrequently. Picea pungens is most often found in cool, moist locations, often occurring 
as smaller patches within a matrix of other associations. As many as seven conifers can 
be found growing in the same occurrence, and there is a number of cold-deciduous shrub 
and graminoid species common, including Arctostaphylos uva-ursi, Mahonia repens, 
Paxistima myrsinites, Symphoricarpos oreophilus, Jamesia americana, Quercus gambelii, 
and Festuca arizonica. This system was undoubtedly characterized by a mixed severity 
fire regime in its "natural condition," characterized by a high degree of variability in 
lethality and return interval.
Range: Occurs throughout the southern Rockies, north and west into Utah, Nevada, 
western Wyoming and Idaho.
Rockv Mountain Mesic Montane Mixed 
Conifer Forest and Woodland 
These are mixed-conifer forests of the Rocky Mountains west into the ranges of the 
Great Basin, occurring predominantly in cool ravines and on north-facing slopes. 
Elevations ranges from 1200 to 3300 m. Occurrences of this system are found on cooler 
and more mesic sites than Rocky Mountain Montane Dry-Mesic Mixed Conifer Forest 
and Woodland (CES306.823). Such sites include lower and middle slopes of ravines, 
along stream terraces, moist, concave topographic positions and north- and east-facing 
slopes which bum somewhat infrequently. Pseudotsuga menziesii and Abies concolor are 
most common canopy dominants, but Picea engelmannii, Picea pungens, or Pinus
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ponderosa may be present. This system includes mixed conifer/Populus tremuloides 
stands. A number of cold-deciduous shrub species can occur, including Acer glabrum, 
Acer grandidentatum, Alnus incana, Betula occidentalis, Comus sericea, Jamesia 
americana, Physocarpus malvaceus, Robinia neomexicana, Vaccinium membranaceum, 
and Vaccinium myrtillus. Herbaceous species include Bromus ciliatus, Carex geyeri, 
Carex rossii, Carex siccata, Muhlenbergia virescens, Pseudoroegneria spicata, Erigeron 
eximius, Fragaria virginiana, Luzula parviflora, Osmorhiza berteroi, Packera cardamine, 
Thalictrum occidentale, and Thalictrum fendleri. Naturally occurring fires are of variable 
return intervals, and mostly light, erratic, and infrequent due to the cool, moist conditions.
Range: Rocky Mountains west into the ranges of the Great Basin, occurring 
predominantly in cool ravines and on north-facing slopes. Elevations range from 1200 to 
3300 m.
Rockv Mountain Gambel Oak Mixed 
Montane Shrubland
This ecological system occurs in the mountains, plateaus and foothills in the southern 
Rocky Mountains and Colorado Plateau including the Uinta and Wasatch ranges and the 
Mogollon Rim. These shrublands are most commonly found along dry foothills, lower 
mountain slopes, and at the edge of the western Great Plains from approximately 2000 to 
2900 m in elevation, and are often situated above pinyon-juniper woodlands. Substrates 
are variable and include soil types ranging from calcareous, heavy, fine-grained loams to 
sandy loams, gravelly loams, clay loams, deep alluvial sand, or coarse gravel. The 
vegetation is typically dominated by Quercus gambelii alone or codominant with 
Amelanchier alnifolia, Amelanchier utahensis, Artemisia tridentata, Cercocarpus
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montanus. Prunus virginiana, Purshia stansburiana, Purshia tridentata, Robinia 
neomexicana, Symphoricarpos oreophilus, or Symphoricarpos rotundifolius. There may 
be inclusions of other mesic montane shrublands with Quercus gambelii absent or as a 
relatively minor component. This ecological system intergrades with the lower montane- 
foothills shrubland system and shares many of the same site characteristics. Density and 
cover o f Quercus gambelii and Amelanchier spp. often increase after fire.
Range: Occurs in the mountains, plateaus and foothills in the southern Rocky 
Mountains and Colorado Plateau including the Uinta and Wasatch ranges and the 
Mogollon Rim.
Rockv Mountain Lower Montane Riparian 
Woodland and Shrubland 
This system is found throughout the Rocky Mountain and Colorado Plateau regions 
within a broad elevation range from approximately 900 to 2800 m. This system often 
occurs as a mosaic of multiple communities that are tree-dominated with a diverse shrub 
component. This system is dependent on a natural hydrologie regime, especially annual 
to episodic flooding. Occurrences are found within the flood zone of rivers, on islands, 
sand or cobble bars, and immediate streambanks. They can form large, wide occurrences 
on mid-channel islands in larger rivers or narrow bands on small, rocky canyon 
tributaries and well-drained benches. It is also typically found in backwater channels and 
other perennially wet but less scoured sites, such as floodplains swales and irrigation 
ditches. Dominant trees may include Acer negundo, Populus angustifolia, Populus 
balsamifera, Populus deltoïdes, Populus fremontii, Pseudotsuga menziesii, Picea 
pungens, Salix amygdaloides, or Juniperus scopulorum. Dominant shrubs include Acer
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glabrum, Alnus incana, Betula oceidentalis, Comus sericea, Crataegus rivularis, 
Forestiera pubescens. Prunus virginiana, Rhus trilobata, Salix monticola, Salix 
drummondiana, Salix exigua, Salix irrorata, Salix lucida, Shepherdia argentea, or 
Symphoricarpos spp. Exotic trees of Elaeagnus angustifolia and Tamarix spp. are 
common in some stands. Generally, the upland vegetation surrounding this riparian 
system is different and ranges from grasslands to forests.
Range: Found throughout the Rocky Mountain and Colorado Plateau regions within 
a broad elevation range from approximately 900 to 2800 m.
Southern Rockv Mountain Ponderosa 
Pine Woodland
This very widespread ecological system is most common throughout the Cordillera of 
the Rocky Mountains, from the Greater Yellowstone region south. It is also found in the 
Colorado Plateau region, west into scattered locations in the Great Basin, and in the 
Black Hills of South Dakota and Wyoming. These woodlands occur at the lower 
treeline/ecotone between grassland or shrubland and more mesic coniferous forests 
typically in warm, dry, exposed sites. Elevations range from less than 1900 m in northern 
Wyoming to 2800 m in the New Mexico mountains. Occurrences are found on all slopes 
and aspects; however, moderately steep to very steep slopes or ridgetops are most 
common. This ecological system generally occurs on igneous, metamorphie, and 
sedimentary material derived soils, with characteristic features of good aeration and 
drainage, coarse textures, circumneutral to slightly acid pH, an abundance of mineral 
material, rockiness, and periods of drought during the growing season. Northern Rocky 
Mountain Ponderosa Pine Woodland (CES306.030) in the eastern Cascades, Okanagan
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and northern Rockies regions receives winter and spring rains, and thus has a greater 
spring "green-up" than the drier woodlands in the central Rockies. Pinus ponderosa 
(primarily var. scopulorum and var. brachyptera) is the predominant conifer; Pseudotsuga 
menziesii, Pinus edulis, and Juniperus spp. may be present in the tree canopy. The 
understory is usually shrubby, with Artemisia nova, Artemisia tridentata, Arctostaphylos 
patula, Arctostaphylos uva-ursi, Cercocarpus montanus, Purshia stansburiana, Purshia 
tridentata, Quercus gambelii, Symphoricarpos oreophilus. Prunus virginiana,
Amelanchier alnifolia, and Rosa spp. common species. Pseudoroegneria spicata and 
species of Hesperostipa, Achnatherum, Festuca, Muhlenbergia, and Bouteloua are some 
of the common grasses. Mixed fire regimes and ground fires of variable return intervals 
maintain these woodlands, depending on climate, degree of soil development, and 
understory density.
Range: This system is found throughout, from central and southeastern Montana, 
south through the Rocky Mountains of Colorado and into New Mexico. In Arizona it 
occurs on the Mogollon Rim north into the Colorado Plateau region and west into 
scattered locations of the Great Basin.
Sonora-Moiave Creosote Bush 
White Bursage Desert Scrub 
This ecological system forms the vegetation matrix in broad valleys, lower bajadas, 
plains and low hills in the Mojave and lower Sonoran deserts. This desert scrub is 
characterized by a sparse to moderately dense layer (2-50% eover) of xeromorphic 
microphyllous and broad-leaved shrubs. Larrea tridentata and Ambrosia dumosa are 
typically dominants, but many different shrubs, dwarf-shrubs, and cacti may codominate
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or form typically sparse understories. Associated species may include Atriplex canescens, 
Atriplex hymenelytra, Encelia farinosa, Ephedra nevadensis, Fouquieria splendens, 
Lycium andersonii, and Opuntia basilaris. The herbaceous layer is typically sparse, but 
may be seasonally abundant with ephemerals. Flerbaceous speeies such as Chamaesyce 
spp., Eriogonum inflatum, Dasyochloa pulchella, Aristida spp., Cryptantha spp., Nama 
spp., and Phacelia spp. are eommon.
Range: Broad valleys, lower bajadas, plains and low hills in the Mojave and lower 
Sonoran deserts.
Sonora-Moiave Mixed Salt Desert Scrub 
This system includes extensive open-canopied shrublands of typically saline basins in 
the Mojave and Sonoran deserts. Stands often occur around playas. Substrates are 
generally fme-textured, saline soils. Vegetation is typically composed of one or more 
Atriplex species such as Atriplex canescens or Atriplex polycarpa along with other 
species of Atriplex. Species of Allenrolfea, Salicomia, Suaeda, or other halophytic plants 
are often present to eodominant. Graminoid species may include Sporobolus airoides or 
Distichlis spicata at varying densities.
Southern Colorado Plateau Sand Shrubland 
This large-patch ecological system is found on the south-central Colorado Plateau in 
northeastern Arizona extending into southern and central Utah. It occurs on windswept 
mesas, broad basins and plains at low to moderate elevations (1300-1800 m). Substrates 
are stabilized sandsheets or shallow to moderately deep sandy soils that may form small 
hummocks or small coppice dunes. This semi-arid, open shrubland is typically dominated 
by short shrubs (10-30 % cover) with a sparse graminoid layer. The woody layer is often
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a mixture of shrubs and dwarf-shrubs. Characteristic species include Ephedra cutleri. 
Ephedra torreyana, Ephedra viridis, and Artemisia filifolia. Coleogyne ramosissima is 
typically not present. Poliomintha incana, Parryella filifolia, Quercus havardii var. 
tuckeri, or Ericameria nauseosa may be present to dominant locally. Ephedra cutleri and 
Ephedra viridis often assume a distinctive matty growth form. Characteristic grasses 
include Achnatherum hymenoides, Bouteloua gracilis, Hesperostipa comata, and 
Pleuraphis jamesii. The general aspects of occurrences are an open low shrubland but 
may include small blowouts and dunes. Occasionally grasses may be moderately 
abundant locally and form a distinct layer. Disturbance may be important in maintaining 
the woody component. Eolian processes are evident, such as pediceled plants, occasional 
blowouts or small dunes, but the generally higher vegetative cover and less prominent 
geomorphic features distinguish this system from Inter-Mountain Basins Active and 
Stabilized Dune (CES304.775).
Range: This system occurs in sandy plains and mesas on the south-central Colorado 
Plateau in northeastern Arizona extending into southern and central Utah.
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APPENDIX B
SITE TYPE DEFINITIONS 
Artifact Scatter
An artifact scatter is defined by any kind of prehistoric artifacts. These include lithic 
artifacts, ceramics, groundstone, vegetal remains, faunal remains, etc. with no features 
present.
Lithic Scatter
A lithic scatter is defined by the presence of lithic artifacts only. This includes flakes 
(debitage), bifaces, projectile points, drills, scrapers, etc. with no features present.
Groundstone
This type is defined by the presence of groundstone artifacts only. This includes 
grinding slicks, mortars, pestles, manos, and metates.
Feature
A feature is defined as any structural remains identified as purposefully built only. 
This includes roasting pits, rock alignments, hearths, rock piles, cairns, storages cists, 
pinyon caches, agricultural terraces, check dams, etc.
Feature w ith  Artifact Scatter
A feature with artifact scatter consists of any structural remains identified as 
purposefully built with an associated artifact or lithic scatter. This includes roasting pits.
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rock alignments, hearths, rock piles, cairns, storage cist, pinyon cache, agricultural 
terraces, etc.).
Rockshelter
This site type assumes the presence of a rockshelter with no obvious artifacts or 
features associated with it.
Rockshelter with Artifact or Lithic Scatter 
This site type assumes the presence of a rock shelter with an associated artifact scatter 
as defined above.
Rockshelter with Groundstone 
This type assumes the presence of a rockshelter with groundstone as the only cultural 
component present.
Rockshelter with Feature 
This site type assumes the presence of a rock shelter with a feature associated as 
defined above.
Rockshelter with Rock Art 
This type assumes the presence of a rock shelter with associated rock art only.
Field House
A Field House is defined as a single structure identified as purposefully built for 
habitation purposes. An artifact/lithic scatter and/or features can be associated, but it is 
not required.
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Hamlet
A Hamlet is defined as any structure or structures purposefully built for habitation 
with two to six rooms. An artifact scatter and/or features can he associated, but it is not 
required.
Pueblo
A Pueblo is defined as any structure or structures purposefully built for habitation 
with seven or more rooms. An artifact scatter and/or features can be associated, but it is 
not required.
Pithouse
A Pithouse is defined as any semi-subterranean or subterranean structure or structures 
built purposefully for habitation. An artifact or lithic scatter and/or Features can be 
associated, but it is not required.
Rock Art
A rock art site is defined as any site with prehistoric rock art present. This type 
assumes that there is no associated artifact scatter or feature present.
Rock Art with Artifact or Lithic Scatter
This type assumes the presence of rock art with an associated artifact or lithic scatter 
as defined above.
Rock Art with Feature
The type is defined as a site containing rock art and associated features (e.g. cairn, 
roasting pit, storage structure, etc.), unless there is a habitation present, and in that case, 
the habitation type will be assigned. An artifact or lithic scatter can be associated, but it 
is not required.
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Rock Art with Groundstone 
This type assumes the presence of rock art with groundstone as the only other cultural 
component present.
Multicomponent
A multicomponent site assumes the presence of both prehistoric and historic cultural 
materials with no prehistoric feature present.
Multicomponent with Feature 
This type assumes the presence of both prehistoric and historic cultural materials in 
addition to the presence of a prehistoric feature as defined above.
Multicomponent with Rockshelter 
This type assumes the presence of both prehistoric and historic cultural materials 
associated with a rockshelter as defined above.
Water
This type is identified as any natural or recognized prehistoric construction feature 
which retains or directs surface water. This includes; natural water catchments, check 
dams, ditch’s, or canals.
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APPENDIX C
SITE FUNCTION DEFINITIONS 
Agricultural
This function type is defined by the presence of a modified landscape with features 
such as terraces, check dams, and clearings identified as purposefully constructed by 
humans.
Campsite
A campsite is defined by the absence of any structural remains, but multiple artifact 
types are present. This site function is automatically inferred when groundstone is 
present at any site.
Catchment
A catchment is defined as any natural formation on the landscape which can store 
water for any given period of time.
Flabitation
A habitation is defined as any structure identified as purposefully built or modified 
for living purposes. This includes: Field Houses, Hamlets, Pueblos, and Rockshelters.
Processing
The processing function is defined by the presence of structural features such as 
roasting pits and storage features, as well as a dominant assemblage of groundstone 
artifacts.
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Procurement
This function type is defined by the presence of natural resource areas at or nearby 
the site type. This may include natural rock outcrops for lithic raw material procurement 
and/or natural clay or temper resources for ceramic production.
Reduction
Reduction is defined as a Lithic Scatter where there are not other artifacts or 
structural types present and the site is not located in the proximity of an identified natural 
lithic resource area.
Ritual
A ritual function is inferred at a Rock Art site where no other artifact or structural 
remains are present.
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APPENDIX D
SITE DISTRIBUTION M APS,
MODEL PROPORTION, & FREQUENCY TABLES 
General Site Model
Table 40. General Model Site Density by Sensitivity Zone Summary.
Shivwits Plateau  
G eneral M odel 
Sum m ary Site 
D ensity by  
Sensitivity Zone
M udoralc L ow Total
Model Area (m^) 49,097,919 445,484,565 2,187,940,000 3,540,900,000 6,223,422,484
Model Area (ha)
Model Area (acres) 12,132 110,081 540,650 874,972 1,537,835
% Model Area 0.79% 7.16T4 35.1634 57% 100%
All Sites Area (m^) 34,800 1,820,282 4,760,753 2,403,276 9,019,111
All Sites Area (ha)
All Site Area (acres) 9 450 1,176 594 2229
% Site Area 0.39% 20.18% 52.79% 26.65% 100.00%
Inventory Area (m )^ 712,293 29,931,907 154,120,000 97,322,446 282,086,646
Inventory Area (ha)
Inventory Area (acres) 176 7J96 38,083 24,048 69,704
% Inventory Area 0.25% 10.61% 54.64% 34.50% 100.00%
Inventoried Site Area 
(m )^ 16,200 1,105,489 3,320,667 1T93J88 5,635,744
Inventory Site Area (ha)
Inventory Site Area 
(acres) 4 273 821 295 1,393
o jy % 19.62% 58.92% 21.1834 100.00%
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Shivwits Plateau Recorded Sites Distribution
i
Legend
N = 1209
Kilometers
Figure 21. General Model Site Distribution.
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Table 41. General Model inventory against slope by class.
G eneral M odel 
Slope in 
Degrees 
(10 cells)
0-5 6-11 12-18 19-45 46-86 T o ta l
No Inventory 2712900000 1062800000 720760000 1266100000 178720000 5941280000
Inventory 197220000 48259327 20776896 15386349 447396 282089968
Total Area 2910120000 1111059327 741536896 1281486349 179167396 6223369968
Area % 46.76% 17.85% 11.92% 20.59% 2.88% 100.00%
Inventory % 69.91% 17.11% 7.37% 5.45% 0.16% 100.00%
% Total Area 
Inventoried 3.17% 0.78% 0.33% 0.25% 0.01% 4.53%
Sites 973 162 38 30 6 1209
Site% 80.48% 13.40% 3.14% 2.48% 0.50% 100.00%
Inventoried Areas
No Sites 192530000 47539834 20618898 15328850 440796 276458378
Sites 4694154 719493 157999 57499 6600 5635745
Site% 83.29% 12.77% 2.80% 1.02% 0.12% 100.00%
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Table 42. General Model inventory against elevation by class.
General Model Inventory against Elevation 
(10 cells)
352-1259 1260-1939 1940-2393 Total
No Inventory 1210300000 455700000 175290000 1841290000
Inventory 32398883 22920000 20491899 75810782
Total Area 1242698883 478620000 195781899 1917100782
Area % 64.82% 24.97% 10.21% 100.00%
Inventory% 42.74% 30.23% 100.00%
%Total Area 
Inventoried 1:69% 1.20% 1.07% 3.95%
Sites 80 928 201 1209
Site% 6.62% 7&7&% 16.63% 100.00%
Inventoried Areas
No Sites 32150685 224810000 19492609 276453294
Sites 248198 4388257 999290 5635745
Site% 4.40% 77.86% 17.73% 100.00%
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Table 43. General Model inventory against SWReGAP (vegetation) by class table.
General M( 
Inventory 
against 
SWReGAP 
(10 cells
)del
Scrub
NA
Warm
Desert
Steppe
Grassland Riparian
Pinyon
Juniper
Ponderosa
Pine Conifer Badlands Invasive Total
No Inventory 1703000000 92787791 1084900000 1559885 2625500000 57977632 2644874 342760000 28346222 5939476404
Inventory 47736332 2203378 55841453 1800 151960000 15251351 1277788 5390547 2403176 282065825
--
Total Area 1750736332 94991169 1140741453 1561685 2777460000 73228983 3922662 348150547 30749398 6221542229
Area % 28.1494 1.5394 18.34% 0.03% 44.64% 1.18% 0.06% 5.60% 0.49% 100.00%
Inventory % 16.92% 0.78% 19.80% 0.00% 53.87% 5.41% 0.45% 1.91% 0.85% 100.00%
% Total Area 
Inventoried 0.77% 0.04% 0.90% 0.00% 2.44% 0.25% 0.02% 0.09% 0.04% 4.53%
Sites 113 3 110 0 893 64 6 16 4 1209
Site% 9.35% 0.25% 9.1094 0.00% 73.86% 5.29% 0.50% 1.32% 0.33% 100.00%
Inventoried
Areas
No Sites 47433235 2193779 55444857 1800 147440000 14927954 I24I088 5358748 2389877 276431338
Sites 303097 9600 396596 0 4521256 323397 3700 31800 12300 5601746
Site% 5.41% 0.1794 7.08% 0.00% 80.71% 5.77% 0.07% 0.57% 0.22% 100.00%
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Table 44. General Model inventory against distance from springs by class table.
General M< 
Inventory a 
from Sprin 
(10 m^  cells
)del
gainst Distance
gs
500 500-1500
1500-
2000
2000-
2500
2500-
3000
3000-
3500
3500-
4000
4000-
5000 Total
No Inventory 668584445 364830000 2525000000 270990000 284780000 298380000 307830000 606160000 5326554445
Inventory 5667045 24876056 16389139 20587898 23345871 28108425 25643949 39438214 184056597
Total Area 674251490 389706056 2541389139 291577898 308125871 326488425 333473949 645598214 5510611042
Area % 12.24% 7.07% 46.12% 5.29% 5.5994 5.92% 6.05% 11.7294 100.00%
Inventory % 3.08% 13.52% 8.90% 11.19% 12.68% 15.27% 13.93% 21.43% 100.00%
% Total Area 
Inventoried 0.1094 045% 0.30% 0.37% 0.42% 0.51% 0.47% 0.47% 3.09%
Sites 60 151 97 90 90 106 126 157 877
Sitc% 6.84% 17.22% 11.06% 10.26% 10.26% 12.09% 14.37% 17.90% 100.00%
Inventoried
Areas
No Sites 539I147 24130064 15915444 20092403 22971275 27598530 24957555 38574022 179630440
Sites 275897 745993 473695 495495 374596 509895 686393 864192 4426156
Site% 6.23% 16.85% 10.70% 11.19% 8.46% 11.5294 15.51% 19.52% 100.00%
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General Site Model Independent Variable and Site Frequency Tables
Table 45. General Model aspect site frequency table.
ASPECT
Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Percent
Valid Flat 171 14.1 14.1
0-90 385 31.8 46.0
91-180 266 22.0 6&0
181-270 204 16.9 84.9
271-359 183 15.1 100.0
Total 1209 100.0
Table 46. General Model elevation site frequency table.
ELEVATION
Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Percent
Valid 352-1259 80 6.6 6.6
1260-1939 927 76.7 83.3
1940-2393 202 16.7 100.0
Total 1209 100.0
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Table 47. General Model geologieal substrate site frequency table.
GEOLOGY
Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Percent
Valid Carbonates 518 42.8 42.8
Metamorphic & 
Igneous
504 41.7 8A5
Alluvium 17 1.4 854
Sandstone 3 .2 8&2
Shale 165 13.6 9&8
Silt & Mud stone 2 .2 100.0
Total 1209 100.0
Table 48. General Model slope site frequency table.
SLOPE
Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Percent
Valid 0-5 973 80.5 8&5
6-11 163 13.5 94.0
12-18 36 3.0 96.9
19-45 31 2.6 9&5
46-86 6 .5 100.0
Total 1209 100.0
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Table 49. General Model distance from spring’s site frequency table.
DISTANCE FROM SPRINGS
Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Percent
Valid 0 332 27.5 27.5
500 60 5.0 32.4
500-1500 151 12.5 44.9
1500-2000 97 8.0 52.9
2000-2500 90 7.4 60.4
2500-3000 90 7.4 6T8
3000-3500 106 8.8 76.6
3500-4000 126 10.4 87.0
4000-5000 157 13.0 100.0
Total 1209 100.0
Table 50. General Model vegetation site frequency table.
VEGETATION
Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Percent
Valid Scrub 113 9.3 9.3
NA Warm Deserts 3 .2 9.6
Steppe/Grasslands 110 9.1 18.7
Pinyon-Juniper 894 73.9 92.6
Ponderosa Pine 63 5.2 97.8
Conifer 6 .5 983
Badlands 16 1.3 99.7
Invasive & 
Modem
4 .3 100.0
Total 1209 100.0
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Table 51. General Model site type frequency table.
GENERAL MODEL SITE 
TYPE FREQUENCY
N = 1209
Artifact Scatter 399
Feature w/ Artifact Scatter 88
Feature w/ Lithic Scatter 9
Feature 3
Field House 51
Groundstone 22
Hamlet 81
Lithic Scatter 345
Multicomponent w/ Feature 5
Multicomponent w/ Rockshelter 3
Multicomponent 37
Pithouse 13
Pithouse/Hamlet 1
Pithouse/Pueblo 2
Pueblo 66
Rock Art w/ Artifact Scatter 4
Rock Art w/ Feature 2
Rock Art w/ Groundstone 1
Rock Art w/ Lithic Scatter 3
Rock Art 13
Rockshelter w/ Artifact Scatter 33
Rockshelter w/ Feature 15
Rockshelter w/ Groundstone 3
Roekshelter w/ Lithic Scatter • 5
Rockshelter w/ Rock Art 1
Rockshelter 1
Rockshelter/Field House 1
Water 1
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Table 52. General Model site function frequency table.
GENERAL MODEL SITE 
FUNCTION FREQUENCY
N= 1209
Agricultural 12
Campsite 404
Campsite/Procurement 3
Campsite/Reduction 5
Campsite/Ritual 1
Catchment 1
Habitation 279
Habitation/Processing 1
Habitation/Procurement 2
Habitation/Ritual 5
Processing 77
Processing/Ritual 2
Procurement 101
Procurement/Processing 1
Procurement/Reduction 2
Reduction 296
Reduction/Ritual 2
Ritual 15
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Campsite Site Type Model
Table 53. Campsite Model Site Density by Sensitivity Zone Summary.
Shivwits Plateau 
Campsite Summary 
Site Density by 
Sensitivity Zone
■JIJ igh Moderate Low Total
Model Area (m )^ 389,700,000 1,869,207,289 524,180,000 3,440,340,000 6,223,427,289
Model Area (ha)
Model Area (acres) 96,297 461,889 129,527 850,123 1,537,836
% Model Area 6.26% 30.04% 8.42% 55% 100%
All Sites Area (m^) 644,094 1,675,484 58,499 749,093 3,127,170
All Sites Area (ha)
All Site Area (acres) 159 414 14 185 773
% Site Area 20.60% 53.58% 1.87% 23.95% 100.00%
Inventory Area (m )^ 29,917,207 139,560,000 25,499,150 87,115,746 282,092,103
Inventory Area (ha)
Inventory Area (acres) 7,393 34,485 6,301 21,526 69,705
% Inventory Area 10.61% 49.47% 9.04% 30.88% 100.00%
Inventoried Site Area (m )^ 450,696 1,320,887 43,000 477,895 2,292,478
Inventory Site Area (ha)
Inventory Site Area (acres) III 326 11 118 566
19.66% 57.62% 1.88% 20.85% 100.00%
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Shmvits Plateau Campsite Distribution
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Figure 22. Campsite Model site distribution map.
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Table 54. Campsite Model inventory against slope by elass table.
C am psite 
M odel Slope  
in Degrees 
(10 m  ^cells)
0-5 6-11 12-18 19-45 46-86 Total
—
No Inventory 2712900000 1062800000 720760000 1266100000 178720000 5941280000
Inventory 197220000 48259327 20776896 15386349 447396 282089968
Total Area 2910120000 II1 1059327 741536896 1281486349 179167396 6223369968
Area % 46.76% 17.85% 11.92% 20.59% 2.88% 100.00%
Inventory % 69.91% 17.11% 7.37% 5.45% 0.16% 100.00%
% Total Area 
Inventoried 3.17% 0.78% 0.33% 0.25% 0.01% 4.53%
—
Sites 336 58 7 10 2 413
Site % 81.36% 14.04% 1.69% 2.42% 0.48% 100.00%
Inventoried
Areas
No Sites 195290000 47962930 20726097 15372049 446196 279797272
Sites 1929781 296397 50800 14300 1200 2292478
Site % 84.18% 12.93% 2.22% 0.62% 0.05% 100.00%
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Table 55. Campsite Model inventory against elevation by class table.
Campsite Model 
Inventory against Elevation 
(10 m^  cells)
352-1259
1260-
1939
1940-
2393 Total
No Inventory I2I0300000 455700000 175290000 1841290000
Inventory 32398883 22920000 20491899 75810782
Total Area 1242698883 478620000 195781899 I9I7100782
Area % 64.82% 24.97% 10.21% 100.00%
Inventory % 42.74% 30.23% 27.03% 100.00%
% Total Area 
Inventoried 1.69% 1.20% 1.07% 3.95%
Sites 10 336 67 413
Site % 2.42% 81.36% 16.22% 100.00%
Inventoried Areas
No Sites 32347383 227330000 20118503 279795886
Sites 51500 1867582 373396 2292478
Site% 2.25% 81.47% 16.29% 100.00%
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Table 56. Campsite Model inventory against SWReGAP (vegetation) by class table.
Campsite Mo 
Inventory ag 
SWReGAP 
(10 meter cel
d
ai
s]
el
nst
Scrub
NA
Warm
Desert
Steppe
Grassland Riparian
Pinyon
Juniper
Ponderosa
Pine Conifer Badlands Invasive Total
No Inventory 1703000000 92787791 1084900000 15598845 2625500000 57977632 2644874 342760000 28346222 5953515364
Inventory 47736332 2203378 55841453 1800 151960000 I525I35I 1277788 5390547 2403176 282065825
Total Area 1750736332 94991169 1140741453 15600645 2777460000 73228983 3922662 348150547 30749398 6235581189
Area % 28.08% 1.52% 18.29% 0.25% 44.54% 1.17% 0.06% 5.58% 0.49% 100.00%
Inventory % 16.92% 0.78% 19.80% 0.00% 53.87% 5.41% 0.45% 1.91% 0.85% 100.00%
% Total Area 
Inventoried 0.77% 0.04% 0.90% 0.00% 2.44% 0.24% 0.02% 0.09% 0.04% 4.52%
Sites 20 0 23 0 347 18 3 2 0 413
Site% 4.84% 0.00% 5.57% 0.00% 84.02% 4.36% 0.73% 0.48% 0.00% 100.00%
Inventoried
Areas
No Sites 47656933 2203378 55774853 1800 149960000 15135852 1257388 5381947 2401877 279774028
Sites 79399 0 66599 0 2000680 115499 20400 8600 1300 2292477
Site% 3.46% 0.00% 2.91% 0.00% 87.27% 5.04% 0.89% 0.38% 0.06% 100.00%
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Table 57. Campsite Model inventory against distance from springs by class table.
Campsite M 
Inventory aj 
Distance fro 
(10 m* cells’
odel 
gainst 
m Springs
500
500-
1500
1500-
2000
2000-
2500
2500-
3000
3000-
3500
3500-
4000
4000-
5000 Total
No Inventory 668584445 364830000 2525000000 270990000 284780000 298380000 307830000 606160000 5326554445
Inventory 5667045 24876056 16389139 20587898 23345871 28108425 25643949 39438214 184056597
Total Area 674251490 389706056 2541389139 291577898 308125871 326488425 333473949 645598214 5510611042
Area % 12.24% 7.07% 46.12% 5.29% 5.59% 5.92% 6.05% 11.72% 100.00%
Inventory % 3.08% 13.52% 8.90% 11.19% 12.68% 15.27% 13.93% 21.43% 100.00%
% Total Area 
Inventoried 0.10% 0.45% 0.30% 0.37% 0.42% 0.51% 0.47% 0.47% 3.09%
Sites 25 61 37 36 25 31 45 47 307
Site% 8.14% 19.87% 12.05% 11.73% 8.14% 10.10% 14.66% 15.31% 100.00%
Inventoried
Areas
No Sites 5549546 24542860 16193141 20357501 23241872 27908527 25368851 39107717 I822700I5
Sites 117499 333197 195998 230398 103999 199898 275097 330497 1786583
Site% 6.58% 18.65% 10.97% 12.90% 5.82% 11.19% 15.40% 18.50% 100.00%
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Campsite Independent Variable and Frequency Tables
Table 58. Campsite Model aspect site frequency table.
ASPECT
Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Percent
Valid Flat 59 14.3 14.3
0-90 139 33.7 47.9
91-180 91 22.0 70.0
181-270 60 14.5 84.5
271-359 64 15.5 100.0
Total 413 100.0
Table 59. Campsite Model elevation site frequency table.
ELEVATION
Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Percent
Valid 352-1259 10 2.4 2.4
1260-1939 336 81.4 83.8
1940-2393 67 16.2 100.0
Total 413 100.0
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Table 60. Campsite Model geological substrate site frequency table.
GEOLOGY
Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Percent
Valid Carbonates 145 35.1 35.1
Metamorphic & 
Igneous 216 52.3 87.4
Alluvium 2 .5 87.9
Sandstone 3 .7 88.6
Shale 47 11.4 100.0
Total 413 100.0
Table 61. Campsite Model slope site frequency table.
SLOPE
Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Percent
Valid 0-5 335 81.1 81.1
6-11 59 14.3 95.4
12-18 8 1.9 97.3
19-45 9 2.2 99.5
46-86 2 .5 100.0
Total 413 100.0
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Table 62. Campsite Model distance from spring's site frequency table.
DISTANCE FROM SPRINGS
Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Percent
Valid b 106 25.7 25.7
500 25 6.1 31.7
500-1500 61 14.8 46.5
1500-2000 37 9.0 55.4
2000-2500 36 8.7 64.2
2500-3000 25 6.1 70.2
3000-3500 31 7.5 77.7
3500-4000 45 10.9 88.6
4000-5000 47 11.4 100.0
Total 413 100.0
Table 63. Campsite Model vegetation site frequency table.
VEGETATION
Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Percent
Valid Scrub 20 4.8 4.8
Steppe/Grasslands 23 5.6 10.4
Pinyon-Juniper 347 84.0 94.4
Ponderosa Pine 18 4.4 98.8
Conifer 3 .7 99.5
Badlands 2 .5 100.0
Total 413 100.0
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Table 64. Campsite site type frequency table.
CAMPSITE SITE TYPE N = 413
FREQUENCY
Artifact Scatter 341
Feature w/ Artifact Scatter 34
Feature w/ Lithic Scatter 4
Lithic Scatter 8
Multicomponent w/ Feature 2
Multicomponent 18
Rockshelter w/ Artifact Scatter 4
Rockshelter w/ Feature 1
Rockshelter w/ Lithic Scatter 1
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Habitation Site Type Model 
Table 65. Habitation Model Site Density by Sensitivity Zone Summary.
Shivwits Plateau 
Habitation 
Summary Site 
Density by 
Sensitivity Zone
llii>h Moderate Low Total
Model Area (m^) 49,097,919 146,684,562 2,486,680,000 3,540,900,000 6,223,362,481
Model Area (ha)
Model Area (acres) 12,132 36J46 614,470 874,972 1,537,820
% Model Area 0.79% 236% 39.96% 57% 100%
All Sites Area (m^) 28,500 668J94 1,070,490 413,896 2,181,180
All Sites Area (ha)
All Site Area (acres) 7 165 265 102 539
% Site Area 1.3194 30.64% 49.08% 18.98% 100.00%
Inventory Area (m^) 712,293 19,779,606 164,280,000 97,322,446 282,094,345
Inventory Area (ha)
Inventory Area (acres) 176 4,888 40,594 24,048 69,706
% Inventory Area 0.25% 7.01% 58.24% 34.50% 100.00%
Inventoried Site Area 
(m") 9^W0 382,896 549,595 103,199 1,045,590
Inventory Site Area 
(ha)
Inventory Site Area 
(acres) 2 95 136 26 258
0.95% 36.62% 52.56% 9.87% 100.00%
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Shivwits Plateau Habitation Site Distribution
Legend
XYHab
N = 2
0  5 10 20  3 0  40
I Kilometers
Figure 23. Habitation Model site distribution map.
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Table 66. Habitation Model inventory against slope by class table.
Habitation 
Model Slope 
in Degrees 
(10 cells)
0 - 5 6 -11 12-18 19-45 46-86 Total
No Inventory 2712900000 1062800000 720760000 1266100000 178720000 5941280000
Inventory 197220000 48259327 20776896 15386349 447396 282089968
T otal Area 2910120000 1111059327 741536896 1281486349 179167396 6223369968
Area % 46.76% 17.85% 11.92% 20.59% 2.88% 100.00%
Inventory % 69.91% 17.11% 7.37% 5.45% 0.16% 100.00%
%TotaI Area 
Inventoried 3.17% 0.78% 0.33% 0.25% 0.01% 4.53%
Sites 209 51 14 II 2 287
Site% 72.82% 17.77% 4.88% 3.83% 0.70% 100.00%
Inventoried
Areas
No Sites 196430000 48069429 20735797 15367049 446396 281048671
Sites 794292 189898 41100 19300 1000 1045590
Site% 75.97% 18.16% 3.93% 1.85% 0.10% 100.00%
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Table 67. Habitation Model inventory against elevation by class table.
Habitation Model 
Inventory against Elevation 
(10 cells)
352-1259 1260-1939 1940-2393 Total
No Inventory 1210300000 455700000 175290000 I84I290000
Inventory 32398883 22920000 20491899 75810782
Total Area 1242698883 478620000 195781899 1917100782
Area % 64.82% 24.97% 10.21% 100.00%
Inventory % 42.74% 30.23% 27.03% 100.00%
% Total Area 
Inventoried 1.6934 T20% 1.07% 3.95%
Sites 17 178 92 a #
Site % 5.92% 62.02% 32.06% 100.00%
Inventoried Areas
No Sites 32378983 228570000 20099103 281048086
Sites 19900 632894 392796 1045590
Site% 1.90% 60.53% 37.57% 100.00%
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Table 68. Habitation Model inventory against SWReGAP (vegetation) by class table.
Habitation Model 
Inventory against 
SWReGAP 
(lOm  ^cells)
Scrub
N A
Warm
Desert
Steppe
Grassland Riparian
Pinyon
Juniper
Ponderosa
Pine Conifer Badlands Invasive Total
—
No
Inventory 1703000000 92787791 1084900000 1559885 2625500000 57977632 2644874 342760000 28346222 5939476404
Inventory 47736332 2203378 55841453 1800 151960000 15251351 1277788 5390547 2403176 282065825
—
Total Area 1750736332 94991169 1140741453 1561685 2777460000 73228983 3922662 348150547 30749398 6221542229
Area % 28.1434 1.5334 18.34% 0.03% 44.64% 1.18% 0.06% 5.60% 0.49% 100.00%
Inventory % 16.9234 0.7834 19.80% 0.00% 53.87% 5.41% 0.45% 1.91% 0.85% 100.00%
% Total
Area
Inventoried 0.7734 0.0434 0.90% 0.00% 2.44% 0.25% 0.02% 0.09% 0.04% 4.53%
Sites 28 1 20 0 193 32 2 7 4 287
Site % 9.7634 0.3534 6.97% 0.00% 67.25% 11.1534 0.70% 2.44% 1.39% 100.00%
Inventoried
Areas
No Sites 47703733 2198178 55792253 1800 151140000 15132852 1267688 5387247 2393877 281017628
Sites 32600 5200 49200 0 817392 118499 10100 3300 9300 1045591
Site% 3.1234 0.50% 4.71% 0.00% 78.18% 11.33% 0.97% 0.32% 0.89% 100.00%
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Table 69. Habitation Model inventory against distance from springs by class table.
Habitation Model 
Inventory against Distance 
from Springs 
(10 m* cells)
500 500-1500 1500-2000
2000-
2500
2500-
3000 3000-3500 3500-4000
4000-
5000 Total
No
Inventory 668584445 364830000 2525000000 270990000 284780000 298380000 307830000 606160000 5326554445
Inventory 5667045 24876056 16389139 20587898 23345871 28108425 25643949 39438214 184056597
Total Area 674251490 389706056 2541389139 291577898 308125871 326488425 333473949 645598214 5510611042
Area% 12.24% 7.07% 46.1234 5.29% 5.59% 5.92% 6.05% 11.72% 100.00%
Inventory % 3.08% 13.5234 8.90% 11.1934 12.68% 15.27% 13.93% 21.43% 100.00%
% Total 
Area
Inventoried 0.1034 0.45% 0.30% 0.37% 0.42% 0.51% 0.47% 0.47% 3.09%
Sites 16 42 31 30 37 34 22 16 228
Site% 7.0234 18.42% 13.60% 13.1634 16.23% 14.91% 9.65% 7.02% 100.00%
Inventoried
Areas
No Sites 5592745 24695458 16250541 20449700 23187873 28010326 25565050 39372414 I83124I07
Sites 74299 180598 138599 138199 157999 98099 78899 65800 932492
Site% 7.97% 19.37% 14.86% 14.82% 16.94% 10.52% 8.46% 7.06% 100.00%
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Habitation Site Model Independent Variable and Site Frequency Tables 
Table 70. Habitation Model aspect site frequency table.
ASPECT
Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Percent
Valid Flat 29 10.1 10.1
0-90 93 32.4 42.5
91-180 70 24.4 66.9
181-270 54 1&8 85J
271-359 41 14.3 100.0
Total 287 100.0
Table 71. Habitation Model elevation site frequency table.
ELEVATION
Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Percent
Valid 352-1259 17 5.9 5.9
1260-1939 177 61.7 67.6
1940-2393 93 32.4 100.0
Total 287 100.0
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Table 72. Habitation Model geological substrate site frequency table.
GEOLOGY
Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Percent
Valid Carbonates 84 293 293
Metamorphic & 
Igneous
166 57.8 87.1
Alluvium 6 2.1 893
Shale 29 10.1 993
Silt & Mud stone 2 .7 100.0
Total 287 100.0
Table 73. Habitation Model slope site frequency table.
SLOPE
Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Percent
Valid 0-5 213 74.2 74.2
6-11 48 16.7 90.9
12-18 13 4.5 953
19-45 11 3.8 993
46-86 2 .7 100.0
Total 287 100.0
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Table 74. Habitation Model distance from spring's site frequency table.
DISTANCE FROM SPRINGS
Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Percent
Valid 0 59 20.6 203
500 16 5.6 26.1
500-1500 42 14.6 403
1500-2000 31 10.8 51.6
2000-2500 30 10.5 62.0
2500-3000 37 12.9 74.9
3000-3500 34 11.8 863
3500-4000 22 7.7 94.4
4000-5000 16 5.6 100.0
Total 287 100.0
Table 75. Habitation Model vegetation site frequency table.
VEGETATION
Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Percent
Valid Scrub 28 9.8 9.8
NA Warm Deserts 1 .3 10.1
Steppe/Grasslands 20 7.0 17.1
Pinyon-Juniper 193 67.2 843
Ponderosa Pine 32 11.1 953
Conifer 2 .7 96.2
Badlands 7 2.4 983
Invasive & 
Modem
4 1.4 100.0
Total 287 100.0
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Table 76. Habitation site type frequency table.
HABITATION SITE TYPE N = 287
FREQUENCY
Artifact Scatter 3
Feature w/ Artifact Scatter 12
Field House 50
Hamlet 80
Lithie Scatter (near Pueblo) 1
Multicomponent w/ Feature 1
Multicomponent w/ Rockshelter 3
Multicomponent 2
Pithouse 12
Pithouse/Hamlet 1
Pithouse/Pueblo 2
Pueblo 66
Rock Art w/ Artifact Scatter 4
Rock Art w/ Feature 2
Rockshelter w/ Artifact Scatter 28
Rockshelter w/ Feature 14
Rockshelter w/ Lithie Scatter 4
Rockshelter 1
Rockshelter/Field House 1
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Pueblo II Period Model
Table 77. Pueblo II Model Site Density by Sensitivity Zone Summary.
Shivwits Plateau 
Pueblo II 
Summary Site 
Density by 
Sensitivity Zone
M oderate Low Total
Model Area (m^) 49,097,919 146,684,563 2,486,740,000 3,540,900,000 6,223,422,482
Model Area (ha)
Model Area (acres) 12,132 36JW6 614,484 874,972 1^B7,835
% Model Area 0.79% 236% 39.96% 57% 100%
All Sites Area (m^) 28,500 1,082,089 1,825,482 672^93 3,608,964
All Sites Area (ha)
All Site Area (acres) 7 267 451 166 892
% Site Area 0.79% 29.98% 50.58% 18.65% 100.00%
Inventory Area (m^) 712,293 19,779,606 164,280,000 97,322,446 282,094,345
Inventory Area (ha)
Inventory Area (acres) 176 A.888 40,594 24,048 69,706
% Inventory Area 0J5% 7.01% 58.24% 34.50% 100.00%
Inventoried Site Area 
(m") 9,900 748,693 1J59J88 369,196 2,387,177
Inventory Site Area 
(ha)
Inventory Site Area 
(acres) 2 185 311 91 590
0.41% 31.36% 52.76% 15.47% 100.00%
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Shivwits Plateau Pueblo II Site Distribution 
AD 1 0 0 0 - A D  1150
Legend
•  XYPueblo2 
N  = 471
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I W l o m e l e r s
Figure 24. Pueblo 11 Model site distribution map.
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Table 78. Pueblo II Model inventory against slope by class table.
Pueblo II 
M odel Slope  
in Degrees 
(10 cells)
0-5 6-11 12-18 19-45 46-86 Total
No Inventory 2712900000 1062800000 720760000 1266100000 178720000 5941280000
Inventory 197220000 48259327 20776896 15386349 447396 282089968
Total Area 2910120000 IIII059327 741536896 1281486349 179167396 6223369968
Area % 46.76% 17.85% 11.92% 20.59% 2.88% 100.00%
Inventory % 69.91% 17.11% 7.37% 545% 0.16% 100.00%
% Total Area 
Inventoried 3.17% 0.78% 0.33% 0.25% 0.01% 4.53%
Sites 385 65 II 7 3 471
Site % 81.74% 13.80% 2.34% 1.49% 0.64% 100.00%
Inventoried Areas
No Sites 195230000 47932830 20719597 15375049 447396 279704872
Sites 1992081 326497 57299 11300 0 2387177
Site% 83.45% 13.68% 2.40% 0.47% 0.00% 100.00%
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Table 79. Pueblo II Model inventory against elevation by class table.
Pueblo II Model 
Inventory against Elevation 
(10 cells)
352-1259 1260-1939 1940-2393 Total
---
No Inventory I2I0300000 455700000 175290000 1841290000
Inventory 32398883 22920000 20491899 75810782
Total Area 1242698883 478620000 195781899 1917100782
Area % 64.82% 24.97% 10.21% 100.00%
Inventory % 42.74% 30.23% 27.03% 100.00%
% Total Area 
Inventoried 1.69% T20% 1.07% 3.95%
--
Sites 9 314 148 471
1.91% 66.67% 31.42% 100.00%
Inventoried Areas
No Sites 32389183 227580000 19733307 279702490
Sites 9700 1618884 758593 2387177
Site% 0.41% 67.82% 31.78% 100.00%
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Table 80. Pueblo II Model inventory against SWReGAP (vegetation) by class table.
Pueblo I I IV 
Inventory a 
SWReGAP 
(lOm  ^cells'
lodel
gainst
Scrub
VA Warm 
Jesert
Steppe
Grassland Riparian
Pinyon
Juniper
Ponderosa
Pine Conifer Badlands Invasive Total
No Inventory 1703000000 92787791 1084900000 1559885 2625500000 57977632 2644874 342760000 28346222 5939476404
Inventory 47736332 2203378 55841453 1800 151960000 15251351 1277788 5390547 2403176 282065825
Total Area 1750736332 94991169 1I4074I453 1561685 2777460000 73228983 3922662 348150547 30749398 6221542229
Area % 28.1494 1.5394 18.34% 0.03% 44.6494 1.1894 0.06% 5.60% 0.49% 100.00%
Inventory % 16.92% 0.78% 19.80% 0.00% 53.87% 5.41% 0.45% 1.91% 0.85% 100.00%
% Total Area 
Inventoried 0.77% 0.04% &90% 0.00% 2.44% 0.25% 0.02% 0.09% 0.04% 4.53%
Sites 14 0 11 0 390 46 4 3 3 471
Site % 2.97% 0.00% 2.34% 0.00% 82.80% 9.77% 0.85% 0.64% 0.64% 100.00%
Inventoried
Areas
No Sites 47702433 2203378 55796953 1800 149890000 15045753 1254088 5385947 2400277 279680629
Sites 33900 0 44500 0 2071980 205598 23700 4600 2900 2387178
Site% 1.42% 0.00% L86% 0.00% 86.80% 8.61% 0.99% 0.1994 0.1294 100.00%
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Table 81. Pueblo II Model inventory against distance from springs by class table.
Pueblo II 
Distance 
(10 ce
Inventory against 
from Springs 
Is)
500 500-1500 1500-2000
2000-
2500
2500-
3000 3000-3500 3500-4000 4000-5000 Total
No
Inventory 668584445 364830000 2525000000 270990000 284780000 298380000 307830000 606160000 5326554445
Inventory 5667045 24876056 16389139 20587898 23345871 28108425 25643949 39438214 184056597
Total Area 674251490 389706056 2541389139 291577898 308125871 326488425 333473949 645598214 5510611042
Area % 12.24% 7.07% 46.12% 5.29% 5.59% 5.92% 6.05% 11.72% 100.00%
Inventory
% 3.08% 13.52% 8.90% 11.19% 12.68% 15.27% 13.93% 21.43% 100.00%
% Total 
Area
Inventoried 0.10% 0.45% 0.30% 0.37% 0.42% 0.51% 0.47% 0.47% 3.09%
Sites 35 80 40 43 48 50 37 46 379
Site% 9.23% 21.11% 10.55% 11.35% 12.66% 13.19% 9.76% 12.14% 100.00%
Inventoried
Areas
No Sites 5494346 24453560 16183941 20325201 23133073 27886727 25451451 39120217 182048516
Sites 172698 422496 205198 262697 212798 221698 192498 317997 2008080
Site% 8.60% 21.04% 10.22% 13.08% 10.60% 11.04% 9.59% 15.8434 100.00%
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Pueblo II Model Independent Variable and Site Frequency Tables
Table 82. Pueblo II Model aspect site frequency table.
ASPECT
Frequency Percent Cumulative Percent
Valid Flat 67 14.2 14.2
0-90 146 31.0 45.2
91-180 104 22.1 67.3
181-270 90 19.1 86.4
271-359 64 13.6 100.0
Total 471 100.0
Table 83. Pueblo II Model elevation site frequency table.
ELEVATION
Frequency Percent Cumulative Percent
Valid 352-1259 9 1.9 1.9
1260-1939 313 66.5 68.4
1940-2393 149 31.6 100.0
Total 471 100.0
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Table 84. Pueblo II Model geological substrate site frequency table.
GEOLOGY
Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Pereent
Valid Carbonates 125 26.5 2&5
Metamorphic & 
Igneous
309 65.6 92.1
Alluvium 4 .8 93.0
Shale 32 6.8 99.8
Silt & Mud stone 1 .2 100.0
Total 471 100.0
Table 85. Pueblo II Model slope site frequency table.
SLOPE
Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Percent
Valid 0-5 389 82X5 82.6
6-11 62 13.2 95^
12-18 10 2.1 97.9
19-45 7 1.5 99.4
46-86 3 .6 100.0
Total 471 100.0
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Table 86. Pueblo II Model vegetation site frequency table.
VEGETATION
Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Percent
Valid Scrub 14 3.0 3.0
Steppe/Grasslands 11 2.3 5.3
Pinyon-Juniper 390 828 88T
Ponderosa Pine 46 9.8 97.9
Conifer 4 .8 98.7
Badlands 3 .6 99.4
Invasive & 
Modem 3
.6 100.0
Total 471 100.0
Table 87. Pueblo II Model distance from spring's site frequency table.
DISTANCE FROM SPRINGS
Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Percent
Valid 6 92 19.5 19.5
500 35 7.4 27.0
500-1500 80 17.0 43.9
1500-2000 40 8.5 52.4
2000-2500 43 9.1 6L6
2500-3000 48 10.2 71.8
3000-3500 50 10.6 82.4
3500-4000 37 7.9 90.2
4000-5000 46 9.8 100.0
Total 471 100.0
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Table 88. Pueblo II Model site type frequency table.
PUEBLO II SITE TYPE N = 471
FREQUENCY
Artifaet Seatter 208
Feature w/ Artifact Scatter 52
Field House 41
Hamlet 69
Lithie Scatter 3
Multicomponent 12
Multicomponent w/ Feature 2
Multicomponent w/ Rockshelter 1
Pithouse 9
Pithouse/Hamlet 1
Pithouse/Pueblo 1
Pueblo 57
Rock Art w/ Artifact Scatter 1
Rock Art w/ Feature 1
Rockshelter w/ Artifact Scatter 7
Rockshelter w/ Feature 6
Table 89. Pueblo II Model site funetion frequency table.
PUEBLO II SITE FUNCTION 
FREQUENCY
N = 
471
Agricultural 10
Campsite 215
Habitation 200
Processing 23
Procurement 7
Reduction 16
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Puebloan Period Model
Table 90. Puebloan Model Site Density by Sensitivity Zone Summary.
Shivwits Plateau 
Puebloan 
Summary Site 
Density by 
Sensitivity Zone
lliuh IModcrate Low Total
Model Area (m^) 49,097,919 146,684,563 1,526,620,000 4,500,980,000 6,223,382,482
Model Area (ha)
Model Area (acres) 12T32 36,246 377,235 1,112,212 1,537,825
% Model Area 0.79% 2 36% 24.53% 72% 100%
All Sites Area (m )^ 34,800 1,245,688 2,358,577 1,226,688 4,865,753
All Sites Area (ha)
All Site Area (acres) 9 308 583 303 1,202
% Site Area 0.72% 25.60% 48.47% 25.21% 100.00%
Inventory Area (m )^ 712,293 19,779,606 129,430,000 132,170,000 282,091,899
Inventory Area (ha)
Inventory Area (acres) 176 4,888 3I^W2 32,659 69,705
% Inventory Area 0.25% 7.01% 45.88% 46.85% 100.00%
Inventoried Site Area 
(m") 16,200 837,392 1,626,984 683,993 3,164,569
Inventory Site Area (ha)
Inventory Site Area 
(acres) 4 207 402 169 782
0.51% 26.46% 51.41% 21.61% 100.00%
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Shivwits Plateau Puebloan Site Distribution 
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Figure 25. Puebloan Model site distribution map.
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Table 91. Puebloan Model inventory against slope by class table.
Puebloan  
M odel 
Slope in  
D egrees  
(10 cells)
0-5 6-11 12-18 19-45 46-86 Total
No Inventory 2712900000 1062800000 720760000 I266I00000 178720000 5941280000
Inventory 197220000 48259327 20776896 15386349 447396 282089968
Total Area 29I0I20000 IIII059327 741536896 1281486349 I79I67396 6223369968
Area % 46.76% 17.85% 11.92% 20.59% 2.88% 100.00%
Inventory % 69.91% 17.11% 737% 5.45% 0.16% 100.00%
% Total Area 
Inventoried 3.17% 0.78% 0.33% 0.25% 0.01% 4.53%
Sites 519 91 18 10 4 642
Site% 80.84% 14.17% 230% 1.56% 0.62% 100.00%
Inventoried Areas
No Sites 194600000 4783I53I 20686997 15360450 446196 278925174
Sites 2619774 427796 89899 25900 1200 3164569
Site% 82.78% 13.52% 2.84% 032% 0.04% 100.00%
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Table 92. Puebloan Model inventory against elevation by class table.
Puebloan Model 
Inventory against Elevation 
(10 cells)
352-1259
1260-
1939
1940-
2393 Total
No Inventory 12I0300000 455700000 175290000 1841290000
Inventory 32398883 22920000 20491899 75810782
Total Area 1242698883 478620000 195781899 I9I7I00782
Area % 64.82% 24.97% 10.21% 100.00%
Inventory % 42.74% 30.23% 27.03% 100.00%
% Total Area 
Inventoried 1.69% 1.20% 1.07% 3.95%
Sites 15 456 171 642
2.34% 71.03% 26.64% 100.00%
Inventoried
Areas
No Sites 32384183 226900000 19638308 278922491
Sites 14700 2296278 853592 3164570
Site% 0.46% 72.56% 26.97% 100.00%
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Table 93. Puebloan Model inventory against SWReGAP (vegetation) by class table.
Puebloan Model 
Inventory against 
SWReGAP 
(lOm  ^cells)
Scrub
NA
Warm
Desert
Steppe
Grassland Riparian
Pinyon
Juniper
Ponderosa
Pine Conifer Badlands Invasive Total
No
Inventory 1703000000 92787791 1084900000 1559885 2625500000 57977632 2644874 342760000 28346222 5939476404
Inventory 47736332 2203378 55841453 1800 151960000 15251351 1277788 5390547 2403176 282065825
Total Area 1750736332 94991169 1140741453 1561685 2777460000 73228983 3922662 348150547 30749398 6221542229
Area % 28.1494 1.5394 18.3494 0.03% 44.64% 1.18% 0.06% 5.60% 0.49% 100.00%
Inventory % 16.92% 0.78% 19.8094 0.00% 53.87% 5.41% 0.45% 1.91% 0.85% 100.00%
% Total 
Area
Inventory 037% 0.04% 0.90% 0.00% 2.44% 0.25% 0.02% 0.09% 0.04% 4.53%
Sites 22 0 28 0 525 52 5 6 4 642
Site% 3.43% 0.00% 4.36% 0.00% 81.7894 8.1094 0.78% 0.93% 0.62% 100.00%
Inventory
Areas
No Sites 47688733 2203378 55752154 1800 149230000 15011553 1247288 5376247 2393177 278904330
Sites 47600 0 89299 0 2733073 239798 30500 14300 10000 3164570
Site% 1.50% 0.00% 2.82% 0.00% 86.36% 7.58% 0.96% 0.45% 0.32% 100.00%
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Table 94. Puebloan Model inventory against distance from spring's by class table.
Puebloan IV 
Inventory 
Distance fr  
(10 cells
lodel 
igainst 
om Springs
500 500-1500 1500-2000 2000-2500 2500-3000
3000-
3500 3500-4000 4000-5000 Total
No Inventory 668584445 364830000 2525000000 270990000 284780000 298380000 307830000 606160000 5326554445
Inventory 5667045 24876056 16389139 20587898 23345871 28108425 25643949 39438214 184056597
Total Area 674251490 389706056 |Z541389139 291577898 308125871 326488425 333473949 645598214 5510611042
Area % 12.24% 7.07% 46.12% 5.29% 5.59% 5.92% 6.05% 11.72% 100.00%
Inventory % 3.08% 13.52% 8.90% 11.1994 12.68% 15.27% 13.93% 21.43% 100.00%
Vo Total Area 
Inventory 0.1094 0.45% 0.30% 0J7% 0.42% 0.51% &47% 0.47% 3.09%
Sites 41 100 59 59 59 65 61 62 506
Site% 8.1094 19.76% 11.66% 11.66% 11.66% 12.85% 12.06% 12.25% 100.00%
Inventory
Areas
No Sites 5458247 24357761 16100542 20246002 23091374 27817227 25339752 39027318 181438223
Sites 208798 518295 288597 341897 254498 291197 304197 410896 2618375
7.97% 19.79% 11.02% 13.06% 9.72% 11.1294 11.62% 15.69% 100.00%
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Puebloan Period Model Independent Variable and Site Frequency Tables 
Table 95. Puebloan Model aspect site frequency table.
ASPECT
Frequency Percent Cumulative Percent
Valid Flat 85 13.2 13.2
0-90 211 32.9 46.1
91-180 143 22.3 6&4
181-270 115 17.9 8&3
271-359 88 13.7 100.0
Total 642 100.0
Table 96. Puebloan Model elevation site frequency table.
ELEVATION
Frequency Percent Cumulative Percent
Valid 352-1259 15 2.3 2.3
1260-1939 455 70.9 732
1940-2393 172 26.8 100.0
Total 642 100.0
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Table 97. Puebloan Model geological substrate site frequency table.
GEOLOGY
Frequency Percent Cumulative Percent
Valid Carbonates 189 2&4 29.4
Metamorphic & 
Igneous 387 60.3 892
Alluvium 6 .9 90.7
Sandstone 1 .2 9&8
Shale 58 9.0 9&8
Silt & Mud stone 1 .2 100.0
Total 642 100.0
Table 98. Puebloan Model slope site frequency table.
SLOPE
Frequency Percent Cumulative Percent
Valid 0-5 522 81 3 81.3
6-11 89 13.9 952
12-18 17 2.6 928
19-45 10 1.6 924 .
46-86 4 .6 100.0
Total 642 100.0
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Table 99. Puebloan Model distance from spring's site frequency table.
DISTANCE FROM SPRINGS
Frequency Percent Cumulative Percent
Valid 6 134 20.9 20.9
500 41 6.4 223
500-1500 100 15.6 428
1500-2000 59 9.2 52.0
2000-2500 62 9.7 61.7
2500-3000 58 9.0 70.7
3000-3500 65 10.1 8fr8
3500-4000 61 9.5 90.3
4000-5000 62 9.7 100.0
Total 642 100.0
Table 100. Puebloan Model vegetation site frequency table.
VEGETATION
Frequency Percent Cumulative Percent
Valid Scrub 22 3.4 3.4
Steppe/Grasslands 28 4.4 7.8
Pinyon-Juniper 525 81.8 826
Ponderosa Pine 52 8.1 97.7
Conifer 5 .8 98A
Badlands 6 .9 99.4
Invasive & 
Modem
4 .6 100.0
Total 642 100.0
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Table 101. Puebloan Model site type frequency table.
PUEBLOAN PERIOD 
SITE TYPE FREQUENCY
N = 642
Artifact Scatter 301
Feature w/ Artifact Scatter 74
Field House 47
Groundstone 1
Hamlet 80
Lithic Scatter 7
Multicomponent w/ Feature 3
Multicomponent w/ Rockshelter 2
Multicomponent 18
Pithouse 11
Pithouse/Hamlet 1
Pithouse/Pueblo 1
Pueblo 65
Rock Art w/ Artifact Scatter 2
Rock Art w/ Feature 1
Rockshelter w/ Artifact Scatter 19
Rockshelter w/ Feature 9
Table 102. Puebloan Model site function frequency table.
PUEBLOAN PERIOD 
SITE FUNCTION 
FREQUENCY
N = 642
Agricultural 11
Campsite 313
Habitation 249
Processing 32
Procurement 8
Reduction 29
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